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For Immediate Release

The Big Green basketballers of Marshall College will play their

next game at Oxford, Ohio, against the Redskins of the University
of Miami.

The Marshall team has played three games away from home

and^s#4$*gone over the 100 mark in all three games.

The game will match the num ber two team in the Mid-American
Conference against the number three ranked team.

Marshall is in second

place but has played only two games, while the Redskins have played

a total of five and have won four and lost only one.

The name’s of Marshall men are well represented in the statistics
of the Mid-American Conference#

(

Price is the leader in the scoring

department with 29.5 points a game and has the best field goal accuracy
with 5^6 percent.

Marshall’s big rebound star, Charlie Slack, teams

with Price to give Marshall it ?s other confex'ence leader.

black leads

the Mid-American Conference with 26.5 rebounds per game9 and his nearest
rival is Max Chapman of Bowling Green University with a 16.5«

In Marshall’s last home game against the Generals of Washington
and Lee, Slack got 26 rebounds which ran his total number of rebounds for

his college playing days past the 1000 mark.

In Mid-American play the Marshall team is leading the conference

with an average of 97.6, while it’s season average is 97.1 against all
teams.

Miami has an average of 76.0 against conference teams and 74.1

against all others.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFCRMATION SERVICE-- 1-3-56
For Immediate Release

(Advance registration)

Advance registration for

563 spring semester classes

Marshall College Monday January 3, and the first

group of

upperclassmen will be checked into classes Wednesday through

of this week.

began at

Saturday

Freshmen and sophomores will begin registering Saturday,

January 5.
Advance registeration will continue through January 19 and persons
■:

who do not complete their registration by this deadline must waifi^ until
t',
the regular registration periods in February. Full time students will
register February 2 and part time students will sign up for spring
semester classes February 4«
Thirty-eight fields will be represented by the 563 classes to be

offered next semester.

They are advertising, art, Bible and religion,

biological sciences, botany, business administration, chemistry,
classical languages, economics, educ tion, engineering, English, French,
Geography, Geology, German, histroy, home economics, home economics
A

educ tion, journalism, library science, mathematics, military science,
music, music education, orientation, philosophy, physical education,
physics, polotical science, psychology, safety education, science,

social studies, sociology, Spanish, speech and zoology.

New mechanical registration equipment isbeing used at Marshall

for the first time and 'ccording to Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall registrar
and director of admissions, it should speed up the registering procedure
and save the college money.
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7 ar Immediate Release

(Dean Wilburn)

Dr. J. Banks Wilburn, Dean of Teachers Colle ;e, and i-.rs. Wilburn,
we e called to Martinsburg, W. Va. by the death of Dr. Wilburn’s

mother, Mrs. Daniel B. Wilburn, who died January 2.
Funeral and burial services will take place in Martinsburg.
In addition to Dr. Wilburn, Mrs.

iibum is survived by her husband,

u au&fter Mrs. Lee Kadenbush of Jayn^sville, Wisconsin, -nd three
grandchildren; Donald, Jo Anne, ?nu Carol/n Wilburn of Huntington.
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i

For Imne diate Release
To Jo Ann Herring, Herald Dispatch

(Theresa Demus)
Miss Theresa Demus, assistant dietitian of the Marshall College

Cafeteria, spent a week visiting her family at Worthington, W. Va.
during the Christmas holidays.
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For Immediate Release

(Fred E. Wise, Jr.)

Fred E. Wise, Jr., 1942 graduate of Marshall College, received

a Master of Science degree in radiologyfjfrom the University of

Minnesota at thei^autumn quarter commencement December 16.
Wise received a Bachelor of Science
-30-
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degree from Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-3-55

For Immediate Release

(Joseph Bubernak)
Joseph Bubernak, 1951 graduate of Marshall College Graduate
&

School, received a Doctor of Philosophy degreeefrom Ohio State
University at the& autumn quarter convocation December 17.
Bubernak received a Master of Science degree in chemistry from

Marshall,
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The box office for the “pre-Broadway” musical review,
“Three For Tonight,” which will be presented at the
Keith-Albee Theater January 10, will open today at
the Becker Music Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue, it was
announced yesterday by Curtis Baxter. “Three For
Tonight” is another Paul Gregory production on a

UsI 1

nation-wide tour before moving into New York. The
star lineup includes the dancing team of Marge and
Gower Champion; baritone Harry Belafonte, and (pic
tured above) the ‘‘Voices of Walter Schumann.” In
addition to the principals, there will be a company of
40 players.

/Marshall Students Diff er Over
Santa Claus And Christmas.
/y - o C
•
By PHYLLIS JEAN DUTROW
Marshall Student Journalist
Whether Santa Claus should or
should not be is still a popular
question. Here are the opinions
of some Marshall College stu
dents on “Sandy Claws”:
Dorsey Ryan, Huntington sen
ior, says he will tell his little
girl there is a Santa Claus “if
I have enough money to enforce
it. Otherwise I’ll tell her the
truth.”
Ed Lambert, instructor at the
Marshall Lab School: “Sure I be
lieve in telling children there’s a
Santa Claus. My three and a
half-year-old son thinks Santa
exists.”
Hobert Parsons, Charleston

I

sophomore, says, “I don’t think
we should tamper with any of
the old institutions too much,
and Santa Claus is one of
them.”
Suzanne ’ Hensley, Bluefield
sophomore: “Yes, I think chil
dren should believe in Santa
Claus, because he is symbolic of
the love that people have foi*
each other.”
David Collins, Huntington
sophomore: “Yes, I think you
should tell children there is a
Santa, because it just wouldn’t
be Christmas without him.”
Kaye Darlan, Bluefield junior,
says, “Yes, I’m for Santa, be
cause he’s the spirit of Christ
mas.”

Arthur Annis, Huntington .
freshman: “Santa Claus gives
small children who don’t under
stand the true meaning of
Christmas something to look for- .
ward to.”
Hugh’ Fultz, Huntington sen
ior, says, “No, I can’t see this
Santa business. It obscures the
real meaning of Christmas.”
Joan Hyldoft, Huntington
graduate student, when asked
if she thought kids should be told
the Santa story, said, “I think
so. It gives them something to
look forward to. It’s more or less i
a tradition.”
Lowell Post, Crawford, W. Va.,
freshman, agrees with the pop
ular myth, saying, “Yes, Santa
Claus is the spirit of Christmas.”-
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release Thursday, Janu ry 6

(Marshall column-- 1)

By Robert Willis

Robert Magidoff, author of "In ..nd Anger and Pity " . nd former

correspondent in the Soviet Union 9 will appear m the Marshall College
Com. unity Fc rum series tenight at 8:1J p.m. in the Old Main auditorium.

Ad-iss*on 13 by Forum season ticket 'nly.

M gldoff was widely publicized in the United States when he was
expelled from Russia ‘n 19}f§* under suspicion cf espionage. Born in Kiev,
Russia, he

c .me to Americc^jPas a child and attended % k'ork schools. He

was graduated from the University cf Wisconsin

n 193? c-nd has si&ce spe nt

the greatest part cf the time in Russia working first for the Associated

Press and later jcing the

ationol Broadc sting Company -s its xs

IX

Moscow correspondent.
Magiooff covered t?.e lend-1 ase sb/prents from the U.S# to the Soviet

Uni on c n a convoy to the Persian Culf and liter acco p.nied Eric Johnsen
on

trip through the Ur.iriT Si her i: and 6entr..l Asia.
Xpidoff will speak cn

‘ress w hi ch is

The Gremlin '^r-ps the Pcrplo”, an extompo -.-.necus

xpected to outline the general feelings of diss tisfactlon

ting 1th the people behind the iron Curtain.

(more)

i

i

3

(Msr hall column-- 2)
I
Miss Mary Wylie, docjcurJl student at the teacher’s College of Columbia

Marshall cm&pus today and tomorrow, according to

University, is visiting t

Mrs. C.A. Rouse, head of the home economics department.

Miss Wylie is • riting her thesis on "Functions of College Teachers
of Home Economics Education with Recommendations ffor Pre-Service

Education". She is visiting off campus critters at the present with Miss
Reva Belle Neely, head of Home Economic xeacher Education.

/

Whie at Marshall she will visit classes, IcAboratory sessions and /

the home management house#
*

>*r -4 *

* v: & * #

The second production of the Omicron Delta Kappa and Men’s Concert
Choir Minstrel Show will be repeated Wednesday, January 12 at 8:15 P*M«

in the Old Main auditorium. Tickets for the show may be < bt&ined from any
member of the two groups sponsoring the production.

The first perforrance of the minstrel was presented last month with
the proceeds going to provide a scholarship fund for ODK and traveling
funds for the Men’s Concert Choir. The two organizations decided to repeat

the performance in order to raise needed money.

The end

/. A

en for the show Include Phil Cline, Bob Friedly, Tom

I'. I

Knight, Lynn Buskirk, Russell Troutman, and Jack Egnor. Hgfe Fultz will
■ t

serve as the interlocutor.

V;

v
' t
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FROM:

Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia

•<

The basketball machine of Marshall is rolling in unbeaten high gear with five cog

wheels by the names of Cebe Price, Charlie Slack, Dave Robinson, Paul Underwood, and Ray
Frazier leading the way.

Marshall’s unbeaten five are hitting the nets at an average of 97*1

per game, which leads the nation, and three players are scoring at an average of better than

20 points per game.

Fast break middle man Cebe Price is leading the pack with 28.1, followed

by Slack with 20.6 and Robinson with 20.5 , while Underwood is near the 20 mark with an average of 18.3.
The Christmas holidays failed to take any polish off1 the fast breaking Green when

they went to Fayetteville to ^lay a two night basketball show against Virginia and Carnegie
Tech.

The two night show set six new season records for the team.

Co-captain Dave Robinson

set the new record for the Fayetteville Field House by getting 41 points against Virginia but
saw the record broken the following night by Buzz Wilkinson’s 43.

Buzz is an All-American

■d C 'rom the University of Virginia.

Big Charlie Slack, the Mid-American’s top rebounder and second in the nation last year'"

got 33 rebounds,which was his highest of the season,against Carnegie Tech.

Slack is now pick

ing the ball off the back boards at an average of 25.8 and is second in the nation to Art
Quimby of Connecticut, who was the national leader last year.

After dropping Virginia 103-98 and Carnegie Tech 101-82, the Henderson men returned
home to play host to Washington and Lee’s General*

The Big Green’s Cebe Price’s 37 points

and Slack’s 26 rebounds were just too much for tall but young Generals, as Marshall went

on to win 89*79*

The W. & L. team had one thing in their favor;

hold Marshall under a hundred points in their last four games.

they were the only t'eftm to
Marshall has played three

games away and went over the hundred mark in all of them.

Marshall will play their next game at Oxford, Ohio against the always tough Redskins
of Miami.

They will meet Western Michigan the present leader of the Mid-American in their

ext home game on January 8.

Marshall

CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS SUMMARY
Including Games of January 1, 1955

College

Won-lost Record
Won- 6 : Lost 0

i
Player

No,
Field' Goals
Games Atts<. Scored Pct.

Free Throws
Atts. Scored Pct,

Rebounds Pers.Fouls
No. Ave. No. Disq,

Points
Ave.

No.

Cebe Price

6

137

69

-503

51

31

.607

34 5.6

15

1

169

28.1

Charlie Slack

6

98

51

<>520

31

22

.709 155 25.8

20

1

124

20.6

Dave Robinson

6

95

42

,442

^5

39

.866

33

5-5

16

1

123

20.5

Paul Underwood

6

■96

36

.37?

45

38

,844

33 5.5

17

0

110

18.3

Ray Frazier

6

15

8

.533

17

■8^ A70

65 10.8

21

1

24

4.0

Sonny Parkins

5

5

*357

4

2

.500

4

.8

4

0

12

2.4

Frank Crum

6

11

4

.363

7

2

.285

15

2.5

4

0

10

1.6

Lewis Burns

4

10

4

.400

3

0

.000

17

4.2

1

0

8

2.0

Bob Ashley

2

3

1

.333

1

1

1.000

0

0

1

0

3

1.5

Paul Hopper

3

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

o'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A-

Jerry Pierson

1

1

0

0

0

0

Joe Hunnicutt

1

3

0

0

0

0

Own Team Totals

6

483

220

-455

204

143

.700

386 64.3

99

4

583

97.1

Opponents'Totals

6

501

187

• 373

166

109

.656

240 40.0

124

7

483

80.5

Hw? tA

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-4-55
For Immediate Release
k"

(PKA Bowery Ball)
The Pi Kappa Alphq Social fraternity of Marshall College will

hold its annual "Bowery Ball" at Fraternal Hall Saturday, January
8, from 9 P. M. to 1 A. M.
The nCw Minors will play for the dance and the dress will be

"bowery" style.

(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE [INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-4-55
For Immedi te Releai>e

Bob Null, MARSHALL COLLEGE SPORTS NE S.
MARSHALL COLLEGE’S FAST BREAKING DIG GREEN TOOK TO THE ROAD

TODAY TO PLAY THE REDSKINS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI AT OXFORD, OHIO.
THE HENDERSON MEN WILL PUT THEIR UNBEATEN RECORD OF SIX WINS IN A ROW

ON THE LINE AGAINST MIAMI THAT HA.5 'OSTED A 4 WON, 3 LOST RECORD TO DArE.

ALL OF REDSKINS WINS WERE AGAINST NID-AMERICAN OPPONENTS.
MIAMI HAS THREE MEN SCORING IN THE DOUBLE FIGURES, TOM BRYANT
12.7, BILL KENNON 12.0, AND RON ELLIS 11.9. MARSHALL CAN BETTER THIS
WITH FOUR MEN HITTING IN DOUBLE FIGURES.

THREE OF THE FOUR, CEBE PRICE,

CHARLIE SLACK, AND DAVE ROBINSON SCORING AT AN AVERAGE OF BETTER THAN

TWENTY POINTS PER GAME. PAUL UNDERWOOD IS RIGHT BEHIND THEM WITH AN
AVERAGE OF 18.

f '7

IT’S HARD TO SINGLE OUT ANY ONE PLAYER AS THE STAR OF THIS YEAR’S—^

TEAM WHEN ALL OF THEM HAVE BEEN TURNING IN SUCH OUTSTANDING GAMES.

IF

THEY TRY TO STOP PRICE THEN UNDER.-.OOD WILL START HITTING ON HIS LONG
SET SHOTS.

IF SLACK IS BOTTLED UP, THEN ROBINSON WILL HIT FROM THE

SIDE OF THE FA. T BREAK.

IF SLACK IS NOT GETTING THE REBOUNDTHEN

6-6 RAY FRAZIER WILL TAKE UP WHERE SLACK STOPPED.

THE NEXT TWO GAMES ARE THE LAKE OR BREAK GAMES FOR THE BIG GREEN.
IF MARSHALL CAN BEAT MIAMI AND THEN STOP THE PRESENT LEADER OF THE

MD -AMERICAN, WESTERN MICHIGAN, ON SATURDAY, THE GREEN WOULD THEN

BBT® CONFERENCE LEADERS.

ONE THING IN MARSHALL’S FAVOR IS THAT

WE TERN MICHIGAN .ILL PLAY OHIO UNIVERSITY AT ATHENS THE DAY BEFORE
THEY MEET THE GREPN.
SUB GUARD LEWIS BURNS COULD GIVE THE STARTING FIVE SOME HELP EVEN

THOUGH HE DOESN'T SCORE TOO MUCH, YET HE GOT 8 REBOUNDS IN MARSHALL’S
LAST GAME AGAINST WASHINGTON AND LEE’S GENERALS.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-4-55

To Jo Ann Herring, Herald IDispatch
For Immediate Release

(Mrs. Smock)

Mrs. Marie H. Smock, head dietitian and manager of the Marshall
College Cafeteria, spent a week during the Christmas holidays visiting
relatives at Saltsburg, Pennsylvania.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-4-55
For Immediate Release

(Dr. Fell)
Dr. Madelenie H. Fell, associate professor of psychology at
Marshall College, will speak to the Charleston Woman’s Club

Wednesday, January 5, at 12:30 P- M. on the subject of "You and

the People You Meet."
Dr. Feil will also give two other speeches this month. On
Wednesday, January 12 at 12:39 P< M. she will speak to an assembly

at East High School, Portsmouth, Ohio^on the subject of guidance, and
she will address a noon luncheon of the Huntington Kiwanis Club

on the subject of "Bread and Circuses" January 25-30-

I
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IOK S^WICE*—1-4-5*

for li.r ec.i to release

(tr. 3: ith j
Dr. Stewart h.Jr.ith, president of Marshall College, will

sr>aak at the -71 ana ^reek i-.anaje. ent Club at nolden/.;. Va.f at

10

ja

.

i XQ

, January E.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-6-Slj.

For immediate release

(President Smith)
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, will

speak at a national honor assembly at Huntington East High School

January llj., at 8:30 a.m.
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MA :SHALL COLLEGE IMFjRMATION bHtVICE—l-6-^i

Special to the Herald-Advertiser
j

» or Release Sunday, January 9, 19p>

(Advance registratio <-- 1)

T e second week of advance registration for >63 spring

semester classes will begin tomorrow (Monday, Jan. 10) at Marshall
College for students currently enrolled as

reshmen and sophomores,

and will continue through January 19.

The first week of advance registration for upperclassmen
was completed yesterday.
reshmen and sophomores now enrolled may secure registration
materials from the registrar’s office tomorrow and have their

schedules approved by advisers the same aay.

Theso students

may enroll for their choice of courses in 3Z fields between
January 11-19.

I-ersons who do not complete their registration by the
January 19 deadline must wait until the regular registration

periods in February.

Pull time students will register Jeb. 2

and part time students will sign up for spring semester classes
r eb. 4..

Thirty-eight fields will be represent-d by the ;>63 classes
to be of ft. red next semester.

They are: art, advertising, ’ible

and religion, biological sciences, botany, business administration,

chemistry, classical languages, economics, education, engineering,

English, French, geography, geology, German, history, home economics,

4

MORE

i
C>"

I

%

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-6-54
(Advance registration—2)

home economics education, journalism, library science, mathematics,

military science, music, music education, orientation, philosophy,
physical education, physics, political science, psychology, safety

education, science, social studies, sociology, Spanish, speech and
zoology.

-30-

uMARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—l-6->4
f

For immediate release

(Marshall Law exam testing center)
Marshall College has been designated as a testing center

for the nationwide administrations of the Law School Admission

Test of February 19, Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Associate Professor

of Polotical Science announced today.
Depending upon the law school to which they wish to make
application, college seniors, juniors, and in some instances

sophomores are eligible to take the tests.
Each applicant should find out as soon as possible from

the law schools in which he is interested whether he should take
the test and on what date he should take it, according to Dr.

Stewart.
The Law School Admission Test is prepared and administered
four times a year, In November, February, April, and August by

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
Application blanks and a Bulletin of Information describing

registration procedures and containing sample test questions.
should be obtained four or five weeks in advance of the testing
date from Dr. Stewart, Old Main, Room 316-D or directly from the

Law School Admission Test, Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey.
Dr. Stewart advised that applications must be mailed so as

to be received at the Princeton office not later than ten days

prior to the testing date chosen.
(

(MORE)

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—l-6->H

For

immediate release

(Marshall ^*aw exam testing center—2$
Scores on the Law School Admission Test are used by many
law schools throughout the United States along with previous
scholastic records and other evidences of suitable personal

characteristics, as a basis for admission of applicants.
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MAPS;-ALL COLL GE INFORMATION SiRTICE M, 1-6 -55

FOR IMM .DIA1E RELEASE

BOB NULL, SPORTS N-..,l-;S.
Marshall's Big Green basketball team will meet Western
Michigan, the present leader of of t'-e Mid-Amorlean Conference,
Saturday night at £s00. At the present,Marshall is in a three-

way tie with Ohio University, and Bowling Green for third place
in the conference.

The Big Green was defeated by the Bedskins of the Si Uni-

veslty of Miami 89-7*+ on the tome floor battle ground of talks

Miami at Oxford, Ohio, Wednesday night. Even after the defeat
the Big Green still has four cf its first five hitting theaKt
in the double figures in Mid-American Conference games.

Marshall’s Big Charlie Slack was held to bis lowest
number of rebounds of t e year against Miami.

Slack, the

conference rebound leader got only 15 and dropped his average
from 26.5 to 22.6 in Mld-Amerlcan competition.

Marshall’s

scoring against Western Michigan will depend on how well
Slack can control t e back boards, because so goes the re

bounds so goes t; e fast break that Marshall uses to score on.
The tenderson men are still out scoring their opponents
in conference action.

Marshall has an average of 89.6, while

the opponents are averaging 86.0 to date.

If the Green can win Saturday over Western Michigan it
wovld give Miami t!'.e inside track on the conference crown,
because the Redskins only have 8 more conference games and 6
of ten; are to be played tit Miami.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORM ATION SERVICE—1-7-54

To

Raleigh Register, Beckley, W.Va.

For immediate release

(Oak Hill student)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA. —(MCIS)—Nyta June Kincaid, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Kincaid of 302 Summerlee Avenue, Oak
Hill, has become president of the Delta ^igma Epsilon social

sorority at Marshall College.

Nyta June graduated from Collins High School in 1951 and
was a member of the National Honor Society.

She represented

Collins High at Girl’s State and was a member of the student

council and co-editor of the yearbook and student paper.
At Marshall Miss Kincaid has been secretary of the Future
i

Teachers of America, president of Le Cercle Francais, and

president of her sorority.

She is a member of Fagus, Pi Delta

Phi, and was recently named to "Who’s Who in American Colleges
and Universities.”
She is a junior in the Teachers College at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-7-54
To

the Fayette Tribune, Oak Hill, W.Va.

For immediate release

(Oak Hill student)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA. —(MCIS)—Nyta June Kincaid, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Kincaid of 302 Summerlee Avenue, Oak

Hill, has become president of the Delta Sigma Epsilon social
sorority at Marshall College.

Nyta June graduated from Collins High School in 1951 and
was a member of the National Honor Society.

She represented

Collins High at Girl’s State and was a member of the student

council and co-editor of the yearbook and student paper.
!

At Marshall Miss Kincaid has been secretary of the Future

,

Teachers of America, president of Le Cercle Francais, and
president of her sorority.

She is a member of Fagus, Pi- Delta

Phi, and was recently named to ’’Who’s Who in American Colleges
and Universities.”

She is a junior in the Teachers College at Marshall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFOBMATION SERVICE—1-7-5^

For immediate release

(William E. Chambers)
William E. Chambers, Marshall College senior and son of

Mr, and Mrs. Franklin Chambers of 1239 Monroe Avenue, has

been presented with the 1955 Student Aw^rd by the Central
Ohio Valley Section of the American Chemistry Society.

Selection for the award is based upon academic achievemeat, personality, professional ability and interest.

A chemistry major at Marshall, Chambers is a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership fraternity, president

of Chi Beta Phi, national science fraternity; and a member of
the Student Affiliate of the American Chemical Society.

He is also a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity, member of Marshall’s intramural athletic board, and
is listed in Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities.
In addition to his collegiate work, Chambers is co-sponsor

of the Christian Youth Fellowship group and president of the
Junior Deacons of the Madison Avenue Christian Church.

He is

employed part-time by the Miller Paint Manufacturing Company.
-30-
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MARSH ALL COLL.GE IN/'OHS' Ti Oil SIL.VICE

1- 7-55

for IMMEDl.uiS ER.71XJWT
BOB NULL, SI ORT NEWS
MAR5H.ILL COLLEGE’S BASKETBALL TE.-.M WILL T:Y TO GET BACK IN THE W1N
COLUMN WHEN THEY PL.-.Y HOST TO WESTERN MICHIGAN TOMORROW NIGET AT 8:00.

WESTERN MICHIGAN IS LEAL1HG THE I5I--A- .ZiUCAH CONFERENCE, WHILE -AESHALL IS

IN THIRD PLAGE.

THE ETC GREEN AND TH-- BHONCO’S BOTH F”OW WHAT TO DO WITH THE BALL
BECAUSE, BOTH XXX TEAMS HAVE MEW SCOFL.NG IN DOUBLE FIGURES. FRED CORBUS 6-5

IS LEADING WESTERN MICHIGAN WITH AN AV£>.-GE 01- 15.7, followed by XSK ALAN
BARKELEY 14,3, HAROLD STACY 13.3, Ai® CUYLER MILLER 11.fc. C1JIE PRICE IS TILE

O'lLY MAN ON TEE TEAM STILL SCORING OVER 20 POINTS i HR CALE. PUCE IS AVEHACIIiC

28.0 AMD WAS EIGHTH III THE NAT. ON WITH THE LAST HEKHT EY THE MAX NCAA. HE

IS FOLLOWED ON THE MARSHALL TEAM 1Y CHA LIE SLACK’S 19.4 J DAVE ROBINSON HAS
THE SAME AVXAAGE, 19.4, Al® R'WllLKW&iME-SN PAUL UND&iWCOD HAS . AN AVEHACE GF

17.5 feH game.
BIG CHAIN IE SUiCK WAS THE BUFBEH U18 REBGUi.DEH IN THE .ATI ON
LAST XKXx »>E3K rJTH AN AVi. ACE GF 25.8 . THIS WAS OHLY SIX PEn'CEfl'AC-E POINTS

e

LETTER ILAN AHT QUIMBY OF COHikEGICUTT WO HAS 25.2. SLACK WAS HELD It 15

1UT....U DS n: HNiSliALL LAST CAME .-.CAINvT 41 .UI AND EXXX HIS AVEEACD Dh- FPXD

TO 24.2. SLACK WILL HAVE HI? V7RK C- T GUT FOR HIM AC INST WESTERN i.ICUGAN

SATURDAY lt-sih , BECAUSE THE BRONCO’S

W® FH3D CCTSUS IS THEIR LEADING

Mi'.XX REBOU.-.DER WITH 62.

THE iH.-S.EiUJ MICHIGAN TEAM 13 31 ALL IN AVERAGE J-lCiiT, AND

A;.D

are

A YOU G TEAM WITH FOUR ^U-'iL MORES IN THE STAliTING LINES UP

BUT

CAN MAKE UP I OR TUIS r'Y ITS SPEED. AT THE FIRST OF THE SEASON, WESTERN MICH1C

WAS

CT A CCHTENDEK FCR THE M1D-AMEH1CAN CHCWN

BUT AT Th.-: PRESENT TlrEY ARE

UT IN FR NT CF THE PACK.

IN OTHER M RSilALL SPORTS, THE WuWS.LlilG*TiAM WSjT TO TOLEDO,

TO XXXX MEET ONE OF THE BEST T -n -.3 IN THE CCNF&SENCE.

Furman And.
Uconns Tied
For Second
/ /oo

Marshall Ca^e Squad
Heads For Oxford, O.'
By ERNIE^^A^VaTORE77/'^
Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall College’s basketball forces left town by automobile
(Editor’* note — The figure* used
; in- this story do not Include points
today headed for Oxford, O., where tomorrow night they face the
made In games played Wednesday
night. Marshall was defeated by
toughest assignment of the season—one which could very easily
Miami 89-74 which cut their f»m«
average to 93.80).
result in the first loss for the locals.
.NEW YORK, Jan. 6. W —
Boasting a skein of seven straight, if you want to count a
Once - beaten Marshall College
Vrln over the Republic of China, the Big Green risks that flossy
'pushed into the team scoring lead
record as well as second place
in the nation’s major college bas
in the Mid-American Conference against anyone.
Ceb'e Price, one of the South
against a team it hasn’t whip-*
ketball statistics this week after
Charleston twins, is the cur
ped since 1938-39.
topping the 100 mark in three of
That was the last year a Big rent conference scoring leader
its first six games.
with,
a
29.5
average
and
he
’
s
Green quintet was able to de
Marshall, scoring at a 97.2
also leading the league in field
feat tiie Redskins, doing it
goal accuracy with a 58.6 mark.
pointe
a game clip, replaced Con
twice behind the great Jules
But, on several occasions this
necticut as the leader in the tab
Rivlin, 48-30 and 46-29. Since
then, Marshall has lost six in a year Paul Underwood Dave
ulations, based on games through
low to Miami—including a pair Robinson and Charlie Slack
last
Tuesday. The Uconns lost
have taken over the lion’s share
last year.
both their unbeaten record and
of
the
scoring.
The first of those came last
their 98-point average in a 66-65
Miami’s big gun this cam
January after both teams re
loss to Dartmouth.
turned from a Madison Square paign has been Tom Bryant
Garden appearence. Miami, with a 12.7 mark. As a team
Furman, team scoring cham
with less than a minute re the. Redskins have averaged
pion the past two seasons, tied
74.1
points
but
the
Skins
have
maining, managed to tie Mar
with the Uconns for second this
shall here at the field house and never been noted for being a
week, holding its own with a 93.6
go on. to an eventual 107-100 racehorse type team so that
average is misleading.
average despite the loss of the
multiple overtime victory.
1 fabulous Frank Selvy through
Reserve Common Foe
Miami Loses Three
i i graduation.
Despite
a
“
drop
off
”
to
89
But, Marshall seems to be in
The three remaining unbeaten^
its best position in years for a points in whipping Washington
— Kentucky, Dartmouth and Au
win over Miami. The Redskins & Lee last Saturday night, Mar
burn — contribute only one team
have been experiencing a shall’s team offensive average
to the top 30 in scoring with Au
remains high at 97.1 good for
1 bumpy road so far, winning four
burn ranked 28th.
1 and losing three. In conference the conference lead and a
There’s a new defensive leader
place
among
the
nation
’
s
top
play, Miami has a fine 4-1 recagain this week, but it’s still a Pa
ten.
' ord, good for third behind Mar
cific Coast representative. San
To date Miami has beaten
shall at 2-0.
Francisco, winner of nine of its
Western Michigan, Marshall’s Kent State, 82-69; Western Refirst 10 games, tops the list, al
Saturday opponent at the field serve, 80-78; Bowling Green,
lowing only 50.1 points a game.
house, is pacing the league with 78-75; and Toledo, 72-70. All
I Oregon State is next, giving up
conference
games.
The
were
3-0.
[51.4,
and Oklahoma A & M, the
The Big Green this year in three outside losses have come
perennial champion, is third at
rolling through seven straight at the hands of Dayton, 87-67;
53.3.
opponents has exhibited a well- Illinois, 97-72; and Western
In previous weeks, UCLA,
Michigan,
77-68.
balanced attack with any one
Southern California and Oregon
The only comparative score
of four men capable of taking
State either held the full lead or a
over the scoring load. In the between Marshall and Miami is I share of it.
!
past, the locals haven’t had Western Reserve, 90-84 victims
‘ George Washington holds the
that much artillery to throw of the Big Green.
‘ Iron
—— J —_*xt_
free throw percentage 1lead
with
t a 76.2 pace that barely edges Rich
mond’s 76.1.

Manhattan is tops in field goal
percentages with a 47.3 mark,
while George Washington, last
season’s champicn, is second at
47.1.
Oregon State has committed
the fewest personal fouls — 141 in
10 games — for a 14.1 average. At
the other end of the foul list is
new York University, averaging
26.8 a game after six games.
The team offense and defense
leaders through Jan. 4: |
i

TEAM OFFENSE

TEAM. RECORD
PTS. AVE. I
1. Marshall (6-0)
583
97.2
2. Furman (34)
655
93.6;
»'l 3. Connecticut (8-1)
842 , 93,6'
4. DePaul (9-1)
92.8
5. Richmond (8-3)
1013
92.1
6. Virginia (74)
922
90.2
I 7. Seton Hall (9-1)
886
88.6
I 8. Wake Forest (74)
.970
88.2
i 9. St. Fran. (NY) ((5-1)
“ : 529
8-V
10. Louisville (11-2))
1145
88.1
TEAM DEFENSE
i TEAM, RECORD
1. San Francisco (9-1) PTS. AVE.
50.]
2. Oregon State (4-6) 501
514
3. Okla. A&M (4-6)
51.4
53.3
4. So. California (74) 533
616
5. Santa Clara (6-3)
56.0
510
56.7
6. Colorado (54)
520
7. Tulsa (74)
57.8
637
57.5
8. Maryland (8-2)
| 9. Illinois (6-2)
581
58.1
'10. Utah (7-2)
470
58.8
531

5
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Big Green
Grapplers
Meet Toledo

i Marshall
<''• A'5 'ZxvaU
College's wrestling
team, winless in two starts, left
yesterday morning at 8 o’clock
for Toledo, Ohio where it will at. tempt to upset the Toledo Rock
ets today.
| The Rockets are the defending
i Mid-American Conference cham
pions and have been for three
j straight years. Marshall has
, yielded to Auburn, Davidson and
i Virginia Military in a round
robin tournament, along with
; Ohio University.
Coach Sam Clagg took 11 men
:with him on the trip. He was to
stop in Columbus yesterday aft
ernoon and move on to .a Toledo
hotel lated.
.<
Grappling in the unlimited
weight division for the Big Green
today will be football player Bill
Harris, a 212 pounder. Entered
as Marshall’s 191 entry is Irv'
Wilson while Dick Bryan will go
in the 177 pound class. Ace
wrestler Charlie Tanner will
compete in the 167 pound divi
sion and Don Adkins will fight
at 157. Jerry Bernhardt or Don
Cartmill will represent the Green
at 147, with Tom Lilly set for
139.
Twenty-five men have been
working out with this year’s
.squad.

lA-

Registration
At Marshall

ion, president of the State Board
Freshmen ana sophomores cur
of Education, was among those at
rently enrolled in Marshall Col
tending.
lege began advance registration
Dr. Smith said the state’s sec
for the second semester today.
ond largest college is forced to
The registration for these two
pay its average faculty member
classes will continue Monday. The
51,200 less than comparable statestudents will report to registra
supported educational institutions
tion headquarters January 11-19 to
in Ohio. This, he added, is in
be checked into classes.
the face of constantly increasing
Juniors, seniors and graduate
enrollment and growing demands
students planning to continue
for teaching service.
work at Marshall next semester
“The enrollment increase at
enrolled earlier this week.
Marshall is 13 per cent higher
Regular registration for the
than the national average for the
spring term will take place on
current term, yet the budget has
■ February 2 from 8 A. M. to 4
been cut $73,150,” Dr. Smith de
P. M. for full-time students and
clared.
on February 4 from 7 to 9 P. M.
“Marshall expects to have 4,000
for part-time students.
students by 1960 and 6,500; by
First semester examinations
1970,” he added.
will be given at the college the
“Colleges and universities in
week beginning Monday, Janu-;
Ohio pay an average of about
ary 24, and continuing through i
$1,700 a year more for professors,
Saturday, January 29. The present
about $1,300 more for associate
term ends January 29. Day
professors, about $1,100 more for
classes for the second semester'
assistant professors and about $500
will begin at 8 A. M. on February
more for instructors.
3 and night classes will start on
“Marshall is having much diffi
Monday, February 7.
culty keeping qualified faculty
members. Recently we had to.
postpone equipment purchases and
repairs and eliminate many im
portant cun-ent expenditures to
finance the first month of our
1955 summer session.”
Discussing capital improvements, Dr. Smith called attention
to the college gymnasium. He said
It lacks sufficient classroom,
locker, shower and swimming
pool space. For 28 years, he re-1
ported, the college has had to Marshall College faces a critical
rent a place to practice and play' situation by 1960 “and a hopeless
basketball. “Yet,” he stated, 1one” by 1970 unless the trend to
“Marshall prepares more physical ward inadequate financing is re
education teachers than any served, Dr. Stewart H. Smith,
other Institution in the state.”
|
[president,
told a delegation of 25
The present physical education or more state senators and menabuilding, the president pointed out, bers of the House of Delegates at I
was built in 1919 to provide fa- a dinner last night in the college
Icilities for 500 students. The pres- dining hall.
i ent enrollment is virtually s i x Dr. Smith and the college ad
I times that.
ministration invited the solons to
I Dr. Smith called for legislation the dinner to lay the needs of the .
! to assure adequate support of college in finances and capital
higher education in West Virginia. .improvements before them. They
Igo into official sessions of the 52nd
the
legislature Wednesday at the|
Statehouse in Charleston.
Raymond Brewster of HuntingI (Turn to Page 2, Col. 5, Sec. 1)

Marshall’s
'Needs Are

Outlined . r.

/<
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Marshall Dsignated Testing Center

Marshall College has been des- Each applicant shduld^find tui tion describing registration proce- I
--- —-_____ ______ ____ out tion describing registration proce
ignated as a testing center foriss soon as possible
. ......................
.......dures
__ and containing
_______ sample test j
from the law
.cr.hnnl.Q
in whinh
tafornoforl questions should be obtained fniir
the nationwide administration of schools in
which Via
he <c
is Interested
four
the law school admission test on whether he should take the test or five weeks in advance of the
February 19, Dr. Paul D. Stew- and on what date he should take testing date from Dr. Stewart or
art, associate professor of politi- it,_according to Dr. Stewart. <
The Educational Testing Service,
cal science, announced yesterday. The test is prepared and given 20 Nassau Street. Princeton.
I
Depending upon the law school four times a year, in November, Dr. Stewart advised that apto which they wish to make ap- February, April auu
Plications must be mailed so as
aS':
and August by plications
plication, college seniors, juniors, the educational testing service of to be received at the Princeton;
and in some instances sophomores Princeton, N. J.
office not later than 10 days prior/
are eligible to take the tests.
Application blanks and informa- to the testing date chosen.
j

m

)• o <
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Sell-Out
For Musical Revue Here Tonight
“Three F<jr‘ 'tonight,” another only admissions will be available There are 40 In the company.
Paul Gregory “pre - Broadway” at the theater box office tonight, Although sponsored by the Art
production, will be presented at he said.
the Keith-Albee Theater at 8:30 The musical revue co - stars ist Series, the production is not
included in the regular series.
P. M. tonight.
and Gower Champion,
Ii The show is a sell-out, Curtis Marge
famed dancing team; Harry Bela- Producer Gregory has taken his
Baxter, manager of the Marshall fonte, popular singer and' enter- newest venture on a national tour
College Artist Series, announced tuiner, and a chorus known as before settling it in a Broadway
over the week end. Standing room the “Voices of Walter Schumann.” theater.

i • i o. .5 .<

Marshall To Lay Its Needs Before
Legislators At Dinner On Saturday
Th A budgetary and
physical President" Stewart^. Smith an- to approximately 80 members ofV
The budgetary and physical President
plant needs <of Marshall College nounced yesterday that , invita- the House of Delegates and the.
will be outlined at a dinner meet? tions to the conference held reg- Senate. About 35 are expected to
ing* of legislators Saturday in the ularly before the State Legislatures
convenes have been mailed be present.
college dmmg hall.
t---- -----------The invitations went to legisla

Marshall Begins
Workouts For
Bronco Contest
Marshall'1 College’s baskebtall
team, the pressure off following
its first defeat of the season at
the hands of Miami of Ohio
Wednesday night at Oxford,
launched preparations today for; ,
its meeting with "lk^4zJ
Mid-Amerlcan
Conference leading Western Mich
igan tomorrow night at the field
house.
The Big Green bowed to Miami,
89-74, after experiencing one ci Its
“coldest” 30 minutes in history. In
; the final ten minutes the Big
Green got heated up and came
from as far back as 28 points to
outscore the winners, 50-47, in the
final session.
Marshall, now in third place,
■has a 7-1 overall record and a
; 2-1 league mark.
! Western Michigan, with a 3-0
conference record, meets Ohio
' University at Athens tonight be
fore invading Huntington tomor
row. The Brones, surprises of the
league, have won five out of
seven, both losses coming from
Big Ten teams.
____

tors in Southern West Virginia
and in counties along the O h i o ;
River to cover the territory from
which Marshall draws most of its,
students, Dr. Smith explained.
! After the dinner at 5:15 P .M.»
Dr. Smith, illustrating his talk
(With slides, will explain generally
Marshall’s needs as regards fi-,
nancing and buildings. In a state
ment last week, he pointed out*
that Marshall is compelled to pay '
the average faculty member
$1,200 less annually than compar
able state - supported institutions
in Ohio.
In the statement he declared
'that with enrollment increasing,
Marshall’s situation will be critical
by 1960 and "virtually hopeless”
by 1970 unless adequate financing
is provided.
|I
After the dinner the legislators
and others will be guests of- the
college at the Marshall-Western
Michigan basketball game at Me
morial Field House.
The conference originally was
planned for last Saturday, but was
postponed because legislators’
holiday plans would not permit
t their ‘attendance, Dr. Smith said.
’I_________ i___ _

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—1-10-55

For Immediate Release

$Dr. Smith)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, will
address the Greater New York Chapter of the Marshall College Alumni

Association in the NewYork Times Building, New York City, Thursday,
January 27.

This will be Dr. Smith’s first visit to the New York Chapter
which was organized inSSeptember, 1953*

The president of the Chapter

is William E. Blevins, a 1951 graduate of Marshall, who is now
i

Personnel Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

fir. Smith will address the Washington D. C. Chapter of the
Marshall Alumni Association Friday, January 28.

The president of

the Washington, D. C. Chapter is Mrs. Joseph G.Chromisl
While in Washington, Dr. Smith will also attend a session of

the Advisory Committee of the National Social Hygiene Association
Saturday and Sunday, January 29-30.
Mrs. Smith will accompany Dr. Smith on his trip.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-10-55
For Immediate Release

(Marshall Foundation)

An annual meeting of the Marshall Foundation Incorporated

willbe lie Id ~t Marshall College Wednesday, January 12 at 7:30

p. m. in the Council Room of Old Main.
The meeting will consist of a report to members of planned
actions for the coming year and the election of three new board

members to fill expired terms.
i'

The Marshall Foundation serves as a means through which
alumni and friends may help the college.

->0-
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MAR.HALL (ALLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-10-55

For Immediate Relea e

By Robert Willis

Marshall

Student

Journalist

Marshall College ranks fourth in the total percentage of
student body membership in Greek social fraternities and sororities,

according to a survey made among the seven active Mid-America.
Conference colleges and universities.

At Marshall over 20 per

cent of the student body actively participates in a fraternity or
$

Sorority group.
M

(

The survey included the co-educational institutions of the
conference and six independent colleges with approximately the same
total enrollment as Marshall. The conference members polled were;
Miami University, 0x|ord, Ohio; Ch5.o University, Athens, Ohio;

Bowling Green University, Bowling Green, Ohio; Toledo University,

Toledo, Ohio; Kent State University, Kent, Ohio; and ’Western Michigan
College, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Marsh all ranks behind first place Miami which has 46 per cent of the
student body in Greek organisations, and Ohio and Bowling Green both’

with a tot al of over 32 per cent Greek membership.

Toledo with 18

per cent, Kent State with 16 per cent, and Western Michigan with
10 per cent all ranked below Marshall.

Marshall1s seven fraternities with a membership of 344 and a 20
(

per

cent overall figure for ra\le students, places the college

fourth in this category.

male students enrolled

Again, Miami leads with 46 per cent of the

participating in a Greek organisation.
(more)

♦
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INF ORATION SERVICE---- 1-10-55

Ohio with 38 per

is third.

cent is second and Bowling Green with 35 per cent

Behind Marshall is Toledo with 14 per cent, Kent State

with 16 per cent and Western Michigan with 11 per cent.

The Miami University fraternity percentage of 46 per cent is somewhat
low this semester, according to Bob Howard, assistant news director at

Miami.

Howard said that the figure will likely reach 50 per cent by

the next semester to give Miami a 12 per cent lead over second place

Ohio
.
i
Miami also leads the seven member conference in total percentage

of Greek sorority members,

Their 46 per cent total leads Bowling Green

with 28 pa- cent, Ohio with 22 per cent, Marshall and Kent State with

21 per cent, Toledo wit

20 per cent, and Western Michigan with 16

per cent.
The six independent institutions included in the survey are:
Carnngie Tech, Pittsburgh, Pa.; University of Wyoming, Alaramie,

Wyoming; Iowa State, Arnes, Iowa; Texas Western, El Paso, Tex^sj
Mississippi State, State College, Mississippi; and Morris Harvey in
Charleston.
Marshall is ranked eighth among the total 13 institutions polleg

in percentage of students participating in Greek fraternities or
sororities.

Miami ^eads the entire list with 46 per cent.

The remaining 12 colleges and their percentage of student body
in Greek organizations are; University of Wyoming, 39 per cent; Iowa
State, 35 per cent; Ohio, 32 per cent; Bowling Green, 32 per cent;
Carnegie lech, 21 per cent; Texas Western, 20 per cent; Marshall 20

per cent; Toledo, 18 per cent; Mississippi State, 18 per cent; Kent
State, 16 per cent; Morris Harvey, 11 per cent; and Western Michigan*
10 per cent.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-10-55
Special to the Advertiser

For Release Tuesday, Jan. 11

(Tentative list-—1)

A tentative list of h-9 persons expected to complete work
for bachelor’s degrees at Marshall College this month was

released by the college Information Service today*
Seniors who qualify for graduation at mid-term receive

their degrees along with the spring graduates in May,
^^Prospective - degree''
candidates in the college of arts and sciences

include t
For the Bachelor of Arts degree—Barbara Cole, Robert

Gough, Ann Hagan, Ross Marrs, Warren Stapleton and Patricia

Daugherty.
For the Bachelor of Science degree—John Billups,

Thomas Cannon, Jimmie Cox, Don Dooley, E. Blaine Eddy,
Kenneth Lee Hill, Herman Lawrence, Sam Peslis, Arthur F.
Romans, Dorsey Ryan and John E. Smith.

For the Bachelor of Engineering Science degree-- Richard
fj

T. Allen, Randall Davison, Roderick McSwain, Ernest Merritt

and Thomas Clson.
For the Bachelor of Business Administration degree-—Theodore
R, Riffe*

Margie Ann Pohlman is a candidate for the Associate in
(

Arts diploma.
(more)

i

Marshall college information service—1-10-55
(Tentative list-—2)

In the teachers college, the following persons are prospective

candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree:
Virginia Balmer, Carl Barger, Garland Barnhart, Marguerite
Bellamy, Audrey Clay, James Cooley, Martha Cremeans, Elizabeth
A
Darnall, Marguerite Grimm, Freddie Lee Kemp, Jefferson Long,

Everett McClintock, Jr., Elizabeth McDonald, Charles Marsh,
Mary Jane Mynes, Margaret Patton, Carol Rowe, Dorman Shumate,
William

Staats, Etoile Steele, Beverly VanderZalm, George

VanGordon, Phyllis Walker, Janet Adkins and Hazel Stollings,.
-300
(
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For Immediate Release
Bob Null, Sport3 News

Marshall’s Big Green basketball team will meet one of their

toughest tfeggtethat they have played to date when they host the

bniversfty of Xavier at 8:00 Thursday night.

The musketeers have a

season record of 7-3> but have played some of the basketball powers

of the nation*

They played the university of Kentucky and gave

them a real close battle before losing by only six points*

The Musketeers are built around their 6-2 center Dave Piontek
who has been leading the team v?ith an average of 16.7 points per game.
Piontek is followed by guard Jim Boothhewith 11.9, guard Lou Vonder-

brink hitting 10.6. Forwards Duke Schneider and Chuck Hofmann make
up the starting five.

Local fans 'will have the opportunity of seeing one of the small*

est and fastest players in the nation in 5-7 guard Jim Boothe.
Boothe is only in his sophomore year and is one of the real bright spots
of the Musketeers.

Last years as a freshman he hit for a total of

256 points and an average of 15.0 per game.

The little 142 pounder is

said to bethe fastest man in college basketball today.

The Xavier, Marshall game could break all attendance records wh n
they tip off at 8:00 Thursday night.

could draw a crowd la;-t year when

The Xavier team proved they

it played before a total of 121,

499 fans and an average of 4>049 per ga&e.
Marshall
(

Good seats are on sale at the

Athletic Department in the Physical Education Building on

College Avenue.

Xavier defeated the University of Louisville in their last game by

the score of 76-70*

-JO-

MARSHALL COLLEGE CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS SUMMARY
MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE GAMES

Player

_
No.
Field Goals
Games Atts. Scored Pct.

Free Throws
Rebounds Pers .Fouls
Atts. Scored Pct. No. Ave. No. Disq.

Points
Ave.

No?

Gebert Price

4

82

^3

.524

29

15

.517 29 7.2

10

0

101

25.2

Charlie Slack

4

58

29

.500

21

14

.666 99 24.7

16

1

72

18.0

Paul Underwood

4

76

28

.368

26

18

.692 20

5.0

12

0

74

18.5

Dave Robinson

4

62

26

.419

25

18

.720 25

6.2

9

0

Ray Frazier

4

11

5

.454

4

1

.250 25

6.2

16

2

11

2.7

Frank Crum

4

8

3

.375

5

2

.400

0

0

0

6

2.0

Sonny Parkins

3

3

1

.333

2

1

,500

2

2

0

3

1.0

Lewis Burns

3

9

3

.333

6

3

.500

7

2

0

0 9

3.0

Paul Hopper

1

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

’'ob Ashley

1

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

Own Team Totals

4

309

138

.414

116

72

.610 226 56.5 67 3

348

87.0

Opponents* Totals

4

307

122

.397

107

64

.599 184 46.0 70

308

77.0

2.3

3

70

17.5 ,

'Three For Tonight' And Dancing
{

|

Champions Another Gregory Smash
By BOYD JARRELL^ ° I

And knitting the whole thing to- which he had the audience join.
The spectacularly successful ffether was Don Beddoe, narrator, And they loved it.
“Three For. Tonight” presented who immediately established a Belafonte is well on his way to
last night at the Keith . Albee cozy relationship with the audi-| becoming one of the top ballad
singers in the country.
Theater received unqualified audi ence.
ence approval. The tremendous I The
_ —
Champions are a spirited “Three For Tonight” is a rollickovation was no more than the |-team
and are at their peak in|inghit.
----- «..J
|engagingly staged production de- story-telling dances. Among their" Betty Benson and the Schumann
served.
vuc owijr
xuc v/iuuik,
best wrfs the
story vx
of ■“The
Clock,” group did an arrangement of
The revue, vaudeville, or whatpSunday Picnic Social” and “The Brahms Lullaby in which choral
you may call it, carried the label Lecture,” the latter being a won- effects rather gilded the lily.
The show
only thing
wrong
the
derful spoof. “
During“Paul Gregory presents . .
“—6 the ‘picnic
'"'^Iwhole
was that
thewith
Chamwhich appellation spells the best number the Schumann Voices^ did [_
__ ,,,----- .-j-m-ix-i-in
-------------------praise toa “boiled ham pions couldn’t dance Indefinitely
entertainment.paean
And itof followed
[the Gregory-originated format of|and deviled eggs,” which neared and that Belafonte had to rest his
voice occasionally.
performance on a bare stage, [sheer genius,
giving free rein to the imagination Belafonte was more than half The show was brought here by
of the audience.
the show and his handling of bal- the Marshall College Artists Series
(■ j L <
not
half
lads,
traditional work songs and
But the audience was
so imaginative as the lighting, spirituals showed great dramatic
staging, timing and general ex- depth. Among them were “Mark
Twain,” “When the Saints Go
cellence of the performers.
The cast consisted of Marge and Marching In,” and “Take My
Gower Champion, a fascinating|Mother Home,” the latter a haunt
dance team whose forte is humor; ing spiritual in which Belafonte'
Harry Belafonte, Negro baritone [showed great compassion and the
who is a balladier of noble pro agony of the human soul.
portions, and an ensemble called In addition to such exquisite,
the Voices of Walter Schumann, tender numbers Belafonte was as
who sang, gave sound effects and [much at home in calypso - line
“instrumental” support.
numbers such as “Matilda,” in
70

Smith To Speak
Before New York, l
Washington Alumni
**
Dr. Stewan H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, will address
the Greater New York chapter of
the Marshall College Alumni As
sociation on January 27.
It will be Dr. Smith’s first visit
to the New York chapter which
was organized in September, 1953.
The president of the chapter is
z. William E. Blevins, a 1951 graduo o ate of Marshall who is now per
sonnel representative of the Equit
able Life Assurance Society.
Dr. Smith will address the
Washington, chapter January 28.
1 The president there is Mrs. Jo
seph G. Chromis.
While in Washington, Dr. Smith
will also attend a session of the
Advisory Committee of the Na
tional Social Hygiene Association
January 29-30.

lr-l
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(Marshall column—1)

By Robert Willis

Dr. Floyd FaustK pastor of the Broad Street Christian

Church of Columbus, Ohio will be the principal speaker at
the annual Marshall College Life Planning Week program, February
21-25 on the Marshall campus.
The week-long event is a religious emphasis week and will

consist of bull sessions, convocations, discussion groups, and
other religious meetings.

Hugh Fultz, Huntington senior, and /faywood Ellifritt,

Greenwood Junior, are co-chairman for the event. Dr. Paul D.
Stewart, assistant professor of political science, is faculty
cr airman, and Marshall president, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, is

serving as an honorary chairman.
Dr. Faust received his Bachelor of Science degree from

Wilmington College. Later, he received the Bachelor of Arts

and Master of Arts degrees from Ohio State University. He was
awarded h’fisfcDoctor of Philosophy degree from OSU in 1935.
prior to his pastorate at the Broad Street Church, Dr. Faust
taught school in Ohio.

i
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(Marshall column-- 2)

Dr. Faust became pastor in 1929 of the Irc-ad Street

Christian Church and under his guidance it ras become ore of
the strongest and most influential in Ohio, He has s rved

in. all phases of civic and .religious circles in his city and
state. He served as president of the Columbus Council of

Churches for several years.
he is videl* sought as a speaker and is active on radio

a o television religious programs.

The Lambda Chi Alpha social frater ity at Marshall recently

elected new officers for t o

semester. Irby Cregger,

untingt®.

junior, '.•as ’elected ] resident and will serve one semester..

Charlesy Johnson, Oak hill junior, is t e new vice president.

Otter officrers includes Barry Peterson, Huntington sophomore,
secretary; Bill Cabell, Hurtington sophomore, treasurer; Dave

Booth, Huntington sophomore, social c .airman; Lox-ell Anderson,
Huntington junior, ritualist; Don Wilburn, Huntington sophomore,
rush chairman; a^d Don Bobir son,

.'u.» tlPtin junior, plec/esmaster.

Falph Moeller, Ironton junior, and Ed I agan, Huntington
sophomore, vere selected to serve on the rush committee,

T-e officers were in stalled at a bancue
Lakeside Inn, Sunday, January 6.

at Bobirson’s

If'

I
—-&

(Marshall column-—3)

The Marshall Student Christian Association will meet
tonight at 6 p9m, in the Greenhouse on the campus, Mary
Thornburg^ Huntington senior, will be in charge of the program

and Carole Allen, Huntington senior, will handle the devotions.

The Kappa Alpha social fraternity initiated new active

members of the organization, Sunday at the chapter house,
according to Max Miller, publicity director of the fraternity.

The new actives are: Bernard Bischoff, Culloden sophomore;
Larry Pruett, £ec#ley junior; and Bill Strickler, Clarksburg

sophomore.
Tom Voisey was in charge of the

ceremony.

The Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity elected officers forthe
semester, Sunday at the chapter house. Jim Gain, Huntington
senior, was elected president and B.D. Hassan, Welch junior,

was chosen vice president.
Other officers are: George Smith, huntington junior,
scribe; Coleman Goodman, Huntington junior, treasurer; Dave
Humphreys, Huntington junior, marshal; and Jimm Leeber, Beckley

senior, custodian.
r

<*>-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-10-55
I.

For Immediate Release
To: The Independent Herald, Pineville, W.Va.
The Mullens Advocate, Mullens, W.Va.
/

(Philip Kline)(Wyoming county student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. — (MCIS)—Philip Cline, son, of Mr. and

<

Mrs. Jesse Cline of Kopperston,.be one of six "end’^nen"
appearing in p student minstrel show at Marshall College irix

te

Ibi

ft

- L?

Huntington Wednesday, January 13.

V/

The show is being presented jointly by the Men’s Concert Choir
and Ornicron Delta Kappa, men’s national honorary leadership fraternity.

Proceeds will be used to provide a scholarship fund for ODK

and a traveling fund for the Concert Choir.
filine is a senior in the College of Arts and Science at

Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-11-55

To The Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Jan. 16.

(Physical Examinations-- 1)

By Marguerite H. Grimm
Marshall Student Journalist

Preparations nre now underway to give new Marshall College

students physical examinations and X-rays

t the beginning of

the second semester, according to Dr. D. Sheffer Clark, College Clinic
physician.

Dr. Clark sand that due to more complete physical examinations,
disease conditions can be detected earlier and the student notified.

The clinic has its own X-ray machine and ho said that twenty-five
pictures were trken in December.

Drug injections are administered

when needed and no charge is made to the student.

Lore physical examinations were given this past semester than
ever before, according to Dr. Clark.

He said

that 686 exams were

taken in October and 500 in November.
The Mobile Chest X-Ray unit visited the Marshall campus in

October and reported 1,682 pictures taken.

These X-rays are on file

in the College Clinic and students have been notified by mail of

the results of the pictures.

Dr. Clark said that he has had full cooperation with the
<*

Pr -Medical Advisory Committee, headed by Dr. Ralph Edeburn of the

Marshall zoology department.

A full immunization program is in

operation for the Reserve Officers Training Corps,

are immunized against typhoid and smallpox.

(more)

The student cadets

I

v
MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-11-55

(Physical Examinations —-2)

Mrs. Stacy Lambert is the nurse on duty in the Clinic.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-11-55

For Immediate Release

Bob

Null, Sports News

The basketball team of Marshall College is working out at the

Memorial Field House building in Hu; tington waiting the invasion of
the Musketeers of Xavier University Thursday night at 3:00.

The battle

will pit two ofthe best basketball teams that Xavier and Marshall have

ever put on a basketball court.

Xavier has a record of 8-3, while

the Big Green have a 7-1 record, but Xavier has been meeting some \of
•i•I

the nation’s best teams in Kentucky, Cincinnati, Western Kentucky, and

Louisville University.
Xavier dropped Westerh Kentucky last night to prove that it is a (l)

national basketball power, and little Jim Boothe continued to show
!

that he had the scaring spark to carry the Musketeers as he marked up
points.

He was also the high scorer for Xavier when they upset the

University of Louisville 76-70, when he hit for 33 points. The strange
part of it all is the fact that he is only five feet seven inches tall.

The tallest man on the Marshall team, big Ray Frazier was back
with the first five in practice replacing Lewis Burns who started

Marshall’s last game against Western Michigan.

Frazier has never been

a big scoring star for t he Green, but has played a big part in
Marshall’s sever victories by his outstanding rebound ability.

Ray was

the number s even man in the Mid-American with the latest release of
conference

statistics with an average of 10.0 rebounds per game,

but has dropped to an average of 6.2.

It could turn into a three way

fight for the starting guard position between Lewis Burns, who started

last weeks game, Frank Crum, an all state high-school basketball
player for Kentucky, and 6-6 Ray Frazier who has started all of Marshall’s
games to date with the exception of the Western Michigan game.

present Frazier seems to have the advantage over the other two.

At the

7/

*

I1

MARSHALL COLLEGE IflF ORMATION SERVE) E—1-11-55

Big Charlie Slack will have his work cut out for him, because
the Musketeers have one of the finest centers in the kid-west in 6-5

inch Save Pointek who is leading Xavier with an average of 16.7
per game in scoring.

He was all raid-west selection last year by the

Dell publications when he was only a sophomore.

-30-
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Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia

I
Marshall’s basketball team will meet what could well be its toughest opponent of the
year when they play host to powerful Xavier University Thursday night

The Musketeers gave

the University of Kentucky one of its hardest battles before losing by only 4 points.

The

game could break all attendance records for Marshall when the two powerhouse teams meet.
This year’s team is shaping up as one of the best teams since the 19^7 Marshall team

that won the national small college championship

The ^7 team won 32 and lost five.

This

year's team has won seven, plus an exhibition game against the Republic of China, and lost
only one.

Last week the Redskins of the University of Miami went on the warpath to drop Marshall
from the ranks of the unbeaten.

goes the Marshall team.

It was the same old story, so goes Big Charlie Slack, so

Slack, the nation’s number one rebounder was held to 15 rebounds,

his lowest of the year, and the Redskins won 89-7^»

Slack made up for his bad night when

e Green played Western Michigan, as he pulled 31 rebounds from the back boards.
one more rebound than the whole Western Michigan team.

This was

Marshall fans cheered Slack on each

rebound just as much as they did when some one scored a field goal.
Marshall's fast breaking team was leading the nation with an average of 97»2 with the

• last release of the NCAA statistics, but dropped to an averageo of 92.0 after its last two
games.

Fast break middleman Cebe Price is leading the team with 26.3, followed by Dave

Robinson 20.2, Charlie Slack 18.8, and Paul Underwood 17.6.

Price was listed as the number

eight point getter in the nation by the NCAA.

Price and Underwood are the team’s twins, both are 19 years old, played high school
ball together at South Charleston, West Virginia, both are sophomores, both are 6'2” and only

two pounds separates them in the weight department with Price at 162, which is two more than
Underwood

To top it all off, they are roommates at the college and are seen together on

e campus most of the time.
After Xavier, Marshall will meet four Mid-American opponents in a row.

of them will be played at home against Toledo and Kent State.
go on the road to play Kent and Western Michigan.

The first two

Then the Henderson men will

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-11-55

To Moundsville Echo, Moundsville, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Moundsville Students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.---- (MCIS)----- Two Moundsville students, William
Chaddock and Robert Friedly, will appear' as”end men” in a student

minstrel show at Marshall College in Huntington Wednesday, January 13*

The £how is being presented jointly by the Men’s Concert Choir
and Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s national honorary leadership

fraternity.

Proceeds will be used to provide a scholarship fund

for ODK and a traveling fund for the Concert Choir.
Chaddock and Friedly are both seniors in the College of Arts
and Science at Marshall.

Chaddock is the son of Mr. and *’Ars. H. W. Chaddock, 1711
First Street and Friedly is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Chalmer

Friedly, 1100 Seventh Street.
-30-
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FOR IMMEDIATE BROADCAST

BOB NULL, SPORTS NEWS
MARSHALL'S BIG GREEN BASKETBALL TEAM IS IN ITS FINAL DAY

OF WORK OUT BEFORE MEETING XAVIER UNIVERITY TOMARROW AT THE
HUNTINGTON MEMORAL FIELD HOUSE AT 8.OO. ONE OF THE BIGGEST CROWDS

OF THE SEASON IS EXPECTED TO BE ON HAND TO WATCH THE MUSKETEERS AND

BIG GREEN BATTLE IT OUT.
COACH CAM HENDERSON OF MARSHALL!® IS EXPECTED TO START WITH

ABOUT THE SAME LINEUP THAT KE HAS USED ALL YEAR. BIG 6-5 CHARLIE

SLACK WILL GET THE CALL AT THE STARTING CENTER POSITION. AT THE
FORWARDS IT WILL BE CUBE PRICE AND CO-CAPTAIN DAVE ROBINSON. PRICE

AND ROBINSON ARE THE ONE TWO PUNCH OF THE MARSHALL FAST

(0;

BREAK, WITH

PRICE IN THE MIDDLE AND ROBINSON ON THE LEFT SIDE. PAUL UNDERWOOD,
THE TEAM'S SET SHOT STAR WILL GO AT GUARD AND RUN THE RIGHT SIDE OF
THE FAST BREAK.6-6 RAY FRAZIER IS THE LEADING ONE FOR THE OTHER

GUARD POSITION.
COACH NED WULK OF XAVIER WILL START FOUR LETTERMEN FROM LAST

YEARS TEAM AGAINST THE GREEN. THE ONLY MAN STARTING THAT DIDN'T
PLAY^YEAR IS 5-7 GUARD M JIM BOOTHE. BOOTHE HAS BEEN ONE OF THE BIG
GUNS THIS SEASON FOR XAVIER. LETTER MEN STARTING ARE 5-11 LOU VONDER-

BRINK AT GUARD, 6-5 CAPTAIN CHUCK HOFMANN, WHO IS THE ONLY SENIOR.
6-3 DICK SCHNEIDER AT FORWARD^'DAVE POINTER AT CENTER. KKSXI®

MARSHALL'S LITTLE GREEN FRESHMAN TEAM WILL GO INTO ACTION AT
POINT PLEASANT TONIGHT AGAINST MORRIS HARVEY COLLEGE JUNIOR VARSITY.

THE MARSHALL FRESHMAN ESK HAS LOST ONLY ONE GAME TO DATE. THAT WAS
TO OHIO UNIVERSITY'S BABY2L3 BOBCATS.
IN OTHER COLLEGE SPORTS, 212 POUND MARSHALL FOOTBALL TAEKLE

BILL HARRIS HAS BEEN SHOWING HE IS JUST AS HARD TO STOP IN WRESTLING

i

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE --- 1-12-5?.

PAGE TWO.

AS IN K FOOTBALL. TEE SPENCER BOY HAS HAD THREE WRESTLING BOUTS TRIS
YEAR AND WON THEM ALL. BILL WRESELED IN THE UNLIMITED CLASS»

I
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"Three For Tonight"
Delights Big Audience
By DOROTHY BUZEK
1st for Mr. Belafonte. Staging was
An enthusiastic standing room by Gower Champion, lyrics and
only audience left the Keith-Albee original material by Robert Wells,
.arrangements by Nathan Scott and
Theatre somewhat reluctantly last I original music by Walter Schu
night when the final curtain closed mann.
on the latest Paul Gregory pro^ The show was frothy and gay,
duction, “Three for Tonight,” and yet had an underlying dignity.
brought to Huntington on its pre- Those who were unfortunate
Broadway tour by the Marehall
| to make an effort to see it on
College Artists Series. Practically I Broadway where it undoubtedly i
rViila nrl/Unor
everybody wished the show could I will stay ’for quite a while,
adding!
have gone on for at least another new laurels to those already held
by Marge and Gower Champion'
hour.
. *
and helping to further establish
Mr. Gregory, who in the past Harry Belafonte as one of the top
few years • has chalked up a re singing stars in the country.
markable list of stage successes,
has certainly done it again with
this
wonderfully
entertaining
show, which co-stars Marge and
Gower Champion, as talented and
Applause Is Heavy
attractive a pair of dancers as
Although the dancing of the
ever skipped across a stage; Harry
famed Champions brought forth
Belafonte, the Negro balladier
thunderous applause, it was per
whose singing stops the show, and
haps Mr. Belafonte who walked
the Voices of Walter Schumann, ■ 'off with top honors.
|
as proficient a mixed chorus as
The singer, who had the audi
anybody could ever hope for. The
ence in the palm of his hand every
chorus not only sang, but also
minute he was on stage, was
produced sound effects and “in equally at home in such compas
strument support.’*
sionate and haunting spirituals as
Beddoe Is Narrator
“Take My Mother Home,” as he
was in traditional work songs and
The concert . theatre presenta
calypso-type songs like' “Matilda,”
tion, done on the bare stage which
has come to be associated with in which the audience was invited
Mr. Gregory’s productions, fea-i to participate and loved it.
The Champions had , ample op
tures Don Beddoe as the affable
portunity to prove beyond doubt
narrator, who, for the most part,
•that they are an outstanding
perches on a stool at the extreme
dance team in their interpretation
right of the stage and sets the
of such story numbers as “The
scene for the various numbers
much in the manner of the nar- Clock,” the folksy “Sunday Picnic
‘ rater in “Our Town.” Also fea-. Social,” and “The Lecture” in
tured is lovely Betty Benson, so which they were really able to
prano, who is soloist with the show their aptitude for humor.
chorus in the presentation of Has Gaiety and Dignity
“Brahm’s Lullabye,” which opens
The evening closed with two
the second half of the show.
popular songs of yesteryear and a
In our opinion, there wasn’t a soft shoe routine followed by
thing wrong with the show. The “Great Day” featuring the entire
stars were tops, the supporting company.
chorus of 19 good-looking young
Millard Thomas was accompan-)
men and women excellent, the
timing, lighting and staging just
about perfect, and the orchestral
accompaniment under the skilled
direction of Richard Pribor just
right. What made things even
more pleasant was the feeling that
the people on the stage seemed to
be enjoying themselves as much
as those in the audience.

College Minstrel Tonight \
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This is one of the end men who will participate in a
minstrel show to be presented tonight at 8:15 P. M. in
the Marshall College auditorium under the auspices
of the Concert Choir and Omicron Delta Kappa, men’s •
national leadership fraternity. The minstrel is a re
peat performance and proceeds will be used for the
choir’s traveling funds and the fraternity’s scholarship
fund.

49 Listed
For, Degrees
Forty-nine Marshall College stu-'
dents who .expect to win bachelor:
degrees at close of the present se
mester this month were announced
yesterday by the college.
There will be no winter gradu
ation exercises but those receiving
diplomas now may participate in
spring commencement.
The 49 candidates are:
For the Bachelor of Arts degree
—Barbara Cole, Robert Gough,
Ann Hagan, Ross Marrs, Warren
Stapleton and Patricia Daugherty.
For the Bachelor of Science de
gree — John Billups, Thomas Can
non, Jimmie Cox, Don Dooley, E.
Blaine Eddy, Kenneth Lee Hill,
Herman Lawrence, Sam P e s 1 i s,
Arthur F. Romans, Dorsey Ryan
and John E. Smith.
For the Bachelor of Engineering
Science degree — Richard T. Al
len, Randall Davidson, Roderick
McSwain, Ernest Merritt and
Thomas Olson.
For the Bachelor of Business Ad
ministration degree—Theodore R.
Riffe.
Margie Ann Pohlman is a can-didate for the Associate in Arts.
In the Teachers College, the fol
lowing persons are prospective:
candidates fo$ the Bachelor of Arts
• degree:
Virginia Balmer, Carl Barger,
Garland Barnhart, Marguerite Bel
lamy, Audrey Clay, James Coo
ley, Martha Cremeans, Elizabeth
Darnall, Marguerite Grimm, Fred
die Lee Kemp, Jefferson Long, Ev
erett McClintock Jr., Elizabeth Mc
Donald, Charles Marsh, Mary
Jane Mynes, Margaret Patton,
Carol Rowe, Dorman Shumate,
William Staats, Etoile Steele, Bev
erly VanderZalm, George VanGordon, Phyllis Walker, Janet Adkins
and Hazel Stollings.
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For Immediate Release

(Marshall Budget—1)

By James H. Herring

Information Service Director

Marshall College

The $1,475,040 proposed Marshall College budget which the
Board of Public Works has presented to the legislature je
represents a $187,764 decrease from the recommendation of
<

•

Marshall President Stewart H. Smith for the 1955-56 fiscal

year*
Despite the fact that the proposed budget is $19,^0

higher than the $1,455,500 originally approved for the current
fiscal year, President Smith said Wednesday that the paring of

his recommendations has raised several serious questions about

Marshall’s operation for the next fiscal year.

These questions include?
1—Can Marshall College keep qualified faculty members
without giving them salary increases which they have earned?
The proposed budget makes no provision for increases which

the president had requested*

The figure approved by the Board

of Public Works for personal services is $1,250,660 or
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-12-55
(Marshall Budget—-2)

$106,98^ less than the $1,357,6^ asked for.

The 1955-56

figure approved by the Board of Public Works is $29,^00 higher

than the $1,221,260 personal service allocation for 195l+-55,
but this is

earmarked^for the employment of five

additional teachers and for supplementary retirement.
2—What will Marshall College do about the need for more
teachers in the fac^of steadily rising enrollments? The
president had asked for money with which to employ 1M- badly

needed faculty members.

The Board of Public Works has

recomended funds with which only five new ones might he
employed..

3,—How will a proposed $15,000 reduction In Marshall’s
equipment allocation for the next fiscal year affect instruction

programs in which additional equipment is desperately needed?
The amount originally made available for equipment for rhe
current fiscal year was $65,000.

The 1955-56 figure approved

by the Board of Public Works is only $50,000.

President

Smith had requested $88,000 for this purpose.

A major part

of the amount he requested was to have been used to buy
necessary equipment for the engineering department.

4—What effect will a $15,000 cut in the president’s
recommendation for repairs and alterations have on college

buildings and equipment?
f

ihtkiia

The amount approved by the Board

for this purpose is O $h-5,000, whereas the president

had requested $60,000.
(more)
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(Marshall Budget—3)

5—With

current

BXMKHBt expenses growing in

4
A

direct proportion to the growth in enrollment, what can

Marshall do in the fxRt face of a $23,000 cut in
•* the amount available A*
•a

oFfi297600 for this

purpose# President Smith had asked for $152,000#
"My greatest disappointment," said the Marshall president,

"is that no provision has been made for salary increases for
members of our faculty#

There is a serious shortage of c±±x

college teachers today#. And it is extremely d±£ktKiai±yz
I

difficult to compete with other institutions able to pay them

higher salaries#"
Dr. Smith said Marshall College hhxt "not only cannot

offer faculty mhhSk personnel standard salaries to begin with*

but that the college now finds its hands tied when it comes
to paying earned salary increases* M

"This," said the Marshall president, "puts us in a
difficult position.

College teachers of the quality we are

seeking are in great demand throughout the country.

They

usually will go where they can get salaries commensurate with
their training.

Like everyone else, they must think first

about earning enough to support their families*,"
Dr. Smith said he will go to Charleston Thursday to

I

continue working for money with which to give salary increases
to members of his staff#,

(more)
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(Marshall College—4)

No word had been received at the college Wednesday on
what action had been taken on Resident Smith’s request for

$900,000 with which to buy additional land and to erect a
new physical education buildings

The present building,
/

inadequate for Marshall’s present needs^ was erected in
1919 for a student body of 500*
almost 3000*

The present enrollment is

Enrollment is expected to reach MXX) by

I960 and 6J00 by 1970*
-30(
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To the Welch Daily News, Welch, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Welch student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(MCIS)—B. D. Hasson, son of

Mr. and Mrs. ^oe Hasson of 92 McDowell Street, Welch, has

been elected vice president of the Alpha Sigma Phi social

fraternity at Marshall College.
Hasson is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences
at Marshall.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE
HUNTINGTON 1, WEST VIRGINIA

Office of Director
OF THE INFORMATION SERVICE

Dear

We are glad to send you this Marshall College decal which
you requested. Also we are glad to learn of your interest in
Marshall. Perhaps you will want to request the registrar to
send you various publications which have been prepared for
prospective students. In case you do, just tell the registrar
what information you want and he will be glad to provide you
with it<>

Meanwhile, you may be interested in a few general facts
about the College.
Marshall is the largest college in West Virginia, It is a
multi-million-dollar institution whose campus covers 25 acres in
the heart of Huntington, West Virginia’s largest city. There are
12 permanent buildings and numerous temporary ones. College
athletic teams have the use of a stadium seating 12,000 persons
and a field house with a seating capacity of about half that
many 0
L.
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The institution, almost 120 years old, was named for Chief
Justice John Marshall, who was a personal friend of the college
founder, John Laidley0 Marshall maintains three divisions-College of Arts and Sciences, Teachers College, and Graduate
Schoolo It awards both bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
In Teachers College, a student may concentrate on elementary
or high school teaching, in
In the College of Arts and Sciences, a
student may work toward a bachelor’s degree in his choice of more
than 30 fields; take preprofessional work in any one of 11 fields;
or take a two-year program in any of four fields. Graduate degrees
are offered in 16 fields.

Student government was organized at Marshall in 1926. The
Student Senate sponsors the yearbook, plans Homecoming and
Springtime Open House, sponsors student mixes and takes an active

Marshall College Information Service
Page Two

responsibility in all extracurricular events of the college.

Marshall is an informal, friendly college, and this spirit
is reflected in the out-of-class life of the students. There
are many informal activities in which every student may take
part. Also on the calendar are many formal dances, banquets
and special programs by campus organizations.
The College has an advanced cultural program, Each
student receives an activity card upon registering and is then
admitted to 32 cultural events without additional charge.
Marshall's intercollegiate sports include football,
basketball, baseball, track, tennis and golf. There is also
an extensive intramural program in which more than 90 per cent
of the male student body takes part.

A landscaping and building program is under way at the
College.» The two-million-dollar Science Hall was finished in
1949. A- brick addition to the Student Union has been completed
and a new dormitory for freshmen women now stands on the east
campus.

You are welcome to visit Marshall College, And if you
need further information, be sure to write to the registrar,
Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia.
ery cordially^yQurs,

James H. Herring, Director^
Marshall College Information Service
JHH:hkl
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Ihcma WiSB
Appear Here
On Tuesday

Season's
fop Crowd
Expected, □

f

cBy FRED BURNS
.

Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor-

;

' The Marshall College basket M3,
ball team steps out of Mid-American competition tonight to take
•
on the powerful Xavier Univer
sity Musketeers at Memorial
Field House. Game time is 8
P. M.
Coach Ned Wulk and his Muskies
probably remember that the Big
Green defeated them on their
last appearance here two year Behind those three Musxeteers
+ago
~ and will be out to even ma(|, comes Lou Vonderbrink at 5-11
ters. Their chances of beating and’ Jim Boothe at 5-7, at the
the Big Green on the 1 o c a>l.guard positions. Boothe is a sophaie pretty good for Wulf ©more, Hofmann is a senior and
has come up with one of tfy|the other three are juniors.
best Xavier teams in history In their 11 games played thus
Their record probably does no far Piontek, Schneider and Boothe
uphold that statement for the: ,have been the top scorers.
have dropped three of 11 games But despite the fact that the
However one of their losses wa: Muskies have a high ranking na
by just four points to the No. 1 tional reputation the Big Green
ranked Kentucky Wildcats.
has a few honors of their own to
At the moment the Musketeers defend. In nine games Marshall
are riding a four-game winning has lost only once and that to the
streak and their last time out, Miami Redskins. The opening
I Monday night, they trimmed’ game against the Republic of
i not being counted
Western Kentucky on the Hill- China team is
toppers’ home court 82-80 in a but in the eight others Marshall
has scored 736 points for an aver
double overtime thriller.
age of 92 points per game. And
One of the largest crowds of1 Cebe Price, Marshall’s brilliant
the season is expected tonight as sophomore forward, has scored 211
local fans always come out when points for a game average of 26.37,
the top notch teams come to
town. Xavier is moving in pretty Coach Cam Henderson may put
fast company. Just previous to Ray Frazier back at a starting
tonight’s game Xavier met and guard post because Frazier’s 6-f
defeated Cincinnati, Louisville height will be needed. Or he maj
gv ftlvi.g
and Western Kentucky and fromIgo
along with Lewis Burns whc
here they go to Philadelphia to’ started
‘
’last Saturday’s game wit)
meet Villanova and then take on Western Michigan.
Murray, Eastern . Kentucky and One of these two will be at guan
Dayton, some pretty big boys in with Paul Underwood, while Slac!
will be at center• and ------------------Price an
» basketball circles
_
The Big Green will probably’I nave Robinson at the forwards.
’ have their work cut out for them
. tonight for they will be facing
• plenty of height and experience.

The Marshall Cbllege Commu
nity Forum will present Princess
Ileana of Romania in a lecture on
“How Romania Lost Her F r e edom” next Tuesday at 8:15 P. M.
In the college auditorium.
The princess was orginally
scheduled to appear here in De
cember, but had to postpone her
trip to Huntington because of ill
ness.
Daughter of the world - famous
Queeh Marie, great granddaugh
ter of Queen Victoria of England
and wife of Archduke Anton of
Austria, Princess Ileana witnessed:
at first hand the rise to power of.
the Communist Party in her coun
try.
|
The princess, who now resides!
in New England with her six chil-|
dren, is known as one of the most
democratic members of European
royalty. She was the founder of the
first school for Social Workers in,
Romania and also was head of the
Romanian YWCA and Girl Scouts.
Following her lecture here. Prim
cess Ileana will meet forum mem
bers at a coffee hour in the North
Parlor of Old Main.

Smith To Attend^
Capital Meeting

j

Captain Chuck Hofmann at for
ward is 6-5 and Dave Piontek at
Lj 6-5 while
center is also
“ Dick’
Schneider, a forward is 6-3. Tha/
means that Marshall’s Charlie
Slack, Ray Frazier and Lewis
Bums will have a battle for
rebounds.

J

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, will be iu
Charleston tomorrow to attend a
regular meeting of the West Vir
ginia Association of College and
University Presidents.
The group plans to discuss the
legislature program, recom
mended legislation, fees for parttime students, policies of the State >
Purchasing Department concern
ing advance approvals and other;
matters pertaining to the state’s II
institutions of higher learning. |

as tile current year; support and the deficit of $6,733,000.

Marshall Appropriation $196,743'/subsistence, $55,320 asked, $32,100 The state constitution forbids en
recommended; maintenance and actment of a deficit budget. The;
Below Smith’s Request
Legislature, therefore, faces the
operation of plant, $37,500 asked,

task of equalizing spending with,
(Additional Stories on Page 7)
$27,840 recommended; personal income in the budget it ultimately
services of all description, $988,- will adopt near the end of the 60By HUGH MAXWELL
Advertiser Political Reporter
720 asked; $505,760 recom day session.
This can be accomplished by
CHARLESTON — An overall state budget of $91,634,997.01 was mended; current expenses, $441,- enacting new or higher taxes, or
handed up to the 52nd West Virginia State Legislature today by the 170 asked, $420,000 recommended, a combination of both.
Board of Public Works.
a cut of $9,000; repairs and altera Recommended general revenue
The budget is a deficit document. Receipts for the fiscal year tions, $71,500 asked, $20,000 al fund appropriations in the budget
'bill break down into the following
which it covers, the year beginning July 1, 1955 and ending June 30, lowed; and equipment, $1,000 division, by functions:
1956, are estimated at only $84,901,600. The deficit, therefore, is asked and $1,000 recommended.
Education, $61,764,000. or 67.6 per
Recommended general revenue cent of the total; health and wel
”“$6,733,397.
fund appropriations total $91,369,- fare, $18,368,000, or 20.1 per cent;
Contained "in the new 1budget is
an increase of S445,000 over
general government, $3,306,000, or
h I
the budget for Marshall College. the current year, 1954-55. Recom 3.6
per cent; charities and correcmended appropriations from all(tion, $2,557,000, or 2.8 per cent, and
$1,674,983 Was Asked
A total of $1,478,240 is recom funds come to $99,374,000, a de‘ other services, $5,372,000, or 5.9 per
crease of $505,000 from this year. cent.
mended for the college. President
School Aid Unchanged
Stewart H. Smith had asked
$1,674,983. The recommendation is Here are some features of the
board’s recommendations:
$196,743 less than the request.
. However, the recommendation State aid to county school sys
is a boost of $20,540 over the cur- tems out of the general revenue
rent fiscal year when $1,457,700 fund would be unchanged from
was appropriated for Marshall the present $45,938,000 annual level.
I The Department of Public AsCollege.
________________
___ r_____forjsistance would take
‘ a $672,000 cut,
Marshall is allowed $1,250,660
personal services
$421,000 would be chopped
aces by the Board ofjof
oip which
wu
Public Works.. This is less than thep
the|h'om
r°ni the outlay for classified aid.
amount asked for, but is a boost! Such grants include old age asof $29,400 over the current fiscal ‘^stance and aid to the blind, de
year. Apparently the 'boost w i Hi pendent children and the disabled,
1
permit small salary increases at! There is “> Provision generally
7
for ,saIar
salary{ increases,
Marshall College for teachers. ifor
increases’ not even
1 „
m x__________________ (merit
merit system raises. Automatic
Expense Total $129, 380
raises due teachers as a result of
B For current expenses at M a r-| increased experience are only
shall College the board recom-j partially provided.
mends $129,380. This is an increase College Budgets Same
of $11,140 over the present year. Operating budgets of West Vir
For repairs and alterations $45,- ginia University and the 10 state
000 — a drop of $6,000 over the colleges would be, over-all, approx
current year — is recommended. imately the same as at present,
For equipment the recommends despite a 16 per cent increase in
tion is $50,000, a drop of $15,000.
enrollment.
The only remaining item, flood, The £Ve g^te mental hospitals
wall assessment, remains the would operate on a slightly
same at $3,200.
smaller total outlay, but the de
Huntington State Hospital, which creases W0Uld be less than % of 1
cent.
I had asked for funds to finance
psychiatric nurses’ training school two' of the three state-operated
and for increased pay for attend-tuberculosis sanitariums also would
ants apparently is denied both.
have slightly smaller budgets.
Total Set At $958,260
Ii Hopemont Sanitarium, where a
i
A total appropriation of $958,260J new
new wing
winS will
wiU accommodate
accommodate 71
for the hospital is recommended additional patients, would have its
appropriation
increased
$66,850.
I as against $1,529,490 requested.
) The amount recommended by the; Requests Whittled
board is actually less than what; The budget was drafted by the
T was appropriated for the current board, in consultation with Budget
J year, $972,460.
Director D. L. Gainer. It represents
The hospital________
administration_ had a whittling down from a total of
L asked the "Board of Public Works S142.220.000 requested for 1955-56 by
t for $113,740 to finance the nurses’ spending units of the state governtraining school. The board turned ment.
Notable by their total absence
the request down.
A summary of the amounts are recommended appropriations
asked by the hospital and the sums :rom surplus, which accounted for
ivjivwu.
i28 million dollars of the requests
recommended are aso follows:
the boards. The state is having
Administration, t$58,600
------ -asked;
-----I $47,460 recommended; care and i hard time making ends meet,
I
welfare (pay of attendants and and it is a foregone conclusion that
other personnel) $692,380 asked, there will be no surplus at the end
$373,500 recommended, the same£ of this fiscal year.
This means the heads of state
J
(Con. oh Page 7, in Col. 5) ■ institutions will have to shelve for
the time being any building proj
ects for which money has not been
appropriated previously.
i Receipts Set At $84.9 Million
^^^rnended appropriations to^litaling $91,369,000, plus some addi^'tional general revenue items such
as the cost of next year’s legisla
tive session, bring the total of pro
posed general revenue fund expen
to $91,634,000.
ft ditures
The funds receipts in 1955-56
from present. sources are forecast
s by the board at $84,901,000. The
11 gap between this and the total pro
posed general revenue spending fc
\

n

Marsha! I
Fears Loss
Of Teachers

Dr. Smith Says Budget Cut Raises
Questions On College Operations

ooo.
(See Page One Story)
mended to the Legislature an apDr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall 5—With current expenses grow- propriation of $958,260 for the Hun
College president,- said last night ing in direct proportion to the tington State Hospital as against
that action of the State Board of growth in enrollment, what can the $1,529,490 requested. The
Public Works cutting. $187,764 from Marshall do in the face of a $23,- amount is less than the $972,460 apa proposed college budget of $1,- 000 cut in the amount available for preprinted for the current year.
475,040 raises several questions current expenses? The Board ap- Dr. Hiram W. Davis, superintendabout Marshall’s operation for the proved .an allocation of $129,000 for ent of the Hospital, said last night
next fiscal year.
this Purpose. President Smith had he is bitterly disappointed that the
. Questions outlined by Dr. Smith asked for $152,000.
budget request for the fiscal year
A Board of Public Works cut include:
. _„o_________________
“My______________
greatest disappointment,
” beginning July_ 1, for the operation
of nearly $200,000 in the requested 1—Can Marshall College keep said the Marshall president, “is of the institution was sharply cur- ■
1955-56 budget for Marshall Col qualified faculty members without that no provision
has been made tailed by the board.
__________
_______ "We
_____
_________
for members
have
personnel_ working 60
lege raises the question of Igiving them salary increases which for salaryincreases
jthey have earned? The proposed Of .m- faculty. There is a serious hours per week who were entitled
whether the college will be able ^budget makes no provision for in
of college teachers today, to the 40-hour week anticipated in j
to keep qualified faculty mem- creases which the president had shortage
And it is extremely difficult to the budget as submitted,” said Dr.I
bers without giving them salary -requested. The figure approved by compete with" "other 'ins'titutions Davte^6"''
increasesJ-hey havejearned, Pres- the Board of Public JWorks f°rAP^r' able to pay them higher salaries.” “We had made other requests for *
ident Stewart H. Smith of Mar son al services is $1,250,660 or $106,- Dr. Smith said Marshall College improvements which have not been '
984 less than the $1,357,644 asked “not only cannot offer faculty per- granted. It appears that the institu- i
shall said last night.
Dr. Hiram W. Davis, superin for. The 1955 - 56 figure spproved sonnel standard salaries to begin tion has been placed on an oper- j
tendent of the Huntington State by the Board of Public Works is with, but that the college now ating basis of approximately that
f
Hospital, said he was “bitterly' $29,400 higher than the $1,221,260 finds its hands tied when
... it
.i comes which we have now. We are still
disappointed” ov^r a cut of nearly personal service allocation for 1954- to paying
earned salarj;:- In- short of patient housing, woefully
55.
but
this
is
earmarked
solely
creases.”
in need of many improvements in
L $600,000 in the budget he asked.
i The college and hosplta1 items for the employment of five addi “This,” said the Marshall presi- services.”
-4
i were included in the state budget tional teachers and for supplemen dent, “puts us in a difficult position. College teachers of the quality '
i submitted to the Legislature yes-, tary retirement.
2-What will Marshall College do we'are seekinT'ar'e taTreat*deierday. Marshall’s request was about
the need for more teachers
cut .$187,764 to $1,475,040, Dr. in the face of steadily rising en mand throughout the country. They
• Smith noted. The State Hospital rollments? The president had usually will go where they can g?+
asked $1,529,490 and was cut to asked for money with which to em salaries commensurate with the.
training. Like everyone else, they
§958,260.
ploy 14 badly needed faculty mem
Despite the fact that the pro bers. The Board of Public Works must think first about earning
; posed college budget is $19,540
recommended funds with which enough to support their fam
' higher than the $1,455,500 origi- only five new ones might be em- ilies.”
Dr. Smith said he will go to
nally approved for the current fis- ployed.
Charleston
today to continue work
‘ cal year, Dr. Smith said the par- 3—How will a proposed $15,000
ing. of his recommendations raised reduction in Marshall’s equipment ing for money with which to give
increases to members of
i several serious questions, includ- allocation for the next fiscal year salary
his staff.
affect
instruction
programs
in
. Ing that of keeping faculty memwhich additional equipment is des- No word had been received at
l bers.
the college yesterday on what ac
Dr Smith said the proposed perately needed? The amount tion had been taken on President
budget makes no provision for originally made available for equip- Smith’s request for $900,000 with
requested salary increases. Thement for the current fiscal year which to buy additional land and
Board of Public’Works figure forwas 565,000. 'pre £955-56 figure ap- to erect a new physical education
‘ personal services is $1,250,660, or proved by the Board of Public
’ $106,984 below the request. The Works is only $50,000, President adequate for Marshall’s present
Smith had requested $88,000 for
! board’s allocation is $29,400 this purpose. A major part of the needs, was erected in 1919 for
greater than for 1954-55, but Dr. amount
_
he __
requested was to have a student body of 500. The pres1 Smith said the increase was ear- oeen used to buy necessary equip- en^ enrollment is almost 3,000. En• marked solely for employment of nent for the engineering depart- rollment is expected to reach 4,000
by 1960 and 6,500 by 1970.
five additional teachers and for ^ent.
supplementary retirement.
4—What effect will a $15,000 cut Meanwhile, the board recomOther problems raised, accord n the president’s recommendation T
ing to Dr. Smith, are the need .’or repairs and alterations have on
for more teachers and equipment, college buildings and equipment?
repairs and alterations, additional rhe amount approved by the Board
money to meet growing currentfor this purpose is $45,000, whereas
the president had------requested
expenses, etc.
!..
:----- $60,- Commenting on the cut in the/
State Hospital request, Dr. Davis
said some personnel working 60
hours a week is entitled to the
40-hour week anticipated in the a .
budget he proposed. In addition, 1 ■ he said, the hospital is short of
i
patient housing and “woefully in
* need of many improvements in
services.”

College, Hospital
Budgets Reduced

(See DR. SMITH, Page 10)
i

263j Students Are Enrolled
In Marshall ROJC Program
By WILLIAM KEESEE '' ' * regular
---------army.•
The program represents a four
Since the beginning of the Re year course, consisting of two years
serve Officers’ Training Corps at basic and two years advanced
Marshall College in April, 1951, the training,
enrollment has increased from 119 All students in the advanced
to 263 students, according to Lt. course are required to attend sum
Col. T. E. Carter, commanding of mer camp. This lasts for six weeks
and normally starts at the begin
ficer.
■ The program was started by Lt. ning of the third of fourth week
Col. William P. O’Neal, Jr., now in June at the Aberdeen Proving
' military attache in The Hague, Grounds, Aberdeen, Md.
Netherlands. At the present, there Upon completion of the ROTC
• are 30 seniors, 35 juniors, 67 soph- program and the requirements for
’ omores and 131 freshmen taking a baccalaureate degree, a student
may be commissioned a second
ROTC courses.
J
Colonel Carter said that since lieutenant in the Officers’ Reserve
students
may
the start of the program, seven Corps. Distinguished
_
.’„2_ 1------men have received second lieube I'ecommended for a comtenant commissions, and approxi- mission in the regular army,
mately 15 more will be commis
/ i 13 *
*'
sioned in June.
Those from the Tri-State area^
who have been commissioned arej
Jack W. Ferguson, Ceredo; FredL. Reid, Fort Gay; Raymond
George and Jay R. Gould, both of
Huntington.
The ROTC was established to
train students for positions of
leadership in the armed forces in
time of national emergency, and
to produce fully qualified com
missioned officers for the Or
ganized Reserve Corps and the
Marshall Student Journalist
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ROTC Program Now Has 263 Men Enrolled

“tell

Initial Unit Began
On Campus In 1951
By BILL KEESEE

Since the beginning of the Re
serve Officers’ Training Corps
in April of 1951, the enrollment
3ft
has increased from. 119 to 263
Btudents, according to Lt. Col.
Ij.-ftrT. E. Carter, commanding officer.
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COMMANDING THE RANKS of the First and Second Platoons of I ant, Huntingtoim senior.
C Company is Cadet Captain and Commanding Officer, Dick Bry- | ROTC Corps.
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lieutenant commissions, and ap
proximately 15 more will be com
missioned in June.
He also added that the cadet
There are four companies in the college corps was originally set up as anOrdnance Branch, but was
changed into Branch General this
year so that graduating cadets
would be commissioned into a
branch according to their acad
emic qualifications.
The ROTC was established to
train students for positions of
leadership in the armed forces
in time of national emergency,
and to produce fully qualified
commissioned officers for the Or
ganized Reserve Corps and the
regular army.
THE PROGRAM represents a
four year course, consisting of
two years basic and two years
advanced training.
The basic
course is taken in the freshman
and sophomore years and consists
of army organization, military
history, individual weapons, map

. (I- .
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The Pro£ram was started by Lt.
Col. William P. O’Neal, Jr., now*
military attache' in the Hague,
ft Netherlands.
At the present,
there are 30 seniors, 35 juniors,
67 sophomores and 131 freshmen
taking ROTC courses.
COLONEL Carter said that
since the program was started,
seven men have received second
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Lt. Col. Roy Stein, Company Commander; Cadet Lt. Col. Clifford
Collins, Battalion Commander; Cadet Maj. Harold D. Bradshaw,
Battalion Adjutant; Cadet Capt. Ronald Kent, Company A Com
mander; Cadet Paul Hopper, Company B Commander; Cadet Capt.
Richard Bryant, Company C Commander; and Cadet Capt. William
Chaddock, Company D Commander.

tary science subjects, are members of the ROTC staff. From left and exercise of command,
to right arc Lt. Col. Tiller E. Carter, SFC E. J. Barnum, Maj. Robert
During the junior and senior
Wensley, M/Sgt. Charles Long, M/Sgt. Benjamin Libera, Maj. Purdy years, the advanced course is
Phillips, and M/Sgt. George Tope.
taken. This consists of weanons,
leadership, military law, admin
istration, maintenance and sup
ply, material specialty, and psy
chological warfare.
Third and
I' flk,,' 'i. T?, ...
< i
-X”
fourth year students are paid 90
-iWMS
,Z.>.39**3
cents a day by the Department of
|X; ■ ’’xc :<x
J <
Army, throughout the college
year.
All students in the advanced’
* IffWW.Ssh/Z -q ■
course are required to attend
kX $7,. ■ ---3 i—
summer camp. This lasts for six
! weeks and normally starts at the
I- ..
beginning of the third or fourth
week in June at the Aberdeen.
Proving Grounds, Aberdeen,
. Maryland.
•f '•?
During this period, students
- -! are paid $78 a month. In addition
.. /*
to this, they receive mileage
allowances to provide for travel
7.X
to and’ from camp. ................
While they at•A'
- •7 5 tend camp they are furnished
quarters, subsistence, uniforms
TAKNG AIM on the rifle range are several members of the ROTC STANDING AT ATTENTION are members of the Pershing Rifles, and medical care.
Corps. From left to right are Ray Hodges, Keith Fitzpatrick, Robert national honorary mimilitary science organization, under Company
UPON COMPLETION of the
Kennedy, William Keeler, Charles Gwinn, and ^larold Greer. Look- Commander Larry Hite, Huntington junior. This group composes ROTC program and the require
ing on are Major R. K. Wensley and M/Sgt. G. W. Tope.
Company N-l of Pershing Rifles.
ments for a baccalaureate degree '
a student may be commissioned a
......... .....
I second lieutenant in the Officers’
ss&ihi
i Reserve Corps. Distinguished stuI 4ents may also be recommended
feX,V ' |. ' 7
■'3
/ ^or a commission in the regular
I army.
gX*” ;
---X
The honorary organization conX nected with ROTC is the Pershing
Rifles, a national recognition or
'
•’•T. ’
ganization. This organization pro
’jW
— vX
; J - ■/ .
vides recognition for cadets who
S.
. have attained high standards in
military work. Entrance into the
J*
?•■'■
'.........
group is based on scholastic
achievement and proficiency on*
the drill field.
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AMID A DISPLAY of representative military explosives is M/Sgt.
Benjamin P. Libera, holding a 3.5 Rocket Launcher (bazooka),
Shown from left to right are 30 Caliber Carbine in a rack and some!
30 Caliber Browning Automatic Rifles. Shown in the left background
is a 4.2 inch mortar.

'
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HOME EC

All home economics majors will
meet Wednesday, January 19, at
4:00 P. M. in Northcott 101 to
make plans for the Future Home
makers Meeting of the Western,
Region. The meeting will be

INSPECTING THE 81 M.M. and the 60 m. m. mortars, are several
members of the ROTC Corps. From left to right in front are: Curtis
Tate, Delo Adkins, Gene Andrews, and Vin Weiss. Standing in the
rear are James Taylor, Ben Caldwell, Leno Bird, S-FC E. J. Barnum,
and Edward Hagen.
'
here February 19.
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Defending MAC Champs tn Town Tomorrow
New Players

Wrestlers, Bowling Green To
Tangle To II orrow Afternoon

\

Appear With I
Toledo Squad
By STEVE POSTI
Toledo University’s Rockets,
champions of the Mid-American
Conference last season, will move
into Huntington tomorrow to play
. the Big Green in their fourth.
MAC game of the season at Me
morial Field House. Tip-off time
is 8 P. M.
The Rockets, who, severely hit
by graduation, lost their entire
starting five from last season, are
coached by Eddy Melvin and will
have four sophomores and one
junior in their starting line-up
tomorrow night.
Last season under Jerry Bush,
Toledo chalked up a 10 2 record
in the Mid-American, which was
good enough to win the crown,
and finished the season with a
13-10 overall record.
Missing
last year’s squad is All-MAC
Phil Martin, a gawky, unorthodox
deadly weauon that led the Rock
ets to the NCAA playoffs in 1954.
This year the inexperienced
Rockets are suffering terribly and
have won only a couple of games
and have lost about five times as
many games as they have won.
Huntington fans remember last
year’s game between the Green
and Rockets, when the high-scor
ing Henderson quint was forced
to plav a slow game because of
the slow tactics used by the
Packet team. Toledo, like Miami,
defeated Marshall on both occa
sions that they met.
Toledo’s starting line-up for to-

FT* Roremosf among BIG GREENS
L WRESTLING PROSPECTS />

f

I

SOPHOMORE—

\

LEADS AGAINST CHAMPS.
Sophomore forward Cebe Price
will lead Marshall into action to
morrow night against the Toledo

University Rockets. Price is lead
ing all Big Green scorers with an
average of better than 25 points
per game. >

WHO DREW
with

WRESTLING RULES
Here are a few of the col
lege wrestling rules that will
help you watch the MarshallBowling Green match tomor
row afternoon at 2:00 in the
gym.

J

■ (MEB6E HE GOT'B.O/)

Team scoring: Fall, 5; Deci
sion 3, draw 2 each, and for
feit 5 points.

Matches
are 9
minutes
long, divided into three 3
minute periods. Period one
begins from standing posi
tion,
each
of
the
other
periods begin with one man
having the advantage. Point
scoring is: Take down, re
versal, and near fall — two
points
each.
Predicament,
escape, and time advantage---one.

Ohio's

DICK FOX, A
VETERAN KS7
POUND MID-AMER:•
ICAN CHAMP.'

IN NEARLY FIFTY
HIGH SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE WRESTLING
MATCHES, TANNER.
HAS NEVER. BEEN
1 P/NNEOa'

NOT W KIN!)
stupid/

■ The Big Green wrestling squad
I will again perform on the home
■ mat tomorrow afternoon hosting
-3 the Bowling Green University FalJ con wrestlers. It yvill be Marfl shall’s second appearance at home
| and the third match of the regu
lar season.
Coach Sam Clagg said early thisl
week that his wrestlers were
“steadily improving/’ although
the Big Green grapplers have yet
to win a match.
They were
whipped by Ohio University 32-5
at home, then lost to Toledo 34-5
i on the road. In a pre-season out• ing, they lost to Auburn, David
son, and VMI.
L
Pacing the team at this point is
Bill Harris, 212 pounder who
wrestles in the unlimited division.
Despite the team losses, the pow
erful Harris has beaten all three!
men that he has faced this year.
Marshall was no match for
Toledo last weekend. The Rockets'
are making a bid this season for
their fourth consecutive Mid
American Conference wrestling
championship.
Harris was the
only Big Green “grunt-andgroaner” to whip his opponentSeveral others, including Dick
Bryan, Charlie Tanner, and Don
Adkins, proved to be difficult
victims for their foes.
The Marshall wrestling team
was somewhat surprised with the
emphasis placed on wrestling at
Toledo.
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better than 6-2 and will be an inch
By BOB FRIEDLY
under the Marshall starting five
Price has proved priceless-. That’s the summation of Cam Hen
if Rav Frazier starts. However if
Lew Burns starts at guard it will derson’s 1954-55 Big Green, a great team, as evidenced by the fast
start this season despite-the loss of the fellow who in carrying about
evenly match the Rockets.
Melvin’s first five usually has 40 per cent of the offensive load became the greatest scorer in
Joe Buneta, 6-4 sophomore, and Marshall history.
. Sophomore Cebe Price has taken Walowac’s old place as the fast
Russ Bierly, 6-4 sophomore, at the
almost- equalling
forwards; Sophomore Sonny break middleman and has actually kept a scoring
~ pace
*
. -- „
Sonny Stonebruner, 6-6, at the his predecessor in his senior year. And all this by a first year varsity
pivot: Joe Kiefer, 5-10 sophomore, man.
Price has burned the nets with 239 points in the first nine Big
and Captain Jim Ray, 6-1 junior,
will man the guard slots for the Green ball games. Walowac had only four more—243—after nine
games last year.
Rockets.
Marshall met the rough ’n £eady
Helms All-American Walt scored 26 points against Wesleyan in
Musketeers of Xavier last night the first game a year ago. Price dumped in 28 against the Chinese
in a non-conference game and will team this year. Walowac’s next two games were 17 and 16 point
now be eyeing a win over the hap efforts against Memphis and Murray. The youthful Cebe hit for 33
less Rockets tomorrow night to against Reserve and 18 more against Colorado.
strengthen their hold on their sec
Walowac followed up with 27 points in his fourth game; then
ond place standing in the Mid turned on the power by scoring 31 or more markers in four straight
American. Miami is currently the games against Georgetown, Iona, Miami, and Kent State. Price
netted 26 against Ohio, 24 at Virginia, 31 at Carnegie Tech, and
top team in the MAC.
Cam Henderson will probably 37 against W & L.
start his regular starting line-up
The South Charleston sharpshooter fired in 27 at Miami. In his
of Dave Robinson and MAC scor ninth outing, last Saturday’s Western Michigan tussle, Cebert scored
ing leader Cebe Price at the for but 15. Walowac dropped from his four thirty point nights in his
wards, with rebounding Charley ninth game to 18 against Morris Harvey.
Slack at Center, and Paul UnderPrice’s shooting percentage has been ihbulous. The 6’ 2 ace is
wood and Ray Frazier or Lew still hitting on about 50 per cent of his field goal attempts.
Bu^ns at the guards.
He’s off like a shot on the fast break, gainipg even more speed
Following tomorrow’s game the as he moves down floor. Then at the head of the circle, he bounds
Big Green will play two confer high into the air, and, leaning slightly in the direction of the goal,
ence games with Kent State prior deftly sails the ball toward the basket from hands held high over his
to the closing of the first se nead. Or, he may slow up his momentum at the foul line, and with
mester.
a sudden burst of speed sail between his defenders, letting go a soft
• Kent will play here next Mon
(Continued on Page 5)
day evening and on the same
Saturday of the week Marshall
will travel to Kent, Ohio, to face
JANUARY GRADS
are interested in help with emthe Golden Flashes in their final
All seniors who will graduate ployment or if they will changes
meeting of the year.
in January are invited to come to their address after graduation,
the Dean of Men’s office if they
♦ ♦ ♦
COURT MEETS

Members of the Student Court
will meet tomorrow at 11 A. M.
in the Student Union to have
their pictures taken, according to
Robert. Gough. Huntington junior,
and Chief Justice of the court.
WIZARD WEAVERS
Room 505, W. Va. Bldg.
Phone 31208
Reweaving

Moth Holes, Burns, Tears, Etc.

/

2.98
An easy-going fashion for
all

your

informal

rates - Convertible

sepa

collar,

washable combed cotton
in white pastels and deep
tones—Sizes 30 to 40.
FIRST FLOOR

FOR THAT LATE
AFTER HOUR SNACK

i;/; J

C A L L

CORRAL
DRIVE INN
WE DELIVER
Phone 27983

.

JA-5-1831

16th Street and 4th Avenue

WHERE HUNTINGTON

SHOPS WITH CONFIDENCE
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-14-55
To Ironton Tribune, Ironton, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Ironton Students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)-—Two students from Ironton,
Carol G. Rowe and Thomas E. Cannon, are among forty-nine prospective
candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete under-graduate

work this month at Marshall College.

Miss Roweis a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree

in elementary education.

She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

George Rowe, Route 2, Ironton.
Cannon is an Arts and Science candidate for the B. S. degree.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.Albert J. Cannon, 1041 North 5th Street.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-14-55
To The Industrial News, Iaeger, W.Va.
For Immediate Release

(Iaeger area students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)—— Two Iaeger area students, Ross
W. Marrs and Freddie L. Kemp, are among forty-nine prospective

candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete under-graduate
%

work this month at Marshall College in Huntington^

Kemp is a leachers College candidate for the A. B. degree
in Social studies and speech.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank

W. Kemp of Crumpler.
Marrs is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus W. Marrs, of Canebraket

He is an Arts and Science candidate for the A. B. degree.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-14-55

To Times Record, Spencer, W. Va.
*'or Immediate Release

(Spencer student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MCIS)—-Phyllis I. Walker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Walker of Richardson Route,Spencer , is
among forty-nine prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who

will complete under-graduate work this month at Marshall College in
Huntington.
Miss Walker is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B.
degree in vocational home economics.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-14-55

To Roane County Reporter, Spencer, W.Va.
?or Immediate Release

(Spencer student)
HUNTINGTON, W. V A. —(MC IS)—Phyllis I. Walker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. ^ershel Walker of Richardson Route,Spencer, is among

forty-nine prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who will
a
complete undergraduate work this month at Marshall College in
Huntington.
Miss Walker is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B.

degree in vocational home economics.
-30(
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-14-55
To Jackson Herald,Ripley,W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Ripley stuient)

HUNTINGTON, W. V A. — (MC IS)—William D. Staats, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. Clyde Staats of Ripley, is among forty-ftine
w
••

7

prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete
under-graduate work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.
Staats is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B.

degree in physical education and English.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SE'dVX E—1-14-55

To Charleston Daily Mail, Charlestotf, J; Va.
for Immediate Release

(Charleston student)

HUNTINGTON, J. V A.(MCIS)—Everett H. McClintock, Jr.

son of Mr. and > rs. E. H. McClintock, 726 Pennsylvania Avenue,

St. Albans, is among forty-nine prospective candidates for
. „.
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.

bachelors degrees who will complete undergraduate work this rconth
(

at Marshall

oliege in Huntington.

McClintock is a^Teachers College candidate for the Ae B.
degree in physic-1 education niid social studies.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—1-14-55

To Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Charleston student>

HUNTINGTON, W. VAL-- (MCI. J —Everett H. McClintock, Jr. son

of Mr. and i.rs. E. H. McClintock, 726 PennsylvanWV&venue, St. Albans,
•>

is among forty-nine prospective candidates for bachelors degrees
who will complete undergraduate work this month at Marshall College

in Huntington.
McClintock is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree

in physical education niid social studies.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-14-55
To Wayne County News,Wayne, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Wayne County Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)---Dorman R. Shumate, son of Mr.
!

and Mrs. Tolison Shumate ofSSaulsville, is among forty-nine

prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete

undergraduate work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.
Shumate is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree^
t

in Biological and general sciences with a secondary teaching field

of social studies.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-14-55

To Ashland Independent, Ashland, Ky
I’

For Immediate Release

(Ashland students)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)-—Four students from Ashland are

among forty-nine prospective candidates for bachelors degrees

who will complete undergraduate work this month at Marshall

J

College in Huntington.
They are: Marguerite Bellamy, 1309 Fairfax Drive, A. B. degree,
elementary education; Charles D. Marsh, 80S Alexander Place,
Music; DonC . Dooley, 1332 Carter Avenue, B. S. degree; and

z
(

Richard T. Allen, 915 Montgomery Avenue, B. E. S. degree, science.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVIC E—1-14-55

To Logan Banner, Logan,W. Va.
*or Immediate Release

(Logan county students)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

(MCIS) —Four students from the Logan a rea

are among forty-nine prospective candidates for bachelors degrees
who will complete undergraduate work this month at Marshall College

in Huntington.
They are: Marguerite Cummings Grimm, Henlawson, A. B. degree,
elementary education;

Jefferson D. Long, Branchland, A. B. degree,

elementary education; Hazel Stollings, Stollings, A. B. degree,
elementary education; and Theodore Riffe, Omar, B. B. A. degree,
business administration.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-14-55
To Braxton Democrat, Sutton, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Genoa student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —(MCI S)—Audrey Watts Clay, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Watts of Genoa, is among forty-nine prospective

candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete undergraduate

work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.
Miss Clay is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree

in elementary education.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFO IM AT ION SERVICE-—1-14-55
Braxton Central, Sutton, W.Va.

For Immediate Release

(Gen?M. student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (MC IS)—Audrey Watts Clay, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Watts of Genoa, is among forty-nine
I*

prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete

under—graduate work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.

II

i

Miss Clay is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree

in elementary education.

1

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-14-55

To The State Sentinel, Fayetteville, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Snsted student)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA^-- (MClS)—Garland K. Barnhart, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Barnhart of Ansted, is among forty-nine

prospective candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete
under-graduate work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.
Barnhart is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree
in physical education and social studies.

J
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-14-55
To The Montgomery Herald, Montgomery, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Ansted Student)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (EC IS)-- G-rland K. Barnhart, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Barnhart ofAnsted, is among forty-nine prospective
candidates for bachelors degrees who will complete under-graduate

work this month at Marshall College in Huntington.

Barnhart is a Teachers College candidate for the A. B. degree
in physical education and social studies.
-30-
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Moderator* . script:

(J^SAZ-TIC)

The future of West Virginia’s largest college has become a
matter of public concern in recent months.

With enrollment growing

faster than at other comparable institutions in the country, Marshall
College faces the future
for the next year.

with almost J190,000 less than needed

Allocations to Marshall

are going down, whereas

the need for more money is growing steadily.
Marshall College is West Virginia’s second largest institution

of higher learning.

It consists of a teachers college, a college of

arts and sciences, and a. graduate school.

Marshall trains more

teachers than any other institution in the state.

The college also

trains much of the personnel employed by businesses and industries in
4

southern West Virginia dnd parts of Ohio and Kentucky.

Many of the

st te’s professions! men get their training at Marshall College.
What happens to Marshall, then, is concern to a major portion
of best Virginia’s population.
Here to discuss the situation brought on by Marshall’s

increasing enrollment and lack of sufficient funds are the Marshall
preci dent ?.nd several leading «est Virgininns.

Our panel consists of Marshall President Stewart H. Smith.
a leading Huntington business man,
president of Standard Printing and

Co.

etc.

•f

The first thing that most of our viewers would like to know
probably is Chis.

And I’ll put this question to Dr. Smith.

why does Marshall’s need for funds continue to grow?

(jr7 )

Is

4

e

The question that naturally follows this explanation by Dr.
Smith is this:

Why does Vest Virginia generally and the southern

part of the state specifically need an institution like Marshall
College?
(Two lay members of the panel might be called upon to answer this.)

now I’ll throw out a broad question which I’m sure you men
will want to discuss at some length: How does Marshall’s present

financing f^il to meet the need?
The Marshall president probably should have the first word here.

Dr. Smith:
Another point which comes to mind is one concerning the future.
What lies ahead

fcr Marshall College if the present trend toward

inadequate financing isn’t reversed?
Here again, Marshall President Stewart H. Smith is in a better
position to give us a clear picture.

Finally, what can h'e</t Virginians do to assure a better future for

the state’s leading college?

Who can enlighten us on this point?

This has been a panel discussion of problems facing Marshall

College, West Virginia’s leading college.

It has pooled the ideas of

Marshall College President Stew rt H. Smith and three leading West

Virgini-m business men.

Other members of the panel were*

This has been a public service presentation fef WASZ-TV*
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Marshall Matmen
* Host B-Gi Todcjy.

_______

Marshall Frosh
Stay Unbeaten;
Defeat Monel

1 • H-/ •

I<

Mrs. Fors To
Show Painting
'

GREEN MAT
TEAM
BOWS
Z /£ • J
The Marshall College wrestling I
team dropped its fifth straight
of the season yesterday when it 1
was defeated by Bowling Green,
23-11, in a Mid-American Confer
ence match at the campus gym. ■
But, there was one bright spot j
in the results for the Big Green j
grapplers, now only in their sec- ;
ond season of intercollegiate com- j
petition. Heavyweight Bill Harris, j
a first string tackle on the foot
ball team, kept his own individual
record unblemished by winning
t-T'.z. l»
....... J
the heavyweight
match.
Harris earned a decision over ]
; 260-pound Ken Russell. For Bill, s
' it was his fourth triumph without 1
I
( a loss this season.

T
..^1

A meeUn^of the
of
Medical Technologists will be held
• in the Lecture Room of the Science
: Hall at Marshall College Wednes/ day at 7:45 P. M.
Two films will be shown. They
are the preparation and staining
of blood films furnished by the
Department of Health, Educational
and Welfare, Public Welfare Serv
ice, and Communicable Disease
Center, Chamblee, Ga., and prep
aration of human serum by Mead
& Johnson, Evansville, Ind.
After the showing of the films,
a short business meeting will take
Place. An out-of-town visitor will
be Miss Ruth Robinette, president
elect of the Kentucky state So
ciety of Medical Technologists.
I

The rampaging Marshall fresh
men chalked up another win last
night, this time a 103-57 triumph
over the Inco Monel quintet. It
was a preliminary, to the Mar
shall-Toledo game.
Against Inco in was a pair of
former high school rivals, Jack
Freeman, ex-HHS star, and Dave
(Kirk, late of the Huntington)
East Highlanders, who sparked
; the victory. Each netted 22 points
for high scoring honor.
• Hal Greer kicked, in with 17
; and John Mayfield had 14.
MARSHALL POS. INCO MONEL
10
17 F Blazier
Greer
7
Freeman 22 F Dawson
7
Mayfield 14 C Lawhon
14
22 G Sharp
Kirk
12
2 G Parsons
Patton
Subs — Marshall, Robinson 9,
Pruitt, Blake,Dingess, 17. Inco,
Spence 3, Carroll 4, Altizer.
MARSHALL
20 23 30 25—103
INCO
18 19 8 12-57[

|

Technologists
To See Films

‘

a

1

I AS-1 USUAL, Marshall forfeited I
< five points in the 123 pound class <
• where it has no representative. I
‘ This lack has cost the Big Green J
1 all year.
1 Here are the results:
• 123 pound — Bowling Green
wing on a forfeit; 130, Kermit
Knowles, Bowling Green, pinned 5
Duane Rider, 1:10. 137—Don Cart
mill, Marshall, pinned Jack 1
t

Vlt .50

The Marshall College wrestling
squad, still looking for their first;
victory, will host Bowling Green
today in a Mid-American Con
ference match.
Three exhibition matches will
open the program, at 1:30 P. M.
The pairings are:
123 pound: Marshall forfeits; 130
pounds: Dwayne Rider, Marshall,
vs. Kermit Knowles; 137, Don Cart
mill, Marshal, vs. Jack Mikushi;
147, Jerry Bernhart, Marshall, vs.
Jack Leonard; 157 Don Adkins,
Marshall, vs, Tony Mencini; 167,
Charles Tanner, Marshall, vs. Harold Bruck; 177, Dick Bryan, Mar
shall, vs. John Ladd; 177, exhibi
tion, Phil Fisher, Marshall, vs;
Carl Ford; heavyweights. Bill Har
ris, Marshall vs. Ken Russell.
In the pre-varsity match bouts,
John Aleman and Bob Jackson
will meet in a 123 pound match,
Dyke Six and Ross Huffman in a
157, and Irv Wilson and Bob Mcin a; 191.
..Collins........

i. ><

Another opiiortunity for the pub,ic to see the Artists at work will
oe presented by the Huntington
Galleries, at 3:30 P. M. today
when Mrs. Marion Vest Fors will
demonstrate watercolor painting.
Mrs. Fors, an instructor in paint
ing at the Galleries Workshop
Classes, was formerly on the fac
ulty of Marshall College.
The demonstration will show the;
various steps in watercolor tech
nique from the first plan of the
painting to the finished picture.
. The public is invited to attend.
| • 1 <r- -xi 3
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Concert Sunday
To Aid Marshall
Choir Tour Fund
First of a series of benefit con
certs is to be presented at 4
P. M. tomorrow in the City Audi
torium by Marshall College choirs
in cooperation with the Cabell
County Festival Chorus. R. Wayne
Hugoboom, associate music pro
fessor at Marshall, will direct the
Festival Chorus and three college
choirs participating.
Proceeds of this and future
benefits are to go into a fund for
Marshall choir tours.
“Let’s Keep Christmas the
Year ‘Round’’ will be the theme
of tomorrow’s concert with the
thought that many beautiful musi
cal selections are rarely heard
except during the Christmas sea
son.
Marshall choirs participating
will be the A Capella, Men’s Con
cert and Symphonic Choirs.

ROTC Pershing Rifles Plan
Banquet
And Initiation Rite
• The Pershing- Riffes, honomy^scien^Sn^’la'ctics and head' of
organization of the Reserve Of-1 the ROTC program at Marshall,
fleer’s Training Corps at Marshall1 and Major Robert Wensley, assistCollege, wUl have a banquet fol-! ant PSM&T, will be made honorlowed by an initiation ceremony ary members of the organization
in the Crystal Room of the Hotel at today’s meeting
Prichard today at 5:45 P. M. I Larry Hite. Huntington junior
Fifteen pledges will be activated, and president of the military
at the initiation ceremony that honorary, will be in charge of thP
will be performed by an initiation ceremony. Dean Sedinger nled-P
;E. Carter, professor of military|of the pledges.
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Marshall
Must Fight •
Let-Dow..
By FRED BURNS
Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

J‘ /J.

INDIVIDUAL SCORING STATISTICS
FOR MARSHALL BASKETBALL TEAM

This is the night Coach Cam
Henderson’s Marshall basketball PLAYERS
G FGA FGM PCT. FTA FTM PCT. KBS. AVE. PTS. AVE.
9
190
‘>2
19
.636
59
team will have- to face two foes Cebe Price
6.5
25.8
.481
233
142
Robinson 9
c.n
53
56
6.2
.803
l'i|
21.2
and both are pretty tough. They'll Dave
:«7
Charles Slack
136
G5
46
33
22'1 23.4
9
163
17*4
*371
55
118
•II
55
49
5.1
454
find the Toledo Rockets at Me Paul Underwood 9
Frazier
49
9
9
.r.o
X
71
7.8
2.8
.173
n
26
morial Field House ready, willing • Ray
24 . X
7
5
.151
Lewis Burns
33
3.0
it
•1.7
21
.333
o
17
r,
8
fl
.352
.2 5
and able to give them a battle Frank Crum
1.8
44
1.7
15
.’00
Sonny
Parkins
5
3
1.8
.333
5
13
.07
in a Mid - American Conference Boh Ashley
3
»
I
I.flirt
(> 0.0
1.0
•3:?3
1
3
j (i .6';o 0 0.0
0
.000
4
0
0.0
O
game. And they’ll also be fight Paul Hopper
Pierson
0
0
.noo
o
.00(1
0
(I
0.0
o.fl
1
ing against a let-down following Jerry
Joe Hunnicutt
0
0
o
.000
1
.000
0
0
0.0
0.0
their brilliant victory over the
310
Marshall Totals 9
693
.458 286 U?8
.695 576 62.(4
96.8
818
Xavier Musketeers.
76.7
726 271
.C37 381
691
Opp’nts Totals 9
.373 231
149
Z37
42.3
(G—Games. FGA—Field goals attempted. FGM—Field -roals made. FTA—
Either one or both of these
Free throws attempted. FTM—Free throws mtde. KBS—Rebounds. PTS.—Points.)
foes could upset the Big Green’s
apple cart and put a dent, in
However on the strength of his
their 9-1 season record.
performance against Xavier,
However a performance like
Coach Henderson might send
they displayed against Xavier
Lewis Burns back to a starting
would be good enough to give
guard post in place of 6-6 Ray
them their fourth MAC victory
Frazier. Burns subbed for Fraziei
against a lone conference defeat
against Xavier and while he dic’n"
and assure them of their secondcome up to the rebounding per
place standing in the MAC race
formance of big Charlie Slack,
regardless of what the Ohio Uni
he did turn in a great job.
versity Bobcats do tonight agaimt
The rest of the Marshall lineup
Kent State. These are the only
will find Paul Underwood at the
two conference games scheduled
o+her guard. Slack at center and
tonight and at the moment Mar
the usual pair of Dave Robinsen
shall and Ohio are tied for second
a^d C-be Price at the forwards.
with 3-1 records.
Besides Bierley and Bunetta,
who are slated to go at the forThe Rockets’ 2-10 record in 12
wvds, and Stoneburner at center,
games does not talk very loud
the guard spo*s will likely find Joe
except that they did knock off
Ki-fer and Jim Ray in a starting'
Kent State and Bowling Green and
r^e. 'These latter two are the
dropped a two-pointer 70-72 tc
leading scorers for the Rockets.
Miami; the same Miami whicl
H^th are doing a little better than
trimmed Marshall.
i
.12 points per game. Stoneburner
So if Toledo can 'play Miami;
and .Bierley are the top rebound
that close they can also get up
ers.
high enough to give the Big Green
The latest NCAA statistics
trouble.
had Slack in second place in the
rebounding standings with 25.1 be
The Rockets could use a com
hind Quimby of Connecticut with
bination of Sonny Stoneburner 6-6
25.4. However Slack’s performance
and Russ Bierley 6-4 and Joe
Thursday against Xavier brought
Bunetta 6-4, which would give
him up to a tie with Quimby and
them plenty of height and maybe
both of them will be in action to-1
cause trouble.
night., Connecticut plays Boston
College.
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CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Miami
Marshall
Ohio Univ.
West. Mich.
Bowling Green
Toledo
Kent Stale
■West. Reserve

W
7
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

L>ct. Pts. Ops.
1 .875^-649 563
1 .750 348 308
1 .750 345 335,
3 .500 454 463
3 .400 365 394
4 .333 389 409
4 .333 428 483
6 .143 535 558

YESTERDAY
_____________’S RESULTS
!
Miami 91, Western Michigan 65.1
TODAY’S GAMES
I
Toledo at Marshall, Kent State
at Ohio University.

MONDAY’S GAMES
Kent State at Marshall, Toledo
at Ohio University.

PRICE IS
HIGH MAN
WITH 22
k

|k •

:

By FRED BURNS
It took a little class and cool
ness under fire but Marshall had
it last night at Memorial Field
House when they took a 68-56
Mid-American Conference game ■
from Toledo’s Rockets.
The victory enabled the Big
Green to keep pace with Ohio
University for a tie for second
place in the conference. Ohio de
feated Kent State last night 80-65
and the Big ■ Green and Bobcats
are 4-1 in second place behind
Miami, leading the race with a
7-1 record.
Coach Cam Henderson’s B i g
Green had to work every minute
and even had to come from be
hind as late as 6:50 to go. At
that point Toledo was on top 5251.
From here out Marshall dis
played considerable class as they
controlled the game and m a naged to collect 16 points while
holding the Rockets to five.
However up4 until this point
when the Big Green pulled away
for their 12 point win, the game
had been close and pretty bit*
terly fought.
Cebe Price who netted 22
points for top scoring honors, was
the key man when he dropped
in a fielder and also a foul shot
which put Marshall back in front
54-52. A pair of foul goals by
Tom Nichols tied it a moment
later but that was the last time
the Rockets were even. Dave
Robinson and Charlie Slack
teamed up with the latter getting
a close goal to break the tie and
sent Marshall on top 56-54 as th®
clock read six to go.

/, i

• o -5' CLdl’c- ■

THE REST of the game was
a masterful display by the Big
Green as they turned the tables
on the Rockets and played a con- ,
trol
game.
Paul Underwood
dropped in two fouls for a four
point lead and then Underwood,
Slack and Robinson teamed up
on a bit of slick pass work with
Robinson dropping in a two
pointer at the 4:42 mark.

Marshall’s defense was working
better than it had all during the
game and the Rockets couldn’t
get near enough for a good shot.
Underwood missed on one foul
attempt as the Rockets by now
were trying to get the ball and
the Big Green wouldn’t let them
have it.
At the 3:28 mark Slack was
fouled and he dropped in both of
them to make it 62-54. When the
Rockets missed and Slack re-*
bounded the Big Green started a
freeze.

Price drew a foul and mad®
good on both shots. Then Cap
tain Jim Ray slipped loose and
. went under for a fielder to cut
Marshall’s margin to eight points
at 64-56 with 1:50 to go. Marshall
drew two more fouls and made
good on all four shots, two by
Underwood and two by Price to
end the scoring and give Marshall
a 12-point spread.
For the first 13 minutes of the
game it was almost point for
point Marshall being behind four
times and holding a lead of not
more than three or four points.
Then with the score 20-19 in favor of Marshall, the Big Green
hit for three straight fielders,
Underwood twice and Slack, to
take a 26-19 edge.
The Rockets fought back to tie
and then.take the led at 30-28
but Marshall managed a half time
tie at 30-30 on Robinson’s goal
with 10 seconds left.
However the final minute of the
first half brought a little excite
ment. Slack was called for his
third personal foul and when ha
showed his distaste for the call by
throwing the ball yard against
the floor, the referee.stuck a tech
nical foul on him. The Rockets
made two of their three free shots
amid a lot of booing from the
fans but it gave them that 30-28
lead before Robinson tied it.
The Rockets came back at the
start of the second half and soon
battled into a six point lead at
38-32 and things looked a little
dark for the Big Green.

•J'J

MARSHALL was experiencing
an offnight, maybe a pretty good
Toledo defense had something to
do with it, but they couldn’t get
too many close shots and when
they did the lid was on the goal.
Then, too, Marshall’s outside
shooting wasn’t picking up any
points.
Lewis Burns who started and
played all the way at guard hit
on a long one from outside the
Rocket defense. Price and Under
wood worked a fast break play:
which brought down the house
so the same pair played an en
core and came through with an
other one which brought M a rshall up to within 4 points.
Burns popped in another long
one and Slack caged two foul
goals to tie at 42-42. Slack, Price
and Underwood kept the Big
Green in pace with the Rockets
until Robinson and Slack teamed
up with Slack goaling to put Mar
shall on top 56-54 and they were
never behind from here on.
Ray was the top scorer for the
Rockets with 16 and Joe Kiefer
was close with 14. Sonny Stone
burner and Tom Nichols each had
11.
As usual Slack was the top re(Please Turn To Page 26)

jlohdo Is
Opponent
Tonight
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall begins a week end of
Mld-American Conference activ
ity tonight at the field house
; where it meets defending champ
ion Toledo. Game time is 8
o’clock..
Monday, the Big Green makes
its last home appearence for more
than two weeks when it clashes
.with Kent State in the front end
j of a home-and-home series which
I will be completed next Saturday)
| at Kent, O.
!
After Monday’s game. Mar-*
'shall won’t be seen here again
until Wednesday, February 9,
when it hosts Ohio. University, a
team it pasted thoroughly at Ath
ens last month, 105-85.
Marshall In Second
Going into tonight’s game,!
Marshall is in second place, tied
with .Ohio, with three wins in four
starts. The Bobcats are also in
action, meeting Kent at Athens.
On a seasonal basis, the Big
Green has won eight out of nine
official games, the exhibition
opener against Nationalist China
not counting as a regular game.
In the Rockets, Marshall will be
meeting a defending champion
short of all but one of the players
who carried Toledo to the con
ference flag last season. Winners
in only two of 12 starts, Toledo,
[nevertheless, has shown good,
striking power at times, earning
both of its victories in MAC|
competition.

c

Beat Kent, B. G.
Victims of Toledo have been
: Kent Slate, 68-55, in the second
; game of the season, and Bowling
; Green, another former conference
power which has lost most of its
former stars. Toledo whipped the
Falcons this week, 75-69, and
showed definite signs of snapping
out of their long slump.
This is what worries Coach
Cam Henderson of Marshall. His
Big Green, loser only to first
place Miami, has just beaten
tough Xavier, 82-69, here Thurs-'
day, displaying its best set of-!
fensive performance, of the sea
son.
The locals were “up” for the
non - member Musketeers and
Henderson has striven in the
short time between that game
and tonight’s, to keep his players
mentally sharp.
His reasoning is sound. If Mar
shall is to keep pace with Miami
until the Redskins come here for
the return game, a game which
could well decide the conference
title, it cannot afford to take sec
ond division teams lightly.
All ‘Big’ Games
“They’re all going to be ‘big*
games,” said co-captain Dave
Robinson shortly after the Xavier
victory.
The Toledo team is composed,
of four sophomores and . one:
junior, Jim Ray, guard and cap-1
tain, and it also has a freshman
coach, Eddie Melvin, who didn't
inherent a thing from the de
parted Jerry Bush. The Rockets
[aren’t big either — with center
;Sonny Stoneburner and forward
Joe Bierley the tallest at 6-6 and,
6-4 respectively. The rest are six!
feet even and under.
TOLEDO
POS.
MARSHALL
Joe Blerlcy
F
Cebe Price
Joe Kiefer
Dave Robinson (C) F
S. Stoneburner
C
Chas. Slack (C)
Jim Ray (C)
G
Paul Underwood
Tom Nichols
G
Lewis Burns
Frank Crum, Ray
Marshall sub:is:
Frazier, Sonny Parkins, Joe Hunnicutt,
Jerry Pierson, Bob Ashley, and Paul
Hopper.
Toledo simbs: Joe Bunetta, Murray GuV5man, and Dave Wisniewski.
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Chambers Gets r
ACS Award

C L .■
I ii ■■■■•

: /'

V'

? William Edward
Iward Chambers has
h
received the 1955 student award E
of a junior membership in the «American Chemical Society, based
on academic achievement, person- ;
ality, professional Interest and
k
ability, presented by the Central :
1
Va
Ohio Valley Section of the Ameri
.1
can Chemicar Society. He is a sen
I
ior chemistry major and will
graduate in June, 1955. A member
of Omicron Delta Kappa, national
leadership fraternity, he Is presi
dent of Chi Beta Phi. national
science fraternity; past president
g:-,a
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, national
social fraternity; and a member
of the Student Affiliate. of the
American Chemical Sopiety.
He is also listed in^Who's Who
WILLIAM CHAMBERS
Among Students in American Uni
versities and Colleges, serves asfreshman guide, is a member of
the intramural athletic board at
i Marshall College.
In addition to collegiate work,
he is a co-sponsor of Christian
Youth Fellowship group and presi
dent of the junior deacons at the
Madison Avenue Christian Church
and is part-time employed by the
Miller Paint Manufacturing Com
pany. He is interested in continu
ing his professional career by ei
ther attending graduate school or
entering industrial employment in]
chemical research.
I
Mr. Chambers is the son of Mr.
,nd Mrs. F. M. Chambers, 1239
iflonroe avenue, Huntington. His
ather is employed with the U. S.
Engineers as Chief of the Safety
3ranch.
i
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PRINCESS ILEANA of Romania, who witnessed at first hand the >
rise to power of the Communist Party in her country, will speak
on the subject, “How Romania Lost Her Freedom/* Tuesday at >
8:15 P. M. in the Marshall College auditorium, appearing on the
college Community Forum Series. Admission will be by season
forum membership. Following the lecture there will be a coffee
hour in the North Parlor of Old Main.

Romania’s Lost Freedom
Topic Of Ileana’s Tallc
“How Romania Lost Her Free' also head of the Romanian YWCA
dom” will be. discussed by Her and Girl Scouts. She received part
Royal Highness, Ileana, princess of her education in England and
of Romania and archduchess of delivers her lectures with charm,
Austria, Tuesday at 8:15 P. M. in perception and dramatic feeling.
the Marshall auditorium under aus She now resides in New England
pices of the college Community in a modest home with her six
Forum.
children. Her husband, Anton, arch! Admission to the lecture will be duke of Austria, is currently Ir
season forum membership only. Argentina working as an engineer
The princess was originally schedu- hut hopes to join his familj
:led to address th eforum audience shortly.
in December but was unable t! Last winter Rinehart publisher
here at that time because of ill-the princess’ book, “I Live Again”
ness.
and excepts from the book wer«
Princess Ileana, daughter of the
^e La<^es’ Horn*
world-famous Queen Marie, greatJournal.
L
’
granddaughter of Queen Victoria of
/.
k. if
England and wife of Archduke An
ton of Austria, witnessed at first
G. IX.
hand the rise to power of the'
Communist Party in her country.
Her story is a poignant description
of the downfall of her devoted sub
jects and the royal family under
the ruthless tactics of the Soviets.

TRAGEDY is nothing new to the *
princess. As a child she saw the
ravages of war and typhus and
t the beginnings of the Russian
Revolution. During World War H
i she became a nurse in the Roma
nian Red Cross and opened a
; hospital on her estate. She was
active in this work until forced
I into exile by the Communists.
Princess Ileana, recognized as
one of the most democratic mem
bers of European royalty, was the
founder of the first school for
social workers in Romania and was

IP
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To the Euntingtoh Advertiser

For release Thursday, January 20, 1955

(Marshall column-- 1)

By Robert Willis

Anne Cline, Kopperston Junior and Marshall College

homecoming queen, was elected sponsor of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps battalion in a general election held

Thursday, January 13.

The title of battalion si onsor carries

with x&K. it the honorary rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the
ROTC corps of cadets.

Four company sponsors were also elected^the RDTC. They
are: Mina

ensley, Williamson sop omore, A company; Beverly

Bupp, Charleston sohomore 5 B company; Carol Workman, Charleston

junior, C company; and Jo Trent, St. Albans freshman, D
company. These titles carry with it the rank of honorary
Captain.

Other candidates nominated for positions were: Jo Ann
Reilly, Huntington freshman; Joyce Pascone, Welch junior;

Jane Plymale, huntington freshman; Elizabeth renderson,
Huntington sophomore; Donna Davis, Logan freshman; and ^tty
Frame, Birch River freshman.

The candidates we e nominated by members of the Pershing
Rifles, an honorary military

group on the campus,
(more)

I
1

(Mars all contain—•-2)

David Collins, Huntington sophomore, served as election

chairman for the Pershing Rifles. According to Collins,
nearly 75 per cent of the eligible voters cast ballots.

All sponsors will be presented to the battalion at the

annual Military Ball on February 11 at the Cabaret Room.
At intermission the sponsors will be presented flowers by

members of the Pershing Rifles.

The sponsors will also receive recognition at the

r

annual spring review of t e ROTC.

Each sponsor will be

introduced to tje visiting military officials and will
observe..,', e parade as t e entire battalion passes in review.

The review is the highlight of the year’s military training.

The Student Christian Association will meet tonight
at 7 F,m» in the Greenhouse lounge. Frank Bourner, Huntington
senior, is in charge of the program.

The theme for the program is ”God and My Vocation.”
Speakers will include: Louis Jennings, assistant professor

of Bible and religion; Mary Browning, Huntington graduate
student; Sue Norton, Montgomery senior; Ernie Henson,

Huntington junior; Pat Barber, Cottle freshman; Dick Bowyer,
Huntington sophomore;

and Jim Wheeler, Huntington sophomore.

(more)

I

I
—***

(Marshall column-- 3)

Larry Hite, Huntington Junior, was elected president

of Sigma Alpha Epsilon social fraternity at a meeting of
the group era January 11.

Other officers elected were: Al Arnett, South Charleston
sohomore, vice president; Jamie Johnston, Huntington sophomore,

recorder; Vernon Howell, Logan sophomore, treasurer; and fedns

Jim Petrie, Huntington sophomore, correspondent.

I
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SCORES OF W? PLAYED TO DATE
Own
Score
Opponent

Pate

Dec,
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

11
13
14
29
30
1
5
8
13
15
17

Western Reserve
Colorado State
Ohio University
U. of Virginia
Carnegie Tech
Washington & Lee
Miami Univ. (Ohio)
Western Michigan
Xavier Univ.
Toledo Univ.
Kent Univ.

90
95
105
103
101
89
74
79
82

Opp.
Score

84
55
85
98
82
79
89
50

MARSHALL COLLEGE CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS SUMMARY

Player

No.
_
Field Goals
Games Atts. Scored Pct.

Rebounds Pers.Fould Points
No. Ave. No. Disq. No. Ave.

Cebe Price

9

190

92

.484

77

49

.636

59 6.5

21

1

233 25.8

Dave Robinson

9

142

69

.485

66

53

.803

56 6.2

22

1

191

21.2

Charles Slack

9

136

65

.477

46

33

.717 229 25.4

33

2

163

18.1

p-.ul Underwood

9

148

55

• 371

55

44

.800

49 5.4

24

0

154 17.1

Ray Frazier

9

19

9

.473

17

8

.470

71 7.8

30

2

36

2.8

Lewis Burns

7

24

8

•333

11

5

.454

33

4.7

5

0

21

3.0

Frank Crum

8

17

6

.352

7

2

.285

15

118

4

0

14

1.7

Sonny Parkins

7

15

5

.333

6

3

.500

5

4

0

13

1.8

3

1

• 333

1

1 1.000

0

0

1

0

3

1.0

Bob Ashley

t

Free Throws
Atts. Scored Pct.

3

Paul Hopper

4

0

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

1

0

0

0

Jerry Pierson

1

1

0

,000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

0

0

Joe Hunnicutt

1

3

0

.000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

0

0

.695

41
558 62.0 145

6

818

90.6

149 .636

381 42.3 172

8

691

76.7

Team
Own Team Totals

9

698

310

.458

286

198

Opponents Totals

9

726

271

.373

234

i

I
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MARSHALL INFORMATION® SERVICE--

For immediate release

(y.n

Bob Null, Sports ne$s
Marshall’s Big Green

basketball team, fresh from a win over Xavier,

goes into action at the Eun tington Memoral Field l ouse Satv.rd.ay night.
Marshall returning to Mid-American play, will meet a team that has won only.

one game and lost nine. But Toledo has played some top teams, such, as Louisa

ville, Niagara, Renn£ State, an.d Miami. Miami only beat them 72-70 and Miami

is the only team to beat the Green this year. <■
Charlie Slack, Dave Robinson, Paul Underwood, Cebe Price played their

ballThursday night, but Lewis Burns gave the big

typical type of outstanding

four a lot of help in the b rebound department.aoccxxxxxj^x Burns pulled 11
rebounds from the ba back board in Marshall’s win over Xavier. Bunns will

more than likely start with the big four—-Slack, Robinson, Underwood, Price—*

against Toledo.
Coach Ed Melvin ise expected to start with 6-M- Joe Buneta and 6-^ Buss

'kxxxxn Bierley at t e forwards. 6-6 Sonny Stone burner will get the call at
center, p-11 Joe Kiefer and

6-1 captain Jim Fay at guards will roimd out the

starting five.
Toledo is averaging 62 points per game

you can tx9H,xfiB3i^si^cmxjaw

while Marshall is scoring 90.8

throw the past records and statistics out the

window when tow Kia-America n Conf erence team go into action. Looking at

statistics, it looks like a 11 Marhall but it Has the same story when Marshall

played Miami. On paper it 1

looked as if Marshall would win 5 but the Redskin,

gave Marshall its only defeat

in nine games.

In other college sp orts
(

as the host to Dowling rxirua

5

the Big Green wrestling

team will serve

Saturday at 2;00 in the college gym. Bowling

Green xx wrestled Ohio We si cyan in its last match and won by the score of
36-O. The Bowling Green mat

men scored six pins in eight boucs.

»

I
■

NA’SHALL E V3 •'Li'B/iLL STATISTICS
NO.GAME
GCAL
ATT AJO.iJT

t

■players

nu

----1-15-55.
yx<£ t:i :oys tesounhs POINTS
i-OT TO.

ATT

jl/

NO

as

V

9

’

XJ^U!

J/i
A.U.3
,
ri “‘■"T'/L-,. '•

I-

rues

10

204

77 .475 91

61 .670

60

6.0

255 25.5

ROBINSON

10

151

72 .476 66

53 .303

65

6.5

197 1977

□LAOS

10

151

69 .456 56

38 .678 251 25.1

176 17.6

UN3L9TC0D

10
8

165

62 .375 61

49 .803

55

5.5

173 17.3

f 28

0

la

30

11 .400 11

5 .454

37

4.6

29

3.6

7

0

10

19

19 .473 17

8 .470

72

7.2

26

2.6

30

CRUM

8

17

6 .352

7

2 .285

15

1.8

14

1.7

4

0

1A AKINS

7

15

5 .353

6

3 .500

5

• 13

1.8

4

0

ASHLEY

3

3

1 .333

1

11.0-00

0

3

1.0

1

0

1-1E.TSCN

1

1

0 .000

0

0 .000

0

0

0

0

HUNNICUTT

1

3

0 .000

0

0 .000

0

0

0

0

4

0

0.000

0

0 .000

0

0

1

0

BURNS

? 1
1
2

1

2

42
GHSMl&XK M^aiSiBL'^gpigSS&l HIXMXBlS .X220

GilONENTS TOTALS 10 ?31 290 . 371 260 167 .642

416 41.6 747 74.7 191 8

lo 759 533 .438 316 220 .696

60S 60.2 836 38.6 159 6

0 TN TEAM TOTALS

f
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-5$
For immediate Release

Bob Null, Sports News
ffiarshail’s basketball coach, Cam Henderson gave his Big
Green basketball team a well deserved rest from practice today.

The Henderson men will not play again until they travel to Kent,

Ohio, Saturday to meet Kent State.

Marshall played Kent last

night and won by the score of 36-59.

The Big Green has cooled off in the scoring department,
but keeps on winning.

With the latest release of the NCAA

Marshall was the number three team in the nation in scoring with

an average- of 92 points per game, but has
average of 88,3*

dropped off to an

Marshall’s opponents are scoring at a clip of

73.2.
Big Oharlie Slack, the nation’s number two rebounder, tied

his season’s high for rebounds in one game last night against

Kent State by getting 33 rebounds.

half.

He got 19 of them in the first

Slack’s other 33 rebounds in one game was against Garneige

Tech l^st month.

Fast break middle man Cebe Price is still leading the team
with an average of 25.3.

He is followed by Dave Robinson who is

hitting at 18.4, Paul Underwood scoring at 18.1, and

Big Charlie Slack with an average of 17.7 per game.
Lewis Burns who has fought his way into the Marshall starting
lineup can still look for some competition from 6-6 Ray Frazier and

ft

6-2 Frank Crum.

Frazier got five rebounas last night and Crum

got six points.

Burns got two points and eight rebounds in Marshall’s

36-59 win over Kent State Last night.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-5?

For Immediate Release
To the Point Pleasant Register, Point Pleasant, W. Va.

(Point Pleasant Extension Meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in Point
Pleasant Thursday, Jan. 20, to organize extension classes
for the spring semester of the 195^-55 term, according to Paul

Collins, director of field services at >fershall.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at the elementary
school.

Persons present will choose the course that will be
offered.

Classes available will be English 317, The

Development of the English Novel, and Sociology 300, Principles

of Sociology.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-18-55

To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va,

For Immediate Release

♦

(Logan extension meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in Logan
Monday, Jan, 2^-, to organize extension classes for the

second semester of the 195^-55 term, according to Paul
Collins, director of field services at Marshall.

The meeting is scheduled for 7 p, m. at the board of
education office.

Persons attending will choose the courses to be
offered.

Both graduate and undergraduate courses will be

available in art, education, English, German, history,

music, philosophy, political science, psychology, science,

sociology, social studies and Spanish.
-30-

z
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-1-18-55

To the Logan News, Logan, W, Va.

For Immediate Release

(Logan extension meeting)
A representative of Marshall College will be in Logan

Monday, Jan. 2U, to organize extension classes for the

second semester of the 195^-5? term, according to Paul Collins,
director of field services at Marshall.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p, a. at the board of

education office©
Persons attending will choose the courses to be offered.

Both graduate and undergraduate courses will be available

in art, education, English, German, history, music,

philosophy, political science, psychology, science, sociology,
social studies and Spanish.
-30-

I

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55
To the Welch Daily News, Welch, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Welch extension meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in Welch

Tuesday, Jan. 25, to organize extension classes for the
spring semester of the 195^-55 term, according to Paul
Collins, director of field services at Marshall.

The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at Welch High
Schoolo

Persons attending will choose the courses to be

offered.

Both undergraduate and graduate courses will be

available in education.

Courses available include Education *+60-560, Philosophy
of Educatlonj Education *+90-590, Basic Course in Principles

and Practices of Guidance, Education 601, General School
Administration, Education 60*+, The School Principal}

Education 606, Supervision of Instruction, Education 609,
The Teacher and School Administration, Education 610, The

Curriculum in the Modern School, and Education 616, Advanced
Studies in Child Development*
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-^e55
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Williamson extension meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in

Williamson Wednesday, Jan. 26, to organize extension

classes for the spring semester of the 195l+-55 term,

according to Paul Collins, director of field services at
Marshall.

The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at the grade
school main building.

Persons attending will choose the courses to be
offered.

Both undergraduate and graduate courses will be

available in art, education, English, German, history, music,
philosophy, political science, psychology, science, sociology,
social studies and Spanish.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55

To the Pikeville News, Pikeville, Ky.
For Immediate Release

(Williamson extension meeting)
A representative of Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.,
will be in Williamson, W. Va., Wednesday, Jan. 26, to

organize extension classes for the spring semester of the
1951+-55 term, according to Paul Collins, director of field

services at Marshall.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at the Williamson

grade school main building.
Persons attending will choose the courses to be offered.

Both undergraduate and graduate courses will be
available in art, education, English, German, history, music,
philosophy, political science, psychology, science, sociology,

social studies and Spanish.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-^E 5?

To the Jackson Herald, Ripley, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Ripley extension meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in

Ripley Thursday, Jan. 27, to organize extension classes
for the spring semester of the 19%-55 term, according to

Paul Collins, director of field services at Marshall.
The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at Ripley

High School.
Persons attending will choose the courses to be

offered.
5

Both undergraduate and graduate courses will be

available in art, education, English, German, history,
music, philosophy, political science, psychology, science,
sociology, social studies and Spanish.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55

To the Sta^e Sentinel, Fayetteville, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Fayetteville extension meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in
Fayetteville Wednesday, Feb. 2, to organize an extension

class for the spring semester of the 195^-55 term, according
to Paul Collins, director of field services at Marshall.

The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at the elementary
school!
The course to be offered is Bible and Religion 30*t,

The Teachings of Jesus.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55
To the Fayette Tribune, Oak Hill, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Fayetteville extension, meeting)

A representative of Marshall College will be in

Fayetteville Wednesday, Feb. 2, to organize an extension

class for the spring semester of the 195^-55 term, according
to Paul Collins, director of field services at Marshall.
I

The meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m. at the elementary

school.
The course to be offered is Bible and Religion 30^,

The Teachings of Jests.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-18-55

<

To the Beckley Post-Herald, Beckley, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Beckley area extension classes)

HUNUNGTON, W. VA. —(MCIS)-- Meetings to

organized

Marshall College extension classes for the spring semester of
thel954-55 term have been scheduled for Beckley and four other
cities of the Beckley area, according to Paul Collins, director

of field services at Marshall.
The Beckley meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m., Wednesday,
)

Feb. 2, at Beckley Junior High School.

The course offered

will be Education 543, Teaching of Reading in Elementary Schools.
Other organization meetings in the Beckley area include:

Sherman High School, Seth, and Board of Education building,
Logan, Monday, Jan. 24; high school building, Welch,Tuesday, Jan. 251
and elementary school building, Fayetteville, Wednesday, Feb. 2.

All these meetings are set for 7 p. in.
Persons attending the meetings at Seth, Logan and Welch

will choose the courses to be offered.
Courses available at Seth and Logan are in art, education,

English, uerman, history, music, philosophy, political science,

psychology, science, sociology, social studies and Spanish.
Both undergraduate and graduate courses are available.
t

t

Persons attending the *elch meeting may choose from the

following undergraduate or graduate education courses:

(more)

M RSH ALL CO LLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55

(Beckley area

extension classes---2)

460-560, Philosophy of Education; 490-590, Basic Course

in Principles and Practices of Guidance; 601, General School
Administration; 604, The School Principal; 606, Supervision
K

of Instruction; 609, The Teacher and School Administration;

610, The Curriculum in the Modern School, and 616, Advanced
Studies in Child Development.
The c ourse to be offered in Fayetteville is Bible and
Religion 304, The Teachings of Jesus.

-30-
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MARSH ALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55

To the Raleigh Register, Beckley, W. Va.
For .Immediate Release

(Beckley area extension classes)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-—(MCIS)-- Meetings to organize Marshall
College extension classes for the spring semester of the 1954-55

term have been scheduled for Beckley and four other cities of
the Beckley area, according to Paul Collins, director of field
services at Marshall.

The Beckley meeting is scheduled for 7 p. m., Wednesday,
Feb. 2,at Beckley Junior High School.

The course offered will

be Education 543, Teaching of Reading in Elementary Schools.

Other organization meetings in the Beckley area include:
Ste rman High School,S^th, and Board of Education building,
Logan, Monday, Jan. 24; high school building, Welch, Tuesday,

Jan. 25; and elementary school building, Fayetteville, Wednesday,
Feb. 2.

All these meetings are set for 7 p« m.
Persons attending the meetings at Seth, Logan and Welch

will choose the courses to be offered.
Courses available at Seth and Logan are in art, education,

English, German, history, music, philosophy, political sfrtasnce,
»-

psycho lay, science, sociology, social studies and Spanish.
Both undergraduate and graduate course sare available.

(more)

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-18-55
(Beckley area extension classes-- 2)
5

Persons attending the Welch meeting may chbose from the
following undergraduate or graduate education courses:
460-560, Philosophy of Education; 4^-590, Basic Course

in Principles and Practices of Guidance; 601, General School
Administration; 604, The School Principal; 606, Supervision

of Instruction; 609, The Teacher and School Administration;
610, The Curriculum in the Modern School, and 616, Advanced
Studies in Child Development.

Ihe course to be offered in Fayetteville is Bible and
Religion 304, The Teachings of Jesus.
(

-30/
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siRvx^E—1-19-55

For Ifive di te Release
&ob hull, Sports hows

M rshall*s Sig Green bi.;>ketb 11 team will tr vol to Kent,
Ohio to play Km State 3 turd^y ni?^ht.

The Green will go into

the Conf©ranee battle ag- inut Kent as on® of the highest &corin
teams in the

The War. hall teas i« scoring

id-Agaric-->n.

t an

of 83*6 in conference play.

P^rshlVs two highest conference scorers are Ce’be J rice and

Pnul Underwood*

Price h >s seor’.d 147 point& in six. gams for

? ver ge of 24«4, while his roemate, Paul Underwood has hit
tho nets for 120 points fox* an ® ;en average of 20.0 per g--me.

fr'

\ GnderwotPs two bi^ nights in > id-Amerlcan play

sgainst

Ohio University when he got JO points, and Kent ^t*te whore he
bit for a to; 1 of 27*

Price hmi his big nights against Eastern

Reserve sslth 33, thio university 26,
Kent 3t”ie where he scored 24*

27, Toledo 2 2, and

Cabe had hiu been night against

0 nen-eenfe?ence tesn, Price got his sevens high »,!??..:inst the
Generals of ^mhington and Lee v-ith a 37

Tlie 19 ye r 61u

Price has been

point performance.

1*^ hi ;h point ®m

in five of the eleven ;--iiaes V'l y«?d. to date* Go-C;spt<>ia Dave Robinson

ft. s beer-, the hi.^h m<.n in throe and set the 8e-‘U!cn’e record for

high

mm

In one

against Virginia b? scoring 41 points.

Unoerwcd h#s been hi^h for the Green three tir.es.

Paul

Rebound st-' r

Charlie Slack is the only one of the four ren scoring in double
fi rur»^s that hnan’t b«en high ecomr in ^ny one grmo, bat c
a

cloce when he scored 28 against e^me^ioj but Prise got ,31.

-30-
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■ FROM;

Bob Null, Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia

' Marshall’s Big Green basketball team has won four in a row, since losing its only
game of the season to the Redskins of Miami University

Marshall is now in second place in

the Mid-American Conference, right behind Miami and just in front of the Bobcats of Ohio Univ.

The second place Green have won five conference games, while losing only one.

In all games

Marshall has won a total of ten games and lost only one

The fast breaking Marshall team has played its last four games at home and has won them
all

They stopped Western Michigan, who was in second place / at the time, in the Mid-American

Conference, by a score of 79-50j>

Xavier University, a team that University of Kentucky beat

by only four points, 82-69, Toledo by the tune of 68-56, and Kent State 86-59°
Xavier's little 5-7 guard Jim Boothe, was one of the best basketball players seen here

in quite a while.

The 11+2 pounder hit the nets for 17 points and played a great floor game

by stealing the ball time after time from the Marshall men.

Marshall still has four of its starting five hitting in double figures.
Ung the team with an average of 25.3•

Cebe Price is

Following Price are Dave Robinson with 18.

Paul

Underwood with an average of 18.1, and Charlie Slack with 17.7 per game.

6’2" Lewis Burns has fought his way into the Marshall lineup 9 but he can still look for
a lot of competition from 6’6” Ray Frazier and Frank Crum0

Frazier started the first nine

games for the Green and White, but Burns has been coming on with his outstanding rebounding
and hitting on set shots

His scoring hasn’t been too high, but he has been giving Slack

some help on the back boards.

Charlie Slack, the nations number two rebounder, tied his season's record of 33 rebounds

in one game against Kent last Monday night

The 6'5" center got 19 of them in the first half.

The other game that he got 33 in was against Carnegie Tech last month.

Marshall will take to the road to play its next game at Kent, Ohio against Kent State

Saturday, January 22 and Western Michigan at Kalamazoo, Michigan February 1
play its next home game February 5 at the field house

4„

Marshall will

MARSHALL COLIEGE CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS

Player

No.
Games

Field Goals
Aits Scored Pct

Free Throws
Atts. Scored Pct.

Rebounds
No. Ave

Pers .Fouls Points
Ave.
No' Disq No

Cebe Price

11

231

108

467

95

63

663

66

6.0

24

1

279

25»3

Dave Robinson

11

157

75

<>477

67

53

o791

69

6.2

27

1

203

18.4

Charles Slack

11

162

75

462

66

45

0681

284 2508

40

2

195

17 o7

Paul Underwood

11

191

75

392

62

50

<>806

57, 5ol

30

0

200

18.1

Lewis Burns

9

36

13

0363

11

5

454

5oO

9

0

31

3<.4

Ray Frazier

11

20

9

450

17

8

.464

77

7<>o

33

2

26

2,3

Frank Crum

9

22

9

409

7

2

o285

16

1*7

5

0

20

2.2

Sonny Parkins

8

15

5

333

6

3

500

5

.6

5

0

13

1.6

Bob Ashley

3

3

1

o333

1

1

1.000

0

1

0

3

1.0

Paul Hopper

5

2

1

.500

0

0

.000

0

3

0

2

4

Jerry Pierson

2

1

0

.000

0

0

000

0

0

0

0

0

\unnicutt

1

3

0

000

0

0

.000

0

0

0

0

0

Team

45

44

Own Team Totals

11

843

371

440

332

230

692

663

60.2 177

6

972

88.3

Opponents’ Totals

11

849

313

.368

284

180

0632

460

41.8 201

8

806

73o2

MARSHALL COLLEGE SCOPES TO DATE
Date

Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Opponent

11

13
14
29
30
1
5
8
13
15
17
22
1

5

Western Reserve
Colorado State
Ohio University
Univ, of Virginia
Carnegie Tech
Washington & Lee
Miami Univ. (Ohio)
Western Michigan
Xavier University
Toledo University
Kent State University
Kent State Univ. (Away.
Western Michigan (Away
Morris Harvey (HOME)

Score*

90-84
95-55
105-85
103-98
101-82
89-79
74-89
79-50
82-69
68-56
86-±8
* Own Score listed
first

I

I

i
O’

CM*-”
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MAS..-.HALL COLLEGE XNFORMA 10K CWICE—1-20-55

For Ijsttodl v« iiala :<»
Bob Ku 11-3port s t«e .a
MARSHALL’S LI'. TLE GE.'; ■ S FRS3HMAH 'PEAK . ILL <0 XKXO ACTION

T0N2HT AT 6100 P. M. IM IHS SIH USB KiJRTUCKl HIGH SCHOOL GYM
AOA IK ST

OF 8

ASHLAND JUNIOR CCLLKG.l

GAWSS AND LOST 1.

THE LITTLE GREEN KA3 VOS A TOTAL

TB.8 LORE LOSS CAMB AT ATHENS, OHIO AGAIN:,!
THIS OSES OA

'THS BOBKITTSHS OF OHIO UNIFEiiSIT ?.

CALLED WITH A

2i01 MINUTH3 TO PLAY i»ECAiL;B GF Illa VARSITY GaF-S THAT STARTED AT

8:00 P. K*
•«BB F&g>HMA» TH*M H>V' SHC-H XT MAU THE- UCORISG PUNCH THIS
YURBY AVgRAGING 90.4 PEH 80.

this betters

WHICH Is HUTISG AT A CLIP CP B8.3.
A

m om-ll

vbrsiti

THE KARSHALL VARSITY TEAM HA".

ECUS F.8N SCORING IH DOUBLE FIGUIiSH WITH CKSE 3’RICE HlTnSO AT

25.3, DAVS RCBIN30N SCORING AT 18.4, PAUL «JHD«SH -000 J UTTOG THEM

IN AT 16.1, AliD CHARLIE SLACK AT AH AWWE OF 17.7.

JACK FREEMAH,

THK LKFT 3ILE OF THE F. V-./HALL FA;/.. BBBhK 13 SCORING AT AS
AVE AGK OF 26.0, iiAL

-.ER :fcTTH W.O, GDAkD DAVE KIRK 17.0, ABD

JCHH yiYF ^LD HU’TIHQ AT 11.4.
JSiSHALL’S V.uii/m LIG GREEN BASKETBALLS ^1LL LW.S FOR

iOT, OHIO, FBOM THE HUNTWrOL AIR FOKT, TOMGR’tGs AT 4 P. &: •»
WHS: S THEY ^ILL XELT KSKT STATE l^IV&iMTT SATUADAl 1HGH7 A; 8 P. M.

THB EXi GiiL/K AHS WLCTED TL GO

XTH THE ■: fe-K LIH;jUP THAT

DEFEATED KENT A? HUM71KGWK, kwKDAY HIGH ’ BY THE SLOHK CF 86-59.
CKBS PRICS AND DAVE i&EIHLLH AT FuH.,<L;D:5, PAUL UND&L-OCD AND LK IS

BUHWS A’Z
■-.

GUARLLi., AND BIO CHARLIE LUCK AT CSKIER.

-30-
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Friday, Jan, 21, 1955

President Smithi

This is merely a suggested approach to the
problems you will discuss on Nick Bassors news program

Wednesday, Feb. 2*

c

(

I hope it will be of some help.

Janes H. Herring

1

I

I

f
MR. BASSO:

1-21-55

What inadequate financing is doing to

West Virginia’s largest college will be told by the educator

who is our guest tonight.
Stewart H. Smith.

He is Marshall College President

President Smith, what developments have

caused the growing public concern over the future of Marshall

College?

DR, SMITH: Mr, Basso, Marshall College is a public
institution, and I'm glad to have this opportunity to discuss
its problems with the public.

A college like Marshall is a

real gateway to the future for the sons and daughters of you

f

parents.

What happens to such an institution,then, is bound to

affect the future of those you love most.
Here, in brief, is what has happened:

Last spring the state found it necessary to recall funds
that had been allocated to state institutions.

This meant

that Marshall had to return 73,150 dollars which had been

earmarked for necessary purposes,

A bijj gap was left in

Marshall's summer school budget for 1955.

Faced with the

prospect of shortening and skeletonising the usual 12-week

summer session, our department heads last fall agreed to delay
certain essential expenditures for equipment, repairs and

current expenses*

Only by this action were we able to get

together erough money to save Marshall’s summer session for
this year.

Even at that, the program for next summer has been

reduced in scope.

I * I

t

(Dr, Smith continued—Page Two)

The proposed Marshall College budget just sent to the

legislature by the Board of Public Works has brought on new
financial worries for Marshall.

This budget falls al lost

190,000 dollars short of our actual operational needs for the

fiscal year beginning in July,

MR. BASSO:

President Smith, how will this inadequate
1

financing affect Marshall’s ability to serve the public?

DR
(

SMITH:

The proposed new budget, Mr. Basso,
Basso doesn’t

enable us to hire enough new teachers to take care of the rapid
increase in students, particularly freshmen.

This means that

some students can’t take basic freshman courses lihtil later

college years.

In some instances this may even make a student

have to spread his training over four and one-half to five

years instead of the usual four years.
Inadequate financing x3 making it difficult for Marshall
to keep qualified faculty members.

course.

We want good teachers, of

The kind of teachers we are looking for are in great

demand throughout the country.

Other educational institution's

comparable to Marshall College can pay ihglExaxBKajSBxfzBHitjr

mnakaxz them higher salaries.

As an example, in our neighbor

state, Ohio, state-supported institutions of about Marshall’s

size are able to pay their average faculty member about 1200
more annually than we can pay.

Competition of this sort puts

Marshall in an extremely difficult position when it comes to

ft

*

I

(Dr. Smith continued—Page Three)

hiring teachers.
The crux of the matter la that while Marshall’s student

tody is growing much faster that that of the average college

in this country, the college is forced to get along with

allocations that become less adequate each year.

The need

for increased funds is shown by what is happening to enrollment.
Marshall College now has a student body of Just under
3000.

By I960, the college will have UOOO students.

enrollment should reach 6j?00.

By 1970,

Naturally, the more students

we have, the more money will be required to take care of them.

MR. BASSO?

What are Marshall’s basic needs, President

DR. SMITH?

The college will need money to increase

Smith?

its faculty as the student body grows.

Marshall must be in

a position to pay more adequate salaries.

Under the proposed

budget for 1955-56, for example, we won’t even be able to give
raises to faculty members who have earned them.

There must also

be more money for buildings and their npfeji upkeep and for

instructional equipment.

These are a few basic needs, Mr.

Basso, but there are many others.
I am eager to see some way found for Marshall College
(

to obtain the money it needs to provide training for young
West Virginians.

in Huntington.

We have built x up a great institution here
The Marshall College physical plant cover8

I

(Dr. Smith continued——Page Four)

twenty-five acres In the heart of the city.

On the campus are

twelve permanent tdldings and other temporary structures^

Our faculty, although inadequate in numbers, is one of good
quality.

But we have reached a crucial point in the life of
Marshall College.

There must be more money for the institution’s

growing needs,

Otherwise, Marshall will find Itself steadily

going downhill,

Unless the trend toward inadequate financing

is reversed, our need for funds will be critical by ±e I960
and virtually hopeless by 1970,

MR, BASSO:

President Smith, what can parents do to

help find a solution to problems facing Jfershall College?

DR. SMITH:

An effective solution will have to be

found by the West Virginia legislature.

And your own legis-

latlve representative can have a part in the effort.

Perhaps

the best thing you parents can do is to discuss your ideas on

this situation with your state senator or delegate.
This problem will be brought closer home to your parents

in a Ij-minute program over WSAZ-TV this Sunday,
P. M.

for

(

It is scheduled

MR, BASSO;

Thank you President Smith of Marshall

College*

-00-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-24-55

For Immediate Release

(East Huntington Civic Club Donation—1)

The East Huntington Civic Club has donated (5100 to the
Marshall College Student Aid Fund to be used as a scholarship for

a deserving student, according to Dr. Stewart H. Smith, Marshall

president.
Millar donation in its next budget,

-according-to-William Campbell, 'secretary-treasurer of the

•organizations «

n

v

Dr. Smith s^id the club "is to be cornmended^for—its-aid—to=-

'e^-de^erv-ingszstu4ent4’ and expressed the hope that other civic groups
would\to a similar intor-oot in- holpiftgfpromising young people

to get ahead."

The scholarship will go to a winner of the west Virginia

science talent search.
Each spring the West Virginia Academy of Science selects five
winners in a statewide science paper competition.
students

write papers on scientific subjects.

In this contest

Those writing

the five best papers are eligible for the new Marshall scholarship
and similar scholarships offered at other West Virginia institutions

of higher learning.
f

The winning papers are selected by a judging bo?.rd set up by
the gtate

Academy of Science.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-24-55
To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Charleston Area Extension Classes—-1)

HUNTINGTON, W. V A. — (MC IS)—Meetings to organize Marshall

College extension classes for the spring semester of the 1954-55

term have been scheduled for Charleston and other cities of southern
West Virginiar according to Paul H. Collins, director of field

services at Marshall.
(

The Charleston meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 1,
at Charleston High School.

Graduate or undergraduate students

may register in room 21S, beginning at 7 p. m.

Persons attending the organization meeting will decide which
classes are to be offered.

They may choose from courses in art,

education, English, German, history, music, ph ilo so phy, polit ic al
science, psychology, science, sociology, social studies and Spanish.

Other meetings are scheduled this week and next at Welch,

Williamson, Ripley, Fayetteville, Beckley and St. Albans.
The Welch meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 25, at Welch
High S chool, beginning at 7 p. m.

Both undergraduate and graduate

courses in education will be available.

At Williamson, classes will be organized Wednesday, Jan. 26,
■

e

at 7 p* m., in the grade school main building.

Persons attending

may choose courses from the list available in Charleston.
(more)

K»-—
—*7 >

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-24-55
(Charleston Area Extension Classes---2)

The Ripley meeting is set for 7 p. m. Thursday, Jan. 27,
•ii

at Ripley High School.

Persons attending this meeting also may

choose classes from the Charleston list.
A class in Bible and religion, The Teachings of Jesus, will
be offered at the elementary school in Fayetteville.

This meeting

is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 2, at 7 p. m.
At Beckley, the course offered will be Education 543, Teaching

of Reading in Elementary Schools.

This organization meeting is

scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 2, at Beckley Junior High School,
beginning at 7 p. m.

The meeting in St. Albans will take place at the elementary
school building Thursday, Feb. 3, at 7 P* m.
may choose classes from the Charleston list.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-24-55

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Vai.

For Immediate Release

(Charleston Area Extension Classes-—1)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—-(MGIS)-- Meetings to organize Marshall
College extension classes for the spring semester of the 1954-55

term have been scheduled for Charleston and other cities of southern
West Virginia, according to Paul H. Collins, director of field
services at Marshall.

The Charleston meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 1,
at

Charleston High School.

Graduate or undergraduate students

may register in room 218, beginning at 7 p. m.

Persons attending the organization meeting will decide
a

which classes are to be offered.

They may choose from courses ift

art, education, English, German, history, music, philosophy,
political science, psychology, science, sociology, social studies

and Spanish.

Other meetings are scheduled this week and next at Welch,
Williamson, Ripley, Fayetteville, Beckley and St. Albans.

The Welch meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 25, at
Welch High School, beginning at 7 p» m.

Both undergraduate and

graduate courses in education will be available.
At Williamson, classes will be organized Wednesday, Jan. 26,
(

at 7 p. m., in the grade school main building.

Persons attending

may choose courses from the list available in Charleston.
(More)

I
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(Charleston Area Extension classes-—2)

The Ripley meeting is set for 7 p. m. Thursday, Jan. 27,
at Ripley High School.

Persons attending this meeting also may

choose classes from the Charleston list.
A class in Bible and religion, The Teachings of Jesus, will

be offered p.t the elementary school in Fayetteville.

This meeting

is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 2,at 7 p. m.

At Beckley, the course offered will be Education 543, Teaching
of Reading in Elementary Schools.

scheduledgWor Wednesday, Feb. 2

This organization meeting is
t Beckley Junior High School,

beginning at 7 p* m.

'27

The meeting in St. Albans will take place at the element ary '"
school building Thursday, ^‘eb. 3, at 7 p* m.

may choose classes from the Charleston list.

•30-

Persons attending

I

I
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FOR IMMEDIATE HELUASE
BOB NULL, SHORT N"V;S
MARSHALL'S FIG GRP-IN BASKETBALL TRAM WILL GM A COUPLE OF
DAYS OFF FROM ITS WORK OUT THIS WEEK, BECAUSE GF THE SEMESTER TESTS
AT THE COLLEGE. THE IMNDRRSGN MEN WILL START WORKING GUT AGAIN WED*

ESDAY AFTERNOON
MARSHALL'S FAST BREAKING GREEN WILL NOT PLAY AGAIN UNTIL FEB*

RUAP.Y 1,WEEN THEY MEET WESTERN MICHIGAN AT KALAMAZOO. Tl.SY WILL NOT
PLAY AT HOME AGAIN UNTIL FEBRUARY FIFTH, WHEN TREY WILL PLAY POST

TO THEIR BIG INTER-STATE RIVALS MORRIS HARVEY COLLEGE.
AFT R LOSING TO KENT STATE SATURDAY NIGHT 5 THEY MUST NOW WIN

GN TEE ROAD IN ORDER TO STAY IN THE RUNNING FUR THE MID-AMSRICAN
CROWN.TIE BIG GREEN IS IN SECOND PLACE IN THE CONFERENCE STANDINGS
5-2. IN ALL GAMES THE MARSH. ALL TEAM MAS A RECORD

WITH A RECORD OF

GF 10-2. BOTE LOSES WHERE IN CONFERENCE PLAY.
WESTERN MICHIGAN WAS IN SECOND PIACE IN THE CCKFRRNCE WHEN MARS*

HALL B AT TEEM AT EUNTINTON, NOWS IT'S MARSHALL IN SECOND I LACE AND
THE BRONCOS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY OF TURNING THE TABLES ON MARSHALL.

DON’T SELL MARSHALL SHORT, BECAUSE THEY STILL I AVE A GAME WISH

LEAGUE LEADING MIAMI AT HOME AND TEE REDSKINS HAVE TWO GAIMS TO BE
FLAYED WITH OHIO UNIVERSITY. CNN OF T E GAMES IS TO BE HAYED AT ATURN,

O'MO. STILL, THE MARSHALL TEAM CAN'T AFFORD A NOT! ER OFF NIGHT.
IN OTHER MARSHALL SPORTS, BILL HARRIS, MARSHALL WF.HSTLFR REMAINED

UNBEATEN AS HE WON OVM 22? FOUND MELVIN NADAR GF KENT STATE SATURDAY
AFTERNOON AT THE MARS' ALL GYM. CHARLIE TANNER GAVE MARS’ ALL'S ITS OTHER
t

WIN WHEN IE DECISIONS© PHIL PERKINS IN TIE M 167 FOUND CLASS, BUT
KENT DEFEATED MAM Si ALL 2>+-6.

(30)
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Underwood,
—c

Price Lead

Marshall outscored the visit
ing Golden Flashes 38 to 23 from
the floor and were outscored 1013 from the free throw line.
The Flashes of Coach Bud Haerr were led in scoring by Dan
Potopsky and Mak Mannen, who
got 22 and 14 points respectively.

Big (G^en.5
Marshall’s Big Green, paced by
sophomore sensations Cebe Price
and Paul Underwood, who tallied
51 points between them, rolled to
an easy 86-59 win over Mid-AmerIcan Conference foe Kent State
last night at Memorial Field
House before a Monday night
crowd of approximately 2,800
fans.

Coach Cam Henderson’s charges
overoame an early first half defi
cit when Kent State led 16-8, went
ahead 19-18 midway in the first
half and built up a convincing 39
to 24 half time lead.
i
The Big Green matched buck-!
ets with Kent in the early min
utes of the second half and then
hit a hot streak to go way out in
front 70-44 about midway through
the final 20 minutes.
With a little less than two min
utes remaining in the contest,
Paul Hopper and Sonny Parkins,
replaced Underwood and Price
and the two South Charleston
(lashes left the game as the spec
tators, including Cebe’s father,
cheered madly. The two, always
performing like veterans, put on
one of the best fast break exhi
bitions of the season.

Ohio University’s Bobcats, who
before last night’s action was tied
for second place with Marshall
in the MAC standings, dropped
; last night’s game to a visiting
Toledo Rocket crew, 79-69 to cata
pult the Big Green into a clear
cut second slot in the MAC.
Marshall, a strong contender
for the MAC title despite its only
loss to league-leading Miami, has
a conference record of 5-1 and an
overall season’s mark of 10-1,
excluding an exhibition victory
over the Republic of China.

Ray Frazier replaced Slack a
few seconds later and he also
received a thundering ovation.

Underwood led the scoring1 pa-,
. rade with 27 markers while Price
followed with 24. Charlie Slack, in
addition to racking- up 15 points,
picked off 33 rebounds which tied
his high for the season. He also
got 33 rebounds in the Carnegie
Tech game at Fayetteville during
the Christmas holidays.
Underwood, who scored 15 of
his points in the first half, was
exceptionally hot on his long set
shots and fast break layups. The
majority of Price’s scoring came
on his favorite one hand jump
shots.
The Big Green, trailing by as
much as eight points in the first
10 minutes of the first. half, fi
nally found the range at the
8:17 mark, due to the long range
shooting of Underwood, and
forged into a one point lead, 19
to 18.

At this point, led by sopho
more Price, the Big Green
took command of the contest and
increased its halftime lead to 3924. With the score 21 to 20 with
7:20 remaining in the first half,
Marshall scored 12 straight points
while holding the Golden Flashes
scoreless.
Kent State started out as if they
were going to upset the apple
cart, going into a 16-8 in the first
seven minutes due to the sharp
shooting of its three top scorers,
Mak Mannen, Dan Potopsky and
Arch McDonnell.
The fast break began to click
for Marshall in the last few min
utes of the first half with
Robinson scoring two Quick field
ers and Price getting one.
,

Fi-ankle Crum, who played the
majority of the second half in
place of starter Lewis Bur ns, I
scored six, his high for the sea-|
son.
I
Slack went into last night’s,
game as the nation’s number two]
rebounder and at half time had
19 points.

h'b.

Coach Henderson’s forces will
get back into action Saturday
night playing the Golden Flashes
£ return engagement at Kent
State and on February 1 will
journey to Kalamazoo for the
second meeting with the Broncos
of Western Michigan. They de
feated Western Michigan here
79-50. The next home game will
be played February 5 against
arch-rival Morris Harvey.
MARSHALL
Price, f
Robinson, f
Slack, c
Underwood, g
Ennis, g
Crum
Frazier
Parkins
Ashley
Pierson
Hunnlcut
Hopper

TOTALS
KENT STATE
Mannen, f
Potopsky, t
McDonnell, e
Gindlesberger, g
Fisher, g
Harrison
Kolaskey
Lange
Wiley
William*
Ridenour
TOTALS
MARSHALL ________
KENT STATE _____

G
11
3
0
13
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1

F
2- 4
0- 1
7-10
1- 1
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0
0- 0

p’
1
2
4

2
1
3
1
0
0
0
0

TP
24
6
19
27

2
0
0

(
(
(
(

5

38 10-16 16 8(
—
p
— .TP
—
G
7 0- 1
3
9 4- 6
2 22
o
0
5
0 5- 6
2
fi
4 1- 2
9
1
0 0- 0
0
0
0 0- 0
0
0
0 0- 0
0
0
0 0- 0
0
0
0 2- 3
1
2
0 0- 0
0
0
0 0- 0
0
0
1 0- 0
1
2

23 13-24 • 10 59i

Officials — Jim “Blersdorf er,'' Joi'' FonUab

.................. ........

Time Out
For Exams

Next Week

I

i.

■

By FRED BURNS
Herald-Dispatch Sport* Editor

The first of two Mid - American
Conference games away from
home will occupy Marshall’s Big
Green basketball team when they
tangle with Kent State tomorrow:
night. Coach Cam Henderson and
his squad will leave here by air
today.
Next week will be given over
to mid - semester examinations
and the Big Green won’t be in ac
tion again until February 1 when .
they go to Western Michigan to
face the Broncos.
Marshall just trimmed Kent
State Monday night 86-59 and
they’ll be facing a much tougher
task when they meet the Flashes
at home.
Just the same the game is a
“must win” for the Big Green if
they are to stay in the race for
conference honors.
At the moment Marshall is in •
second place with a 5-1 conference
record behind Miami with 7-1.
However a pair of dangerous
teams are lurking in the b a c kground and still within striking
distance. They are Ohio Univer
sity, third with 4-3 and Western
Michigan fourth with 4-3. Either
■ the Bobcats or the Broncos could
come up and take the title if Mi
ami or Marshall falter.
After the games with Kent State
and Western Michigan the Big
Green will be back home at Memo
rial Field House to entertain the
Golden Eagles of Morris Harvey
on February 5.
Coach Henderson’s squad on the
Kent trip will include the five
starters, Co-Captains Dave Robin
son and Charlie Slack, Cebe Price,
Paul Underwood and Lewis Burns,
plus Ray Frazier, Frank Crum,
Sonny Parkins, Bob Ashley and
Paul Hopper.
MAC STANDINGS
W L Pct Pts Ops
7 1 .875 649 563
Miami
5 1 .833 502 423
Marshall
4 2 .667 494 479
Ohio Univ.
4 3 .571 542 539
West. Mich.
3 5 .375 524 546
Toledo
fowling Green 2 4 .333 441 482
26 .250 552 649
Kent State
JTest. Reserve 1 6 .143 535 558
TOMORROW’S GAMES
Marshall at Kent State.
Ohio Univ, at Bowling Green.
Cincinnati at Miami Univ.

Big Green
Resumes
Workouts,
The Marshall College basketball
team, winner in ten out of 11
games, has resumed workouts for
its return date with Kent State
University in a Mld-American
Conference fixture at Kent, 0.,
Saturday night.
Last Monday, the Big Green
clipped the Golden Flashes, 86-59,
here in Huntington for Marshall’s
. fifth conference victory in six
starts.
Coach Cam Henderson gave the
team a day off Tuesday and work
was resumed yesterday. The Big
Green players obviously needed a
rest. Their campaign, of late, has
been very gruelling, totaling three
games in five days — all of them
victorious.
After the return with Kent, in’
which Marshall, now in seconc
place with a 5-1 mark to leading
Miami’s 7-1, the Big Green wil
be idle for nine days until Tues
day, February 1, when it travels
to Kalamazoo for a return with
Western Michigan.
Conference Average 83.6
In six conference games Mar
shall has averaged 83.6 points, ac
cording to statistician Bob Null.
The team’s top conference scor-,
ers are sophomores Cebe Price
and Paul Underwood, the South
'Charleston twins. Price has scored
147 points in six games for 24.4
while roommate Underwood has
120 and 20.0.
Underwood’s two big nights in
Mid-American play were against
Ohio University, which lost to
Marshall, 105-85, when he got 30
points and against Kent Monday
when he had 27.
I Price has big nights against
Western Reserve with 33, Ohio
with 26, Miami with 27, Toledo
with 22 and Kent with 24. His best
night was in the non-conference
game against Washington & Lee
When he bagged 37.
High Five Times
Price has been high point man
in five of the eleven games to <
date and Co-captaln Dave Robin- j
son in three. Robby owns the
highest individual effort of the
season, 41 points against Virginia
last month.
Underwood has led the attack
three times.
,
Cocaptain Charlie Slack, one of
the country’s leading rebounders,
hasn’t been the individual scor
ing leader in any of the games
but Charlie has consistently hit
high In double-figures, getting 28
against Carnegie Tech. But, Price
had . 31 that night.

M. C. Students
Will Get
Physical Exam
By MARGUERITE M. GRIMM
Marshall Student Journalist

Preparations are now underway
to give new Marshall College stu
dents physical examinations and]
X-rays at the beginning of the sec
ond semester, according to Dr.
D. Sheffer Clark, College Clinic
physician.
Dr. Clark said that due to more
complete physical examinations,
disease conditions can be detected
earlier and the student notified.
The clinic has its own X-ray ma
chine and he said that twenty-five
pictures were taken in December.
Drug injections are administered
when needed and no charge is
. made to the student.
.1 More
physical examinations I
' were given this past semester than‘ ever before, according to Dr.
Clark. He said that 686 exams i
I were taken in October and 500 in;
^November.

THE MOBILE Chest X-Ray
unit visited the Marshall campus
1 in October and reported 1.882 pic
tures taken. These X-rays are on
file in the College Clinic and stu
dents have been notified by mail of
the results of the pictures.
Dr. Clark said that he has had
full cooperation with the Pre-Medical Advisory Committee, headed
by Dr. Ralph Edeburn of the Mar
shall zoology department. A f u 11
immunization program is in opera
tion for the Reserve Officers Train
J
1 ing Corps. The student cadets are
(i immunized against’ typhoid and
smallpox.
J: Mi’s. Stacy Lambert is the nurse
• on duty in the Clinic?
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Help Wanted, Jobs Wanted
Do Not Always Coincide
By BOB FRIEDLY
Marshall Student Journalist

employed by local firms, or .doing
odd jobs for professors or '.townsPeople around the home. -• ■
Off campus, drive-ins head the
list of male student employers.
This semester, fully 10.7 per;cent
of all the men hired have been
hired by the various drive-ins. Next
among the employers who contact
employes through the student. employment service are a .biscuit
company; department stores, service stations/garages, land , clearers, and people desiring yard
work. .
The nature of the men students
Jobs is varied. Some are hired as
readers for blind students at the
college and others are taken on as
laborers hacking brush and clear
ing land.

Marshall College Dean of Men
Harold L. Willey estimates that
between 50 and 60 per cent of the
1,361 fulltime male students at
Marshall are employed in regular
or part-time jobs while attending
college. Willey emphasized that
the figure was only approximate
1 since fewer than 12 per cent of
the working men report their job
to the student employment clerk
in the.Dean’s office.
Many students take advantage of
the job opportunities offered
through the student employment
service, however. A total of 124
men applied for jobs at the Dean’s
office between September’ and De
cember. Seventy-six of these were
hired either as student assistants SOME JOBS, of course, border
on campus or by downtown firms,
unusual. Alvie Qualls, Hunting
directly through interviews set up the
toil senior majoring in political
by the student employment serv science, was elected constable re
ice. Mrs. Joanne S. Hines, student
• l'
employment clerk, said that many cently.
others of the group had gotten jobs Two men, Bob Johnson, Hun
without reporting them and some tington junior, and Mack Gillen
had been uninterested in the jobs water, Crumplee sophomore, per
form an unusual task at Morris
open.
The student employment office Memorial Hospital in Milton. They
keeps a dual set of job records. go at regular intervals to the hos
Besides the list of men who are pital, to “turn over” a man para
| seeking employment, Mrs. Hines lyzed as the result of an automo
> records the requests of off-campus bile accident.
persons who desire student em Employment clerk Mrs. Hines
remarked that few calls for em
ployes.
ployes go unanswered in the office
ONE THIRD of the men placed because many students remain in
In jobs are given on-campus stu the market for jobs to help finance
dent assistant jobs. The rest , are their education. ■

.c
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PcaoB, C©b@
Again Lead
Big Green

r

“ i
5 '
Slack Gets 33 Rebounu&
,
By DO& HATFIELD
Underwood led his mates il
Local basketball fans weren’t
scoring with 27, while Price cami
the only ones Impressed with
through with 24. Underwood sho
Marshall College’s 86-59 victory
26 times, hit 13 times for a per
; over Kent State last night at Me centage of 50.
morial Field House. So was Bud
Slack pulled down 33 rebounds
.Haerr, Kent coach.
in last night’s contest to tie his
In fact, Haerr was quick to
previous high for one game, a
point out that Marshall was the
feat which he achieved against
best team he’d faced all season, j Carnegie Tech earlier this year.
“However,” added Haerr, “We In addition to this, he tallied 19
can play better ball than we did points.
here tonight. We have a better
Marshall had the edge all the
team than we showed tonight, or way around. The Big Green hit
at least that’s what I like to 51 per cent of Its shots, one of
think.”
its highest marks of the season.
Marshall athletic director Rob- i Pacing Kent were Dan Potopsky
ert Morris then strolled up, ex and Mak Mannen with 22 and
changed greetings with Haerr, 14 points, respectively.
and began listening also to the
The win gave Marshall a def
losing coach.
i inite hold on second place in the
Mid-American Conference since
‘Price, Underwood Great’
“That Price and Underwood I Ohio University, tied for the posi
combination is great,” smiled ' tion with the Big Green before
Haerr. But what really broke our 1 last night, ;yielded to Toledo,
backs was that big Slack, he can 69-79.
really go after those rebounds.: MARSHALL
V
G
p TP
f
11
1 24
I sent in a boy and told him to Price,
Robinson, f
2
3 0- 1
0
o
6 7-10
4 19
do nothing but keep Slack away Slack,
Underwood, g
2 27
13 1- 1
from the boards, not to worry Burns, g
00
1
2
2
3
0- 0
1
6
about rebounding himself. Slack Crum
Frailer
0 0- 0
0
3
0 0- 0
0.
just got about 4 or 5 in a coupla Parkins
1
Ashley
0 0- 0
0
0
minutes then, that’s all.”
I Pierson
0 0- 0
0
0
Bunnicut
0 0- 0
0
0.
I
Cam Henderson, now owning a ! Hopper
1 0- o
0
2
10-1 record in his 20th year of
TOTALS
88 10-16 16 86
coaching at Marshall, didn’t have
STATE
F
G
p TP
too much to say after the game. KENT
Mannen, t
3 14
7 0- 1
The “Old Man” left soon after the > Potopsky,
f
9 4- 0
2 22
j
McDonnell,
e
0
5
final ’ buzzer. However, he did- Glndlesberger, g
0 5- 6 2 fl
nod his approval to the win . Fisher, g
4
fl
1
0 0- 0
0
0
posted by his eagers and mut-1 Harrison
Kolaskey
0 0- 0
0
0
0
6 0- 0
0
tered that, yes, he was “satis- Lange
0 0- 0
0
0
fied.”
f TojiPoti
0 2- 3
1 2
Wiley
0
00
0
0
Paul Underwood, Cebe Price,! Williams
0
0
0- 0
0
1 0- 0
2
and Charlie Slack definitely were ft Ridenour
1
the proverbial thorns in the sides I TOTALS
23 18-24 10 59
of Coach Haerr and his Kent! MARSHALL __________ -______________ 86
KENT STATE ____ ____ _____________ 59
Flashes. Underwood and Price,I Official! — Jim Blersdorfer, Joe Fon
the much-heralded sophomore sen-J tana.
-satlons who played together at
'South Charleston, teamed up to
i display what was probably the
most successful fast break style
of play seen this season by Mar
shall fn»»s.
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Tounianova, Anton Bolin, Natalie Krassovski, John Oilpin, Oleg
Briansky, Anita Landa, Nicolai Polajenko, Belinda Wright, Nora
Kovach and Istvan Rabovsky. Information concerning tickets may j
be obtanied by calling Mrs. Will Mount, 2967 Staunton road. This |
is a regular attraction of the 1954-55 season of the Artists Series. |

LONDON’S Festival Ballet will present “Scheherazade” when
the world-famous company of 100, including full corps de ballet
and symphony orchestra, comes here for a performance February
£ at 8:45 P. M. at the Keith-Albee Theatre under auspices of the
Marshall College Artists Series. The company will star Tamara
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Advertiser Staff Photo

London Ballet
Opening Time
To Be Late
London’s Festival Ballet, one oi
the world’s most famous major
dance organizations, will appear
here February 2 at the Keith-Al
bee Theatre under sponsorship of
the Marshall College Artists Se
ries.
Because the date of th© pro
gram falls on Wednesday, the performance will begin at 8:45 P. M.
instead of 8:30 so that church
members attending mid-week serv
ices in their churches will have
sufficient time to get to the the
atre, Curtis Baxter, series manager, announced.
This will be a regular attraction
of the 1954-55 Artists Series.

lectured at
at Marshall
Marshall college
College Tuesaay
Tuesday ~
evening,
Princess Ileana of Romania, who lectured
s
remained in IfXTX
Huntington yesterday the
to observe
teaching
methods
_ ;h eand
“llesaw
^:
°Hunttagton
Publishing
Co at
plant
and, early in the afternoon, visited the Huntington Publishing Co plant and
The’ Advertiser beirg prepared for publication. Princess Ileana, fourth f i o m le ,
above^ "was'accompanied io Huntington by her friend, the Hon. Mrs George Spencer
accompanied to Huntington by her friend, ^e__Hon^Mrs.
of Liecestershire, England, right. Colonel J. H. Long president ^t h e^ Huntmgton
■■ "
“
• •’
- * of'the ROTC staff at Marshall,
Publishing Co., is in the center, and two members c.
,
;
Charles
R. Long, who escorted her on
Major Purdy Phillips and Master Sergeant Chari—----her visit to Hup co, are at left.

■/A3.<5j

States and Canada._It will come to Kovach and Istvan Rabovsky, the appeared here last week In the
Huntington from Pittsburgh and Russian-Hungarian dancers whoniovie, “Deep in My Heart,” at
go from here to Cincinnati.
made a sensational escape last the Keith-Albee Theatre.
The company will include in its
Founded in 1949, the Festival
Ballet now is recognized as one of year from behind the Iron Cur performance here a classic work
the most distinguished of Euro tain. They are the first featured not previously seen in the United
pean dance organizations. A firmly dancers to have come out of Mos- States, Harold Lander’s synthesis
established British favorite cow’s Bolshoi Theatre and Lenin- of the ballet, “Napoli”, which, in
through its regular London sea grad's Kirov (formerly the Mary- its extended version by Bournon__ the
ville, has. been for a century
sons and its performances in ma insky) since 1925.
jor cities in England and Scotland, The ballerina contingent will most famous item in the Royal
the company has also appeared also feature Violette Verdy, t h e Danish Ballet’s repertoire.
PERSONS desiring information with success in the capitals of French dancer who scored a per Also to be presented here are
' and non-subscribers wanting seat Western Europe.
sonal success on Broadway last “Swan Lake” and “Scheherazade,”
reservations may telephone Mrs.
season co-starred with Rojand with scenery and costumes based
Will Mount, 2967 Staunton road.
TAMARA TOUMANOVA, world- Petit, Leslie Caron and Colette on the original designs for the
The ballet company of 100 will famous ballerina, will join stars Marchand during the Ballets de famous DiagMlev'^productions"
come here for its only West Vir- Anton Dolin, Natalie Krassovska, Paris season.
London’s Festival Ballet . fteae aginia engagement by special train John Gilpin, Oleg Briansky, Anita Miss Toumanova has probably tures a full corps de ballet and
carrying four baggage cars of Landa and Nicholai Polajenko on danced before more royalty than symphony orchestra. It is the larscenery. This is the troupe’s first the troupes American tour. Festi- the average theatre-goer sees in f—
'
'ballet
"
gest major
company ever
coast-to-coast tour of the United val Ballet will also introduce Nora the newsreels in a lifetime. She to
play Huntington.
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iMews <
Miss Clme Elected
Sponsor Of Marshal!
Reserve Officer Unit
By ROBERT WILLIS
/
Anne Cline, Kopperston junior and Marshall College homecom
ing Queen, was elected sponsor of the Reserve Officers Training
Corps battalion in a general election held recently at Marshall. The
title of battalion sponsor carries with it the honorary rank of lieu
tenant colonel in the ROTC corps of cadets.
Four company sponsors were also elected by the ROTC. They
are: Mina Hensley, Williamson ;S
sophomore, A company; Beverly :
Bupp, Charleston sophomore, B
company;
Carol Workman, i
Charleston junior, C company;
and Jo Trent, St. Albans freshman, D company. These titles
carry with it the rank of honorary .>
Captain,
Others Nominated
Other candidates nominated for
positions were: Jo Ann Reilly, j
Huntington freshman; Joyce 5
Pascone, Welch junior; Jane Plym a 1 e. Huntington freshman;
Elizabeth Henderson. Huntington
sophomore; Donna Davis, Logan
freshman; and Betty Frame,
Birch River freshman.
The candidates were nominated
by members of the Pershing
x
Rifles, an honorary military group. '
' ,/
__ •
I
on
the---------campus.
David Collins, Huntington
sophomore, served as election
chairman for the Pershing Rifles.
1 '/
According to Collins, nearly 75
per cent of the eligible voters
cast ballots.
-M
All sponsors will be presented
to the battalion at the annual
ANN CLINE
Military Ball on February 11 at
the Cabaret Room. At intermis
sion the sponsors ’will be pre
sented flowers by members of the
Pershing Rifles.
The sponsors will also receive
recognition at the annual spring
review of the ROTC. Each spon
sor will be introduced to the visit
ing military officials and will ob
serve the parade as the entire
battalion passes in review. The
review is the highlight of the
'year’s military training.

1 ||S3|.g3

Christian Group Meets
The Student Christian Associa
tion will meet tonight at 7 o’clock
in the Greenhouse lounge. Frank
Bourner, Huntington senior, is in
charge of the program.
The theme for the program is
4'God and My Vocation.”
Speakers will include: Louis
Jennings,’ assistant professor of
Bible and religion; Mary Brown
ing, Huntington graduate student;
Sue Norton, Montgomery senior;
Ernie Henson, Huntington junior;
Pat Barber, Cottle freshman;
Dick Bowyer, Huntington sopho
more; and Jim Wheeler, Hunting
ton sophomore.
Larry Hite, Huntington junior,
was elected president of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon social fraternity
at a meeting of the group Janu
ary 11.
Other officers elected were: Al
Arnett, South Charleston sopho
more, vice - president; Jamie
Johnston, Huntington sophomore,
recorder; Vernon Howell, Logan;
sophomore, treasurer; and Jim!
Petrie, Huntington sophomore,
correspondent.
i

Mrs. Fors To Be Speaker
At Art Unit’s Fun Meeting

Marshall Now
6th In Nation

pffemh)

NEW YORK, Jan. 20. (£}—Major
college basketball teams have been
bombarding the hoop at a record
clip and if Furman continues its
present pace there will be new
marks in the books at the season’s
close.
This was reported by the NCAA
Service Bureau today as Furman
led the ’ scoring parade with an
average of 98.3 points a game,
well above the record high of 91.7
set by Furman last season.
Connecticut, averaging 93.9, is
above the record, too, while De
Paul is rolling along at 91.7, right
even with the record.
On the other hand, San Fran
cisco is proving an exceptional!
team on defense and has been,
holding its opponents to fewer
points than any club in the last
three years—an average of 48.0.
Figures for team offense and'
defense include games through'
Tuesday, Jan. 18. Other figures
are for games through Saturday,
Jan. 15.
Last year at midseason Western
Kentucky paced the scoring with
an 87.8 average but half a dozen
teams are above that figure now.
In addition to the top three, they
are Virginia, Richmond and Mar
shall.
George Washington is leading m
field goal shooting accuracy, con
necting at a record 48.2 clip. Last
season George Washington wound
up with a record 45.6 per cent.
In 1948 Texas hit for a record
73 per cent of free throws, but
Arizona State is making 75.6 this
season while Richmond, George
Washington, Wake Forest, South
ern Methodist and Duquesne all
have converted 73.5 per cent or
better.
Officials are having it easier, as
fewer personal fouls are noted.
Ten teams have committed fewer
than 16 per game with Washington
State leading at a 14.1 rate. New
Mexico leads in fouls, 25.4 per
game.
i
The leaders (with won - lost records]
through Jan. 18 in parentheses):
TEAM OFFENSIVE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Furman
Connecticut
DePaul
Virginia
Richmond
Marshall
Louisville
Cincinnati
Wash. & Lee
Holy Cross

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

San Fnanclsco
Oregoitn State
late
Oklahiloma -A&M
Santa Clara
Loyola (Calif)
Utah
Southern Oallf.
Tulsa
Colorado
Maryland

POINTS
(6-6) 1179‘
1314
(13-1)
(11-2) 1198
(9-7) 1443
(12-8) 1338
(10-1)
972
(12-4) 1393
(12-3)
1296
(5-10)
1287
(11-2)
1115

avo.

98.3
93.0
91.7
90.2
88.8
88.4’
87.1
86.4
. 85.8
85.8

TEAM DEFENSE

(12-1)
(8-6)
(5-7)
(7-0)
(7-2)
(11-2)
(9-6)
(0-1)
(8-4)
(12-3)

624
725
Gift
723
519
761
883
067
711
899

48.0
51.8
51.0
55.6
57.7
58.6
58.S
59.0
59.S
59.9

A fun-day program. will be held by the Art department of the ;
Woman’s Club of Huntington, Wednesday at 1:15 P. M. at the club- .
house. Mrs. Frank B. Lacockr chairman, will preside over the '
short business session, which will precede the program.
i
Guest speaker will be Mrs. Juan C. Fors,. who will talk on
three types of painting — 1watercolor, oil and egg tempera. She ,
Will bft i-ntrnHn/izwJ hv
c?
will
be introduced by Mi's. 1X7
W. S.
Reynolds; program chairman.
MRS. FORS, wife of Professor
Juan C. Fors, head of the Mar
shall College department of Span
ish, is teaching painting at The
Huntington Galleries, and is
i
widely known in the trl-state area
for her portrait painting and wa
ter colors.
—
.. w commissioned by
wy mt
She~ was
the /
ft__ __
W
UU.VC icugu 'KS?
state in 1937 to
paint three
large
murals for the James E. Morrow L. V
Library at Marshall, to mark the '
college’s' centennial, and in 1952 g—. .
she was commissioned by Gover- |/' /,
nor Okey Patteson to do a portrait
of him to be hung in his reception L ,
office in the state Capitol. She has
also painted several portraits of
Cabell County judges. Before her
'
marriage, she was a member of
the art department faculty at
Marshall College.
The fun pai-t of the program will MRS. JUAN C. FORS, por
be the participation of the mem trait painter and water
bers in an experiment in painting, color artist, will address the
each one trying his hand at the
Art department of the
medium he prefers, and painting
for fun. Last year, alter this pro Woman's Club of Hunting
ton.
gram, an exhibit was held and ef-_
forts of the members were auc-"
tioned off for use in decorating
- game rooms.
A coffee hour will be held be- . . ~ ~
r
------- T
fore the meeting, with members McirshClli S FrOSH
of the Ail department as host
esses. They are Mrs. E. C. ,c<>n- Still UndefentpH
ley, chairman, Mrs. Duncan W.JUH
1- Daugherty, Mrs. Lloyd C. Harlan,
4M^sli'« coUeee Little •
SSted
5 Mx-s. Harold Eckhart, Mrs. Frank^
Warfel and Mrs. W. C. Yost.
t
night as they won easily over the
“Mounties,” a team composed of
Marshall College students, 81-59.
Jack Freeman, ex-Pony Ex
presser. led the Freshman scor
ing with 28 points. Dave Kirk,
former Highlander star, followed
with 17. Dubby Morris, former
WVU standout, led the “Mountie”
scoring with 22 ringers.
The game was fairly close for
three quarters, but the Little
£ 1. -o 5
Green put the game on ice in the
final period by outscoring the.
Mounties 30-14. Marshall led at
half 36-31.
FROSH
Po s.
MOUNTIES
Freeman 28 F Morris
22
Greer
12 F Roy
6
Mayfield
6 C Barton
12'
Dingess
12 G Wheeler
Kirk ■
17 G iC. Barton
121
Subs •— Marshall,
B1*ke 2, Patton”,2. Robinson 2,
Mounties, Thompson 4, Hazelett 1, Rydenhower 2, Jones 0,
Freeman 0, Calloway 0.
MARSHALL
19 17 15 30-81
MOUNTIES
14 17 14 14—59
Officials — Mazza, D*Antoni.
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Advertiser Staff Photo (Kaplan)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, is shown above receiving from
Jess Shepherd, immediate past president of the East Huntington Civic Club, a check
for $100 to be used to help worthy students acquire a college education at Marshall.
Looking on is William C. Campbell, a member of the board of the club, who w a s
committee chairman for this project, inaugurated during Mr. Shepherd’s tenure of
office. The sum was raised by contributions given by club members at the weekly
meetings. Dr. Smith, in accepting the check, said: “This $100 will make a tremen
dous difference to some young man or woman. Several other such yearly scholar
ships have been set up in Huntington. The college is grateful for all of them, and
(would, of course, be happy to receive others.”

AH

Ilena Lectures
Tonight
/./>' s'* /X..^

| Dena, princess of Romania and .The’ princess
1-------- was
— originally
. _
| archduchess of Austria, is to lec- scheduled to appear here in Deture here tonight on “How Ro- cember but had to cancel the enmania Lost Her Freedom.” She is gagement because of illness.
to appear at 8:15 P. M. in the Dena is the daughter of Ro
Marshall College auditorium on a mania’s late Queen Marie and
wife of Archduke Anton of AusCommunity Forum, program.
The address is for season forum tria*
J
members only.

/V A

i-

League To Hear
U Marshall Choir

The Huntington Civic League wall
have a buffet dinner meeting Tues
i day at 6:30 P. M. at the Catholic
! Daughters House.
The program will be a musical

/< .\3-

6*-o4*Z»

presentation by the A Capella
Choir of Marshall College under
the direction of R. Wayne Hugoboom. They will sing: ‘‘Rock Of
My Soul” by de Vaux; “Nighten
gale” by Tschaikovsky; “River
Boy” by Miller; “Soon Ah Will
Be Done” by Dawson-; “I Whistle
A Happy Tune” by Williamson and
“Sleep Baby Sleep” by Shaw.
The hostesses for. the evening
are: Mrs. Harold Rogers, chair
man and Mrs, Dan Johnson, cochairman; Mesdames A. E. Haden,
Walter Reggel Robert Kruthoffer,
Jack F. Kyle, Joseph B. Chetwin,
William N. Matthews, George
Franklin Jr., Russell Webster,
Henry Berry Thomas G. Race Jr.,
Roger Hagan, C. H. Campbell,
Frank Daniels Jr. and H K Lowe

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-29-55

To Hergld-Advertiser

(Marshall

Sunday News

Foundat ion—-1)

The Marshall Foundation has elected a new president and two
members to the board of directors, Frank Hanshaw, immediate

past president, said yesterday.
At an organization meeting of the board of directors Duncan

V/. Daugherty, reelected to the board for a second term, was elected
president of the foundation to fill the vacated post left by

Hanshaw.

A member of theClass of 1915, Daugherty is a United

States attorney for southern vest Virginia.
Also reelected to the bo rd of directors representing the

college faculty, was Dr. Florence Van Bibber, Class of 1908.
Lawrence H. Rogers, vice president of WJAZ Television station,

was elected to the board of directors for his firfet term, replacing

Walker Long in the business c tegory.

Long has served on the

Foundation board since its activation in 1947 and was one of the
organizers of the group.

Hanshaw, who submitted his resignation as president of the

org* nization, will remain a member of the bo «rd of directors.

He has been president of the Foundation since its incorporation
in 1947, representing the Marshall Alumni Association.

As a former

president of the Alumni Association, Hanshaw was one of the first

to recognize the need for a Marshall Foundation to receive and

(more)

I

I
»*>

i
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MA ’’SHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-29-55

(Marshall Foundation—-2)
administer funds -which could not otherwise be held by the Colle e
through State channels.
Hanshaw also announced that for the third consecutive year

nn annonymous alumnus f rom Charleston ha 3 given bl,000 to the

Foundation Scholarship Fund.

Another gift has been received by the Foundation for the nKate
Edwards Berry Memorial Scholarship Fund.

It was established by

friends of Mrs. berry ana her daughter, tars. Dorothy B. Bragonisr,
a member of the board of directors representin

the hai'shall f culty.

Gomuitties from the Marshall Foundation and the Marshall Alumni
Association held a joint meeting on campus Thursday, Jan. 27, for

the purpose of coordinating activities of the two groups in the work
of improving the college ano its program.
According to Hanshaw ana Viliiam h. Thompson, Alumni President,

the first step was taken toward this goal by the employment of kiss

L. Marie Lhite to v;ork in the alumni Office in expanding and

correcting mailing lists of graduates and former students.
White is a former

Miss

assist -mt registrar of the college and a member

of the Clajs of ’24.

The Marshall Foundation was organized to provide the means through
which alumni and friends of the College imy help to expand its
resources.

-3Ck
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-—1-26-55
For Immediate Release

(Telecasts on Business Management---!)
The second of eight half-hour television programs on the
general topic, "Business Management and the Home", will be telecast
over WSAZ-TV Friday, Jan. 28, at 2 p. m.

Vernon D. Jolley, head of the Marshall College department of
business administration, wijl present a program on "Budgeting as

an Aid to Management."
He will speak on "Records as an Aid to Managerrent," Feb. 4;

"The Management of Savings," Feb. 11; "Individual Liability For
Federal Taxes,""Feb. 18; "Federal Income Tax Returns," Feb. 25;
"Taxable IncomeQ--Components of Adjusted Gross Income," Mar. 4,
and "Taxable Income—Allowable Deductions," Mnr. 11.

(

’VoX

Professor Jolley h^s a bachelor’s degree from Greenville College
in Illinois, a Master

of Business Administration degree from the

University of Michigan and is a candidate for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy at the University of Chicago#

He is former comptroller of Franklin-KcOlister Corp., Chicago,

nnd a faimer public accountant.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-27-5?
To the Logan Banner, Logan, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Logan extension classes)

Registration for three extension classes to be offered
'in Logan during the spring semester will continue at the Board

of Education office Tuesday, Feb. 1, at 6:30 p. m., according to
Paul H. Collins, Marshall

College director of field services.

The cfT-asses will meet for the first time at the same
hour.
(/y / '■

Courses being offered are:

Social Studies 303, West Virginia History, Geography and
Government, three hours, open to undergraduates} Education
h-lj-jl?, History of Modern Education, two or three hours,

open to juniors, seniors and graduates} and History 42?-?2?, Euro
pean History, 1814-1 914, three hours, open to juniors, seniors,

and graduates.

-30*

)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-27-55
To the Williamson Daily News, Williamson, W. Va.

For Immediate Release

(Williamson Extension classes)
Registration for three

extension classes to be offered

in Williamson during the spring semester will continue at the

elementary sdf'bol

main building Wednesday, Feb, 2, at 6230

p. m., according to Paul H, Collins, director of field services

at Marshall College©
The classes will meet for the first time at the same
hour.

Courses being offered ares

English 223, Study and Appreciation of American Literature,
three hours, open to undergraduates; History h-25-525, E-

ipean

History, 181U-191U, three hours, open, to graduates and under
graduates; and Sociology b-26-526, The American Negro, three

hours, open to graduates and undergraduates.

-30-

!fe- *

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-27-$$

To the Welch Daily News, Welch, W, Va,

For Immediate Release

(Welch extension class)

Registration for a Marshall College extension class to

be offered at Welch during the spring semester will continue

at Welch High School Wednesday, Feb. 9» at ¥■ 6*30 P« m,,
according to Paul H. Collins, director of field services at

Marshall,
The course offered is Education 610, The Curriculum

in the Modern School,

It carries three hours of credit and

is open to««Efe&KK graduate students onlyo
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-27-55

Tb the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Va.
For Immediate Release

(Welch extension class)

WELCH—(MCIS)—Registration for a Marshall College
extension class to be offered at Welch during the spring
semester will continue at Welch High School Wednesday, Feb. 9»
at 6:30 p. m., according to Paul H. Collins, director of

field services at Marshall.
The course offered is Education 610, The Curriculum
in the Modern School.

It carries three hours of credit and

is open to graduate students only.

-30?
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THIS IS COPY OF PRESS RELEASE SENT TO NEWSPAPERS THIS AREA.

KNOW YOU WOULD

NOT USE IN THIS FORM, BUT THOUGHT PERHAPS THE HERALD-ADVERTISER WOULD CARRY SUNDAY

NOT’ICE OF FRIDAY MEETING.

2? January 1955

PR&S3 RJL3ASE for January 27, 1955«

Marshall Collate Alumni meeting

Greater Now fork Chapter of the Marshall College Alusmi association will meet

Approximately l£>0 alumni

today at 6»30 P.ii. in the New York Times dining roosa.

of Marshall, «i state college in Huntington, Sent Virginia, reside in the metropolitan

area.
Stemart H. Smith, president of the college, will ap^ak at the meeting on progress

of ths college’s 10-year expansion program.

He v?lll attend a meting. of the National

Social Bygone Committee in V*aahixi^on, IK C., Saturday and Sunday.

Dr. Smith, who received his &»A. from Colwabia University find his

froa

Syracuse University, formerly taught English at the senior hi^h schools of Somerville
its
and Hackensack, N. J. Since he became/pro^ident in 19^7, Marshall has established
a graduate school, expanded its field sorvicen, begun an extensive counseling prograin end freshman orientation program, and added a 2;$ million dollar science
hall.

iirs* Staith, formerly of Belleville, N. J., eill also be a guest at the meeting*

Officers of the ii.w York chapter include WiUian E. Slavins, president,
Horman Breslauer, vice pre8i<fen|, Sharon hortoan, secrutcryj Fred Birsch, treas-

urer.
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January 28, 1955

Mr. Robert G. Adams

Bob:
This is your work schedule for the spring semester:

Monday:

10 to 11 ao m.j U:30 to 5 P« m.

(You make

delivery on this day.)

(

Tuesdays

9 to 12

Wednesday:
Thursday:

10 to 11 a. m. | >+S30 to 5 p. m.
9 to 12

Friday:

1 to ^:30 p. m.

This adds up to 12 hours a week.
never exceed 50 hours in any one month.

(see Monday note)

Your total should

On the last day of

every month you should fill out a time sheet for that month's
work, get me to sign it, and take it promptly to the comp-

troller's office.

Unless this is done, there is apt to be a

month delay in the issuanc

of your
my-check from Charleston.
i

James H. Herring, Director
Marshall College Information Service

I
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For Immediate Release

Bob Null, Sports News

Albie Maier, Marshall’s football captain last year hrs
been drafted by the Pittsburgh Steeierso

The

225 pound Guard

was in the eleventh draft call, and was the f irst guard choice

of the Steelers*
Maier said today that he was pleased and honored to have
!

been choosen by the Steelers, and plans to play professional football*

Before the draft, Maier figured that he would be drafted

by the Cleveland Browns, because they had shown more interest in
him.

Albie,

the man with the size nineteen inch neck received
,

letters from all the pro teams in both conferences.

Maier has been somewhat of a standout every place he has
played ball.

When at Lakewood High School in New Jersey, he

was named to the All State team two years in a row.

In his

second year at Marshall he was a member o^ the all Ohio Valley
Conference team.

Albie then pulled a two-year hitch in the army

and played service ball, but all of his time wasn’t spent on

the gridiron.

He served 19 months in Korea and received the

Purple Heart twice.

After the service, he returned to Marshall

and last year he proved to be one of the greatest guards in the

history of the college. He was named to the All Mid-American
Conference team, and the all opponent team of the Redskins of

Miami University*
-30-

FROM:

Bob Null; Sports Publicity Director, Marshall College, Huntington; West Virginia

Wrestling News — Coach; Sam Clagg (Coach Clagg is also the line coach for the
Marshall football team).

Wrestling S c he dule
Dec. 3.A

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

11

8
15
22
5
12
15
19
26
5

Four Way Meet at Lexington, Virginia
Marshall, Davidson, Auburn,
Virginia Military Institute
Home
Ohio University
Away
University of Toledo
Bowling Green Univ.
Home
Home
Kent State Univ.
Findlay College
Away
Away
Baldwin Wallace
Away
Ohio University
Home
Virginia Tech
Home
Miami University
Mid-American Conference Tournament
Roster

* (

Name

Hornetown

Don Adkins
Dick Bryan
Bill Harris
Bob McCollins
Dyke Six
Charlie Tanner
Irvin Wilson
Bill Strickler •
Don Cartmill
Duane Ryder

Charleston, W. Va.
Chester, West Va.
Spencer, West Va.
Hunting-ton, W. Va.
Chester,• West Va.
Beckley, West Va.
Turkey Creek, Ky.
Huntington^ West Va.
Huntington^ West Va.
Barbour svilie W. Va.

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Year

Age

Wrestling Wt.

2
3
3
3
3

19
21
2t
20
20
19
19
19
19
19

157
177
Unlimited Class
Unlimited Class
157

2
2
2
2
2

167
191
14-7
137
130

Bill Strickler has quit the team..
Bill Harris is undefeated in five bouts.
Charlie Tanner is the team’s best wrestler. He was a high-school state champion at
Woodrow Wilson High School
Adkins, Bryan, Harris, McCollins, Six, Tamer, Wilson, are members of the Marshall
football team.
Freshmen who have been wrestling in exhibitions - .Aleman, Huffman, Willis, Fisher.
Phil Fisher, was a runner-up for state champion last year and was a member of this
year’s freshman football team. Huffman was one of his teammates. Fisher was
beaten by Bob Freeze of Parkersburg for the state championship,9 but beat Freeze
in this year’s intramural championships,;
Ted D’Alesio, 260 pound football tackle has been working out with the team, but
hasn’t taken part in any bouts yet.

MARSHALL COLLEGE WRESTLING RESULTS
io University 32, Marshall 5 at Huntington, W. Va., Dec. 11, 1954
123-lb.
forfeit
130-lb.
Jim Hertel, Ohio, pinned Upchurch, Marshall 1:23
137-lb.
Nevits, Ohio, pinned Strickler, Marshall, 7:18
147-lb.
Rudo, Ohio, pinned Cartmill, Marshall, 2:20
157-lb.
Ehlert, Ohio, pinned Don Adkins, Marshall 1:35
167-lb.
Fox, Ohio and Charlie Tanner drew 2-2
177-lb.
Zeman, Ohio, pinned Dick Bryan, Marshall 3:33
Hwt.
Bill Harris, Marshall, dec. Smallcross, Ohio 9-2
Toledo University 34; Marshall 5 at Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 8, 1955
123-lb.
forfeit
130-lb.
forfeit
137rib.
Dick Leffler, Toledo, pinned Jerry Bernhart, Marshall
147-lb.
Dale McVicer, Toledo, pinned Don Cartmill, Marshall
Bill Miller, Toledo, dec. Don Adkins, Marshall 1-0
157-lb
167-lb.
Frank Baumgariner, Toledo, dec. Charlie Tanner, Marshall 3-2
Ron Schueuert, Toledo, dec. Dick Bryan, Marshall 7-6
177-lb.
Don Wem, Toledo, pinned Irv Wilson, Marshall
191-lb.
Bill Harris, Marshall pinned Pat Conner, Toledo
Uni.

Marshall
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

3
5
Marshall
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
5

Bowling Green University 23; Marshall 11- at Huntington, W. Va. Jan. 15; 1955 Marshall
9-lb.
137-It.
1^7-lb.
157-lb.
167-lb
177-lb.
191-lb.

forfeit
Knowles, Bowling Green, pinned Duane Ryder, Marshall
Don Cartmill, Marshall pinned Jack Milkush, Bowling Green
J.Leonard, Bowling Green, pinned J. Bernhardt, Marshall
Tony Menceni, Bowling Green, pinned Don Adkins, Marshall
C.Tanner, Marshall, dec. Harold Bruck, Bowling Green -9-0
John Ladd, Bowling Green dec. Dick Bryan, Marshall 3-2
Bill Harris, Marshall, dec. Ken Russell, Bowling Green 4-0

Kent State University 26, Marshall 6, at Huntington, W. Va. Jan. 22, 1955

123-lb.
130-lb.
137-lb.
147-lb.
157-lb.
167-lb.
177-lb.
191-lb.

forfeit
Jack Patrick, Kent, pinned Duane Ryder, Kent
John Twark pinned Don Cartmill, Marshall
Don Berry, Kent, dec. J. Bernhardt, Marshall 5-0
Harry Gainer, Kent, dec. Don Adkins, Marshall 3-0
Charlie^Eann^f’/ Marshall dec/Phil Perkins 3-0
Lowell Busick, Kent, dec. Dick Bryan, Marshall 5-2
Bill Harris, Marshall dec. Melvin Nadar 3-0

Ohio U.

5
5
5
5
5
2

5
0
32
Toledo

5
5
5
5
3
3
3
5
0

34
B.G.

0
0

5
5

5

0

0
0

3

)
0

0

3

3

0

11

23

Marshall

’

Kent S.

0
0
0
0
0

5
5
5
3
3

3

0

0

5

3_
6

0
26

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-28-5?
To the Herald-Advertiser

Please use Sunday, Jan, 30

(College Theatre—1)

"Pi-Pa-Kl" (Lute Song), a play which is to the classic

Chinese theater what “Hamlet" is to the classic theater of the
western world, will be presented at Marshall College main
auditorium Iferch 16, 17 and 18, it was announced yesterday

by Clayton R. Page, director of the play.
. work
x
The ancient Peking
will be given by

I

Marshall College Theatre as its"second production of its

29th season^

This will make the 112th play to be presented

by the players#

"Pi-Pa-Kl," by Kas Tong Kia, comes from ancient China
via Broadway#

It was presented with music on Broadway in

19*f6, starring Mary Martin and Yul Brynner#

The play was

originally produced in the Imperial Court Theater in Peking
in ih-OU- and has enjoyed continues stage life for more than

five centuries#
(more)
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(College Theatre-—2)
- •.•<1

The story of the play is based on the conventiai1

Chinese theme-—filial devotion to parents.

Twelve episodes

tell the tale of a young scholar who leaves his humbfe'
house, neglects his bride and aged parents, and achieves
success at the Imperial Court.

He finds himself living in luxu^ry of this success

and married to a/Princess by imperial decree.

Meanwhile the

first wife devotedly struggles to protect his parents from
floods, famine and old age and never gives up the hope of

her husband’s return.
Truth, honor, self respect, love and devotion

triumph in the end.
Tryouts for a cast of 25 will be held in the college
main auditorium Thursday and Friday afternoon and evening.

The production will pose many interesting problems of
scenery, costumes, properties and background music.
i "With so many students Interested in the the

play," Page said, "the production should be a big success« n
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-28-5?

To the Herald-’dvertiser
For Release Sunday, Jan.

30

(Dr. Conley H. Dillon)

Dr. Conley H. Dillon, head of the

department of political

science at Marshall College, has been appointed chairman of
the state faculty salary committee, a group set up to
recommend a x3ss salary

ekh

scale to be incorporated in the

program of the State Education Association.
Other committee members are Dr. Albert Stum,

West Virginia Uhiversityj Harry M. Brawley, Morris Hervey

Collegej Dean James L. Hupp, West Virginia Wesleyan College|
and Dean David Hk H. Kirby, Concord State College.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-28-5?
To the Herald-Advertiser
For Release Sunday, Jan. 30

(Marshall Problems-- 1)
Problems i;»>

SfhixBX facing Marshall College as the

result of inadequate state financing will be discussed by

Dr, Stewart H. Smith, Marshall president, in two television

appearances this week.
Dr, Smith will make a five-minute appearance on

r

Nick Basso’s news program over WSAZ-TV Wednesday at 6:^-5 p. m.

He will discuss college problems with two leading
Huntingtonians Sunday, Feb, 6, between 6:30 and 6:U5 p. m.

This program also will be on WSAZ-TV.

Dr. and Mrs. Smith will return tomorrow from a week-long
trip which has taken them to Washington and New York,.
The Jfersha|l president addressed the Washington

chapter of the Marshall College Alumni Association Friday,
He was introduced by Mrs. Joseph G. Chromis, chapter president,

Thursday evening he spoke before the Greater New York
chapter at a banquet in the New York Times dining room.

He was introduced by William E. Blevins, a 1951 Marshall

graduate, who is now personnel representative of the Equitable
(

Life Assurance Society#

About 150 Marshall alumni live in

the Mew York City area.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-28-55
(Marshall Problems-—2)

While in Washington Dr, Smith attended a session of
the advisory committee of the National Social Hygiene Association*

He is a member of the committee®
Huntington televiewers saw Dr. and Mrs* Smith in a

crowd shot on Dave Garraway’s television show, ’’Today,"

Friday morning.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-28-55
To the Herald-Dispatch

For Release Monday, Jan. 31

(Freshman orientation— 1)

Orientation for new freshmen will begin at Marshall

College this morning as preparations go forward for spring
semester registration Wednesday and Friday, emeaSsgi
Freshmen will neet in Old Main auditorium at 9 a« m.
(

for a half-hour briefing from college officials* At 9:30 they
will begin a testing program which will continue throughout

the day.

New freshmen and transfer students will devote Tuesday
to conferences with xassfeKt deans

and counselors* They will

receive registration materials at the registrar*s office, Old
Main, room 10?, beginning at 1 p. m, Tuesday.

All full-time students will register for their choice

of the ?63 spring semester courses Wednesday in the main reading
room of the James E. Morrow Library* Registration hours are
8 ae m. to
/

Friday,
(

p. m.

Part-time students will enroll at the same place
between 7 and 9 p. in.
Thirty-fields will be represented in the classes

to be offered during the spring semester*

They are advertising,

art, Bible and religion, biological sciences, botany, business
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-28-5?
(Freshman orientation-—2)

administration, chemistry, classical languages, economics,

education, engineering, English, French, geography, geology,

German, history, home economics, home economics education,

journalism, library science, mathematics, military science,
music, music education, orientation, philosophy, physical

ssJanew education, physics, political science, psychology,

safety education, science, social studies, sociology, Spanish,
speech and zoology#
The enrollment process will be speeded up by the

use of new mechanical registration equipment,
(

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE*—1-28-55
To the Advertiser
For Release Monday, Jan. 31

(Mechanical Registration Equipment—1)
The work of enrolling students for the spring semester
at Marshall College Wednesday and Friday evenAag. will be

speeded up by the use of new mechanical registration equipment,

Luther E. Bledsoe, Marshall &

registrar and director of

admissions said today.
"Now,” he said, "we can take care of more registrants

(

in a shorter time.

The new equipment will facilitate the

classifying of information about students and will save us some

operational expensed.

n

?

Full-time students will be enrolled Wednesday from

8 ao mJ to

p. m. in the main reading room of the James E,

Morrow Library#

Part-time students will register at the same

place Friday between? and 9 p, in,
Orientation for new freshmen began at the college
this morning and will continue throughout the day#

Tomorrow

will be devoted to student conferences with social and academic
deans and counselors.

These conferences will be for both

new freshmen and transfer students.
(

■

. ShtxtjwMwanzftKijisxwtxk
(more)
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(Mechanical Registration Equipment—2)
, eight./
Thirty-XKKai fields will he represented by the %3

spring semester classes0

They are advertising, art, Bible

and religion, biological sciences, botany, business administration,
chemistry, classical languages, economics, education, engineering,
English, French, geography, geology, German, history, home

economics, home economics education, journalism, library
science, mathematics, military science, music, music education,

orientation, philosophy, physical education, physics, political

science, psychology, safety education, science, social
studies, sociology, Spanish, speech and zoology#,

-30-
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Orientation Of Marshall ;
Freshmen Begins Today
1

' I

Orientation for new freshmen i classical languages, economics, edi will begin at Marshall College this location, engineering, English,
morning in preparation for spring French, geography, geology, Ger
history, home economics,
; semester registration Wednesday man,
home economics education, jour-,
and Friday.
nalism, library oivcuvc,
sicence, mamcma-i
mathema-i
Freshmen will meet in Old Main tics, military science, music, music
■ auditorium at 9 A. M. for a halfnaif- education, orientation, philosophy,
hour briefing. At 9:30 they will- be- physical education, physics, politigin a testing program which will cal science, psychology, safety edcontinue throughout the day.
ucation, science, social studies, so-,
New freshmen and transfer stu- ciology, Spanish, speech and a>• dents will devote Tuesday to c o n- ology.
ferences with deans and counse- The
_ _______
uc
enrollment
process will bei
! lors. They will receive registration speeded up by
of ucw
new me
me-j
mj the
viic use
uoc ui
; materials at the registrar’s office, chanical
’
registration equipment. j
Old Main, room 105, beginning at
; 1 P. M. Tuesday.
All full-time students will regis
ter for their choice of the 563
spring semester courses Wednes
day in the main reading room of
------the James E. Morrow Library.
Registration hours are 8 A. M. to
*
4 P. M.
1
Part-time students ■null enroll at
t
the same place Friday, between 7
and 9 P. M.
Thirty-eight fields will be repre
sented in the classes to be offered
during the spring semester. They
i
are advertising, art, Bible and re
Two committees met yesterday
ligion, biological sciences, botany,
at the Hotel Frederick to formu- J
business administration, chemistry.
late additional plans for the state i
high school basketball tournament1
to be held March 17-19 at MeI
mortal Field House.
i
Athletic Director Robert A. Mor- ■
ris Jr. of Marshall College an- ’
nounced that the steering and
press arrangements committees
met and that plans are progress
ing for the event.
The second of eight half-hour pro
He said that additional details
grams on the general topic, “Busi
will be released after he confers
ness Management and the Home,”
with Executive Secretary W. R.
will be telecast by WSAZ-TV to
Fugitt of the State High School
-morrow at 2 P. M.
Athletic Association here next
i Vernon D. Jolley, head of the
week.
Marshall College department of
Names of all committee membusiness administration, will pre
’ bers for the tournament must be
sent a program on “Budgeting as
’ approved by Mr. Fugitt and the
an Aid to Management.”
J names will be released’ after his
He will speak on “Records as
’ trip here.
/,
an Aid to Management," Febru
5 Mr. Morris added that imporary 4; “The Management of Sav
‘ taht matters like team and stuings,” February 11; “Individual
, dent housing, food and transportaLiability For Federal Taxes,”
1 tlon are being taken care of. Mr.
February 18; “Federal Income
1 Morris is being assisted in team
Tax Returns,” February 25; “Tax
housing by Harold L. Willey, dean
able Income — Components of Ad
of men at Marshall.
justed Gross Income,” March 4,
and "Taxable Income — Allow
able Deductions,” March 11.
-

,
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Basketball
Meet Flam . i
Are Mapped

College Business
Program On Video

I-

/

IMS Back
En Action;

Ptays WM

i

j

*

1
Marshall ^College
’ollege’’ss’ Big
Big Gre
Green ‘
basketball team will swing back <
into action after a ten day layoff <
for exams tomorrow night when it
travels to Kalamazoo, Michigan j
for a game with Western Michl- •
gan.
The Big Green, what with Mi
ami being upset by Ohio Univer
sity, 75-74, this past Saturday
night, is very much back in the
picture of the Mid-Amerlcan Con
ference championship. Marshall
now owns a 5-2 conference mark,
good for second place in the loop.
; Miami leads the MAC with a 7-2
record.
Marshall’s only defeats were to
Miami, January 5, on the Red
skins’ home court and an upset
to Kent State, January 22, its
last game until tomorrow. The
Green will get another chance at
Miami at Memorial Field House,
February 22. But before that
game, there’s a long road to hoe.
After tomorrow, the Big Green
return to Huntington to host Mor
ris Harvey Saturday night. Other
foes remaining on their card are
Ohio University, Toledo, Bowling
Green and Western Reserve.
Marshall owns a 13-2 record for
the entire season, counting a win
over the Republic of China here.

IIWAC Standings
Miami
Marshall
Ohio U.
Western Michigan
Bowling Green /
Kent State
Toledo
Western Reserve_____

A

7
5
5
5
3
8
8
1

t
2
8
3
4
0
6
6

720
575
638
591
518
611
568
535

638
515
627
583
551
722
598
558

____; •

French Ballerina Newest
Star Of London Ballet
?? rI
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The newest ballerina added to York, Paris and London as t h e
the already impressive roster of bride in Petit’s dramatic ballet
stars who head London’s Festival “'Le
Le Loup” (“The Wolf”), a role
, a ‘
Ballet, which is appearing at the created specially for her.
A' ' it
'! Z 1
Keith - Albee Theater at 8:45 P. M. Born in Brittany, the ballerina
•z—7.1
v-'A'Wednesday night, is the French first appeared with Les Ballets de
favorite, Violette Verdy, star with Champs - Elysees in Paris at the
____ .
VIOLETTE VERDY, FAVORITE OF PARISIAN! "^hej Caron and Colette Mar- age of 12. At 16 she starred in the
chand of Roland Petit’s Ballets de movie “Ballerina,” the next year
Fir*t Appeared In French Ballet At Age Of 12 Paris on Broadway last spring.
becoming a member of Madeleine
The London Festival Ballet is Renaud and Jean - Louis Bar
appearing here on the Marshall rault’s famous theatrical company
College Artist Series. Seats will go In 1951 she rejoined Les Ballets de*
'on sale today at the Becker Mu- Champs-Elysees and then YvetU
isle Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue, it Chauvire’s company at the Mar
was announced yesterday by Man igny Theater in Paris. For the tw
ager Curtis Baxter of the Artist Se seasons past she has been a leac
ries. Miss Verdy is a member of a ing dancer of the Ballets de Par.1
company of 100 which will arrive and has recently. made a secon
here by special train. The London French movie, “Olivia.”
Festival Ballet Is on a tour of lead Miss Verdy joined London’s Fe
ing American cities.
tival Ballet last summer for
Petite, blonde Miss Verdy last season at its home theater, Roy
season scored a triumph in New Festival Hall.
W
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COMMUNITY PLAYERS pro
duction of Somerset Maugham’s
“Rain” that will be presented
at the Abbott Theatre February
742, will include Bert Shimp
and Priscilla Laughlin (at left)
as Dr. and Mrs. MacPhail. A
native of Washington Court
House, 0., Mr. Shimp has been
with WSAZ since 1943 and at the
present time is Educational Di
rector for WSAZ-TV. He is an
old hand in Community Players
having appeared in “Angel
Street” and “Detective Story.”
Miss Laughlin on the other hand
is a newcomer to the players !
and makes her initial appear-,:
ance in this play. She teaches
in the Spanish Department at
Marshall College. Dick Heyl,
lower left, who has appeared
with the group in “Silver
Whistle” and “Happy Times”
will portray the part of Quar
termaster Bates in this adap
tation of this famed short story.
He is in the administrative sec
tion of the medical division of
the Veterans Administration.
William Trowbridge, center,
who appears as Trader Hom
is also making his first appear
ance with the group, although
he has done dramatic work at
Marshall College. He is cur
rently a disc jockey at Station
WIRO in Ironton, O. Another
newcomer to the cast is Bob
Bennett, lower right. (Staff
Photos by Toby Massey)
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--------HAROLD LANDER’S one-act version of “Napoli,” r<
probably the most famous ballet In the repertory
~
' ’ •here
--■* Wednesday, night
of the Royal Danish Ballet, will be presented
—*»— by London’s Festival Ballet,anone
nrof the world's
world’s ma/or dance organizations. John Gilpin and Anita Landa will be thefeatured
ers in this work which preserves the
Bournonville
I— best
—. of
-- --------- ’s choreography while omitting some
longer mimed sequences. This
/, 3o •
ballet, never before seen in the
United Slates, is one of three to i
be presented by the 100-member
company here at 8:45 P. M. at
the Keith-Albee Theatre. The
downtown box office will open to
morrow at the Becker Music
Store. Because of the demand for
tickets, season patrons who will
be unable to use their tickets are
asked to notify Mrs. Will Mount.
—filial devotion to parents. Twelve interesting problems of scenery,
episodes tell the tale of a young costumes, properties and backscholar who leaves his humble ground music.____________
house, neglects his bride and aged
parents, and achieves success at
the Imperial Court.
He finds himself living in luxury
of this success and married to a
princess by imperial decree.
< .
**
'■ c
~
■
Meanwhile the first wife devotedly
The Guyandotte Woman’s Club
A-JX/
“Pi-Pa-Ki” (Lute Song), a play struggles to protect his parents
will meet Friday at 7:30 P. M.
which is to the classic Chinese from floods, famine and old age
at the Guyandotte Methodist
and
never
gives
up
the
hope
of
theater what “Hamlet” is to the
church.
her
husband
’
s
return.
classic theater of the western
Dr. Charles H. Moffat, a mem
world, will be presented at Mar Truth, honor, self respect, love
ber of the history faculty of
and
devotion
triumph
in
the
end.
shall College main auditorium
Marshall College will’ be the
for a cast of 25 will be
March 16, 17 and 18, it was an Tryouts
guest speaker. His topic will be
in the college main auditorium
nounced yesterday by Clayton R. held
. “President’s Wives”.
Thursday and Friday afternoon
Page, director of the play.
There will be special music
evening.
The ancient Peking work will and
presented by Mrs. Robert Dillon,
The production will pose many
be given by Marshall College.
i organist; Mrs. Earl Irwin,
Theatre as the second production
I ■ X 6’
pianist and Miss Patty Green,
of its 29th season. This will make
violinist.
the 112th play to be presented by
There will be a report of the
the players.
nominating committee and the
“Pi-Pa-Ki,” by Kas Tong Kia,
names of candidates for mem
comes from ancient China via
bership will be presented.
Broadway. It was presented with
Hostesses for the evening will
music on Broadway in 1946, star
be Mrs. Allen Rogers, chairman:
ring Mary Martin and Yul BrynMesdames V. C. Hurst, Carl
ner. The play was originally pro
Withers, R. E. Spencer, Charles
duced in the Imperial Court Thea
Grubbs, H, 0. Sheets, H. B.
ter in Peking in 1404 and has en
Mackoy, Wilson D. Linville and
joyed continuous stage life for
E. D. Howard.
more than five centuries.
The story of the play is based
on the conventional Chinese theme [

‘Lute Song’

Next Play

Club To Hear

For College

Dr, Moffat t

Dr. Cometti’s Discovery
Subject Of Magazine Article

i.

.jS-<

A rare portrait of Thomas Jefferson7which Dr.’Elizabeth Co
metti, professor of history at Marshall College, uncovered during
her travels in Italy appears in a new Princeton University
Press publication, "The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Vol. 10,”
edited by Julian P. Boyd.
The picture, an oil miniature painted by the famed early AmeriThis latest volume of the Jef-]
^WX^W^can artist, John
Trumbull, a p- ferson papers Includes a letter
from Mrs. Cosway to Jefferson
£
0 1 U m e alon8 ’ in which she requests that he pre
fL— 5^W^with a reproduc- sent her with the miniature. The
/ ®8tion of another.1 . painter Trumbull had recently
U, M $; 5$ Jefferson paint-;1 . painted It in Paris from an earlier
portrait he had done of the eminent
■
Trumbull
'
which Is owned ‘ Virginian.
x4by the Metropoll- • Dr. Cometti laughingly says that
I, 9 /.
^z'.zv ->
Museum o; finding the missing painting was
Edward S. Martin, 69, retired
much simpler than-locating
former coordinator of engineering
■’■«Art,
muvuaui»F*v*
------ - a missP r I n t e d be- • ing photographic negative of it.
at Marshall College and former
was widely
president of West Virginia Insti
neath the portrait is the notation: After her art’ discovery
"
tute of Technology at Montgomery,
“The miniature painted for Maria publicized in the national press,
died yesterday in a High Point,
Cosway was discovered in 1951 by along with a photograph she had
N. C., hospital. He had suffered
Miss Elizabeth Cometti at the Col- had taken of it, Princeton Univer
a heart attack on Thursday and
legio di Maria S. S. Bambina, at sity Press contacted her and asked
did not rally.
Lodi, Italy, the college established to be permitted to use a negative of
Mr. Martin had resided in High
the photograph.
by Mrs. Cosway in 1812.”
But Dr. Cometti did not own
Point for the past three years.
Dr. Cometti, who was aware
He came to Marshall College after
of the long-missing painting the negative — she had forgotten
World War H from the college
through her work in editing some to ask the Lodi photographer for
presidency at Montgomery, and
of the Jefferson letters, came upon it when she purchased her prints.
had retired from the college
the small portrait hanging in a And by this time she had forgotten
faculty on reaching the age of 65.
obscure girls’ school in the north the photographer’s name.
Mr. Martin was actively identi
Hopefully, she wrote to an Italian
of Italy when she was in that
fied in Huntington with various
friend,
Monsignor Salimin!, and
country teaching at the Center for
organizations, having served in an
posed her problem. The obliging
American
Students
in
the
Anticiadvisory capacity with the Fore
cleric eventually located the
Mattel Palace in Rome.
man-Managers Club.
photographer, who in turn searched
Funeral rites will be conducted
HER FIND was not entirely out the negative, an old-fashioned
tomorrow at High Point. The body
glass variety. The Monsignor then
fortuitous. A long-time student of
is at the Sechrest Funeral Home
packaged the fragile item with
the. famed Ameripan statesman,
at High Point.
care, insuring its safe arrival in
Dr. Cometti pieced together two
America, thus making possible its
; known biographical items pertainI.'?.-, .3'-/
inclusion in this latest Jefferson
1 ing to Jefferson: that Jefferson
volume.
had had a brief romance with
Mrs. Maria Cosway and had given
her a miniature portrait, and that
Mrs. Cosway, following the break
up of their romance, had founded
a school for girls at Lodi. It was
Dr. Cometti’s lucky surmise that
Mi’s. Cosway had bequeathed the
The Marshall College Men's Con
prize miniature to the school of
cert Choir which will appear in
her founding, where she now lies
the Hurricane High School gym
|burled. Courteously admitted by
nasium tomorrow at 3:30 P. M.
the nuns in charge, the West Vir
During. the past five years the
ginia historian found the longMarshall’s Big Green will j
choir has appeared on tour in
isought painting there behind the
tangle with Kent State tonight I
various parts of the state and was
in an important Mid-American
darkening walls of the little paro
presented in 1953 at the Music
: Conference contest.
chial school, where it had hung
Educators National Conference atI
unrecognized for more than 100 I Marshall downed Kent’s
Chattanooga Tenn., for teachers'
Golden Flashes 86-59 Monday
years.
/’
,
and students from 14 states and
night in a game here. Expecting
representative from all parts of
their foes to be tougher at home,
the United States,
Marshall is 'primed for the con
The director is Professor R.
test which can keep them in
Wayne Hugoboom. The version to
contention for the MAC crown.
morrow will include early religious
Marshall is in second place
works, folk material from foreign
with a 5-1 record behind Miami,
countries, spirituals, and selections
conference leader with 7-1.
[from Musical Comedy.
------ J

E. S. Mad in
Dies At, 69

XJ--------

College Choir
Sings Tomorrow
At Hyrri^ane High

Marshall To Meet
Flashes Tonight
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-31-55

NOTE TO EDITORj The following story appeared in the
Charleston Daily Mail, Friday, Jan. 28, 1955* We’re sending
it to you with the thought that you might want to localize it.

The Iferine Corps recruiting office in South Charleston was

buzzing yesterday (Thursday, Jan. 27).
•fiTr

The Leathernecks were talking about John W. Yeager,
All Yeager, a 20-year-old Marshall College junior, did

was stroll into recruiting headquarters to enlist as a private.

He was given the standard Armed Forces Qualification Test,

which has a maximum grade of 100.
.1

Minimum passing grade is 10.
Yeager scored 99*

The South Charleston Marines said Yeager’s high score
was "almost unheard of" in armed service annals.

They said

Yeager, whose home is in Parkersburg, will be eligible for
Officer Candidate School if his commanding officer recommends

him following basic training at Paris Island, S. C.
Yeager said Officer Candidate School is his goal.

The 1952 Parkersburg High School graduate was given early

mid-year examinations at Marshall so he could leave for military
serviceo

His academic standing, recruiters said in an

understatement, was "good.”
(more)

I*
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Marshall college information

service—1-31-55

(Teageri—2)

Teager, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Lazor

(C 0 R R E C T)

of 10>+6 Emerson St. Parkersburg, attended the American Legion
Boys’ State in 1951 and was elected to the "state senate."

The test he took yesterday, Marines said, is used by all
-s branches y
military
to grade the mental ability of applicants

for enlistment.

I

They added:

"...a score of

99J"
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 1-31-55

To the Parkersburg News, Parkersburg, W. Va.
r

For Immediate Release

NOTEITO EDITOR:

The following story appeared in the Charleston

Daily Mail, Friday, Jan. 28, 1955*

We’re sending it to you with

the thought that you might want to localize it.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. —-(MCIS)—The Marine Corps recruiting
office in South Charleston was buzzing yesterday (Thursday, Jan. 27).

The Leathernecks were talking about John W. Yeager.
S'

All Yeager, a 20-year-old Marshall College junior, did was
stroll into recrcjtfrting headquarters to enlist as a private.

He was given the standard Armed Forces Qualification Test,
which has a maximum grade of 100.
Minimum passing grade is 10.

Yeager scored 99.
The South Charleston Marines said Yeager’s high

"almost unheard of" in armed service annals.

was

They said Yeager, whose

home is in Parkersburg, will be eligible for Officer Candidate School

if his commanding officer recommends him following basic training
at Paris Island, S. C.
e

Yeager said Officer Candidate School is his goal.
Ths 1952 Parkersburg High School graduate was given early
mid-year examinations at Marshall so he could leave for military

service.

His academic standing, recruiters said in an understatement,
was "good."
(more)

T

marshall college information service—1-31-55
(Yeager-- 2)

Yeager, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Lazor

(CORRECT)

of 1046 Emerson St. Parkersburg, attended the American Region

Boy’s State in 1951 and was elected to the "state senate.”

The test he took yesterday, Marines said, is used by all
military branches to grade the mental ability of applicants for

enlistment#

They added:

n—a score of 99!”
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-31-55

To the Herald-Dispatch
For Release Tuesday, Feb. 1

(Smith on TV)
Problems affecting the public as the result of

inadequate state financing at Marshall College will be
discussed by Dr* Stewart H. Smith, Marshall president, on
Nick Basso’s news program over WSAZ-TV tomorrow (Wednesday)

at

p* m»

He will appear on The News Picture for five minutes*

Dr* Smith will appear on WSAZ-TV again Sunday, Feb* 6,
to discuss college problems with two leading Huntingtonians*

This program is scheduled for 6’30 to 6:U? p* m.
-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-31-55
For Immediate Release

(Dr. Smith Appointment-- 1)
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College,

has been appointed to a committee which will plan a statewide
conference on education for next fall*
The conference will be preliminary to President Eisenhower’s

White House Conference on Education to be held in Washington,

D. C., Nov0 28 to Dec. 1*
Governor Marland, on the request of President Eisenhower 9
has appointed a state committee to plan and direct the West

Virginia conference.

W, W. Trent, state superintendent of

schools, is committee chairman.

Public Law 530,

passed by Congress last fall,

allocates $700,000 to the states for defraying a portion of

the costs of preparing for and conducting these meetings.
-30-
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Marshall COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 1-31-55
For Immediate Release

(Dr, Purdy)

Dr. Ralph D. Purdy, associate professor of education
t

at Marshall College, is a member of the evaluating committee

which is examining Glen Rogers High School for admission to
the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools,
X

The group, appointed by North Central’s West Virginia
I

committee, began the evaluating job Monday and will complete
its work Tuesday,

Dr, Purdy is state coordinator of the West Virginia study

in educational administration,,
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—1-31-55

For Immediate Release

To Jo Ann Herring, Herald-Dispatch

(President Stewart H. Smith)
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College, and

Mrs. Smith returned Monday after a train trip to Washington, D. C.,

and Hew York, N, Y.
Dr. Smith addressed Marshall College alumni of the Greater

Sew York chapter Thursday and members of the Washington chapter

r

of the college alumni association Friday.
On Saturday and Sunday Dr, Smith attended a session of the
advisory committee of the National Social Hygiene Association*
The Marshall president is a member of the committee*

-30-
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Dr. and Mrs. Smith live at I636 Fifth Avenue.

